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The new 'STARCURSOR" means accuracy - accuracy that's

impossible with a joystick that can't keep up with your rctlcxcs.

When you're playing for high scores, you don't want to be

handicapped by an inefficient joystick.

... The "STARCURSOR" is the closest thing there is to the

perfect joystick... it's fast... reacting to your touch instantly, and

it's accurate... givingyou the highest percentage ofscoring hits possible.

The Starcursor is designed around the commercial "Multicoin" joystick

- considered by many coin machine operators to be the best joystick on

the market for accuracy and durability. It is tested and proven to

last...no matter how often or rouahly you use your joystick.

SUITS ALL COMPUTER GAMES
Your Starcursor can be adapted to suit any game with the simple Change

over switch situated on the bottom of the joystick. This gives you the

choice ofa 4 and 8 way action for exact same control.

FIRE POWER - THE CHOICE IS YOURS
As well, the unique 'common button switch" lets you use the Starcur-

sor's three firing buttons together, independently or two together de-

pendina on the game you are playing.

GUARANTEED FOR THREE YEARS
bv the manufactures. Multicoin Amusements Ply Ltd.

Dealer enquiries to:

Multicoin Amusements Pry. Ltd.

17 Wrights Place

Labrador. Gold Coast. Australia. 4215
Ph: (075) 37 5711 Fax: (075) 37 3743

W.A.
J. Mills Agencies
Ph: (09) 344 1660 Fax: (09) 345 1308

A

HAND CONFORMING
Easy grip handle wilh

unbreakable 10mm steel shaft

BUTTON COMMON
SWITCH
Middle Position:

All burtons independant

Left Position:

Common 1 and 2

Right Position: Common
1 2 and 3

THREE PUSH BUTTONS
Can bo used with any game

®® o ®®®
EASILY
ADJUSTABLE
4 & 8 way action slide on

bottom allows lor exact

game contra) '

®&(3)

VERSATILE USAGE
Can be placed on knee, in the hand or
on a table using easy grip suction caps



Available for the following formats: Amiga

IBM and C64 YPA Holdings Pty Ltd

5-6 Gladstone Road. Castle Hill. NSW 2154

Phone: (02) 899 2277, Fax (02) 899 2348
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THE STUNNING
NEW AUSTRALIAN PROGRAM

Tired of the same old shoot-em-ups? Give your trigger

finger a rest, and exercise your grey matter, FLIPPIT is a

puzzle, FLIPPIT is a game, FLIPPIT is, above all else, FUN.
It has over 100 levels, plus a randomizer which will create

infinite levels if you ever get all the way through.

FLIPPIT is a game for all ages. It only takes seconds to learn, but it

takes years to master.
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Available Irom: Microcomputer Spot, Grace Bros (selected stores), Actcom Computer Centre Belconnen, A.C.T. Harvey Norman (selected stores).

Claytield Computers OLD, Computed) Braddon A.C.T. and leading computer retailers throughout Australia.

iRactronics
Besl quality, best price N.5.W: Pactronics Ply Lid, 33-35 Alleyne Street, Cralswood. (02) 407 0261

and best service — VICTORIA: Pactronics Pty Ltd. 51-55 Johnston Street, Fitzroy. (03) 419 4644
insist on products from QUEENSLAND: Pactronics Pty Ltd, 12 Stratton St. Ncwstead, 4006. (07) 854 1982

Pactronics "the user- SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Baringa Pty Ud, (08) 271 1066 ext. 6132
friendly company" WFSTFRN AUSTRALIA: Pactronics, Unit 13, 113 High Rd, Willeton 6155 (09) 354 112209)354 1122 ..,



UNLEASH YOUR
CREATIVITY!

DeluxePrint II

Your own print factory!

If you can think of it, De-

luxePrint II can print it

beautifully in colour or

black and while: greet-

ing cards, calendars,

flyers, bumper stickers,

signs, posters, station-

ery, menus, wrapping

paper, certificates, la-

bels, name tags, ban-

ners, even T-shirt iron-

ons! The first product

of its kind to provide

multi-coloured graphics

and borders. Any
graphic image can be

created with 32 of

4,096 colour possibili-

ties. Fully compatible

with DeluxePaint II and

DeluxeLibrary art

disks.

DeluxePaint II

The all-new version of

the best paint program

for any personal com-

puter. Over 50 new fea-

tures and improvements

so you can create better

computer graphics as

fast as you can imagine

them. Make stencils to

cover existing elements,

then paint over and un-

der them. Fill any bound-

ed space with a custom

pattern or gradient

blend of colours. Use the

perspective feature to

turn 2-D into 3-D with

one click. Generate lo-

gos, storyboards,

comps, and presentation

graphics. The possibili-

ties are endless!

ENTERTAINMENT
AND COMPUTER
PRODUCTS PTY LTD

DeluxePhotoLab

Designed for serious

artists who want more

colours, larger canvases,

greater graphic-mode

flexibility and powerful

colour manipulation utili-

ties. Perfect for en-

hancing digitised imag-

es, moving elements

between graphic modes
and printing giant pos-

ters, The perfect com-

panion for DeluxePaint

II,

Supports all of the Ami-

ga's graphics modes in-

cluding Hold and Modify

(for 4,096 colours) and

Extra HalfBrite (for 64

colours). Painting size is

restricted only by the

amount of extended

memory, allowing pain-

tings as much as 20

times larger than a nor-

mal screen.

Head Office Entertainment and Computer Products Pty Ltd

4/18 Lawrence Drive, Nerang 421 1 , Qld, Australia.

Tel (075) 96 3488 Fax (075) 96 3512

DeluxeVideo

Version 1.2

Create your own videos

with DeLuxe "desktop

video* software! Bring

DeluxeArt and Deluxe-

Music together to make

dynamic video presenta-

tions. Training shows,

storyboards, classroom

tutorials, animated com-

mercials, rock videos and

home movies like you've

never seen before! You

can even add titles, spe-

cial graphic effects and
rolling credits.

DeluxeMusic

Construction Set

The ultimate music soft-

ware for your Amiga.

From composition to

transposition, from MIDI

input to printed music.

DeluxeMusic Construc-

tion Set does all the

work and gives you all of

the fun. The first com-

plete music composition

tool that is simple

enough for a beginner -

and powerful enough for

a professional musician.

Compatible with Delux-

eVideo 1 .2., Instant Mu-

sic and any olher IFF

file.
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Perusing the pages of a re-

cent Zzap magazine, a letter

from an Australian reader

caught my attention. He was
lamenting the continual bar-

rage of violent computer
games, and in more recent

months, the rise in popularity

of sexually explicit programs,

text or otherwise.

The editor replied in cyni-

cal terms, although thankfully

he concluded that the writer

had raised a valid issue worthy of further discussion.

Indeed it is. Sydney's Good Weekend ran a story

called The Jason Syndrome which recounted in de-
tail the immediate and obvious effect the movie Fri-

day the 13th had on some viewers. A series of mur-
ders, committed in the exact same style as several

depicted in the movie, took place.

It is possible that continuously viewing movies
depicting violent scenes could affect the viewer, de-
sensitising him toward the value of life, and maybe
even inspiring his own imagination to similar deeds.

It is disappointing to see the number of computer
games with similar perverse themes continuing to
rise.

Another serious problem which responsible par-
ents should be aware of is that most Bulletin Board
Systems cany file areas where X-rated pictures may
be downloaded by anybody, children included. How
material such as this, which is banned in most states

of Australia, can be so readily distributed without
anyone's conscience being bothered is quite worry-
ing.

It would be good to see more responsible Sysops
acting to at least restrict such material. It is illegal,

and in my view immoral. Readers' comments are in-

vited on this matter.

Andrew Farrell

Make sure of getting

your copy

Subscribe now!

Please enrol me for issues

subscription to
The Australian Commodore and Amiga
Review, commencing with the
issue.

I enclose a cheque/money order for $ . .

Please charge my Bankcard
Bankcard number.

Expiry date.

Name:

Address:

Postcode

Please tick applicable box

First Subscription

Renewal

TO: The Australian
Commodore
and Amiga Review
21 Darley Road,
Randwick NSW 2031
(02)398 5111

Rates within Australia:
6 issues $19.00 (including postage)

12 issues $36.00 (including postage)

If you don't want to cut this out
photocopy it or just send a letter.
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ers...

Twin Cities
Late last year we mentioned the

C128's extended graphics capability, re-

vealed in a US journal called Twin Cities

128. Following that article we were for-

warded a subscription form by John As-

plin. Thanks John - here's the informa-

tion dedicated C128er's will be after:

Twin Cities is a 100% CI 28 magazine

fully produced and managed using the

CI28. If you are serious about using or

programming the CI 28, it's worth a

look.

Cost for six issues is USS 12.50, or

p̂mpuTgRmqTE
WE'VE GOT rHMm&wBKm

SOFTWARE &
ACCESSORIES FOR

fs commodore** 64/128

%miGx AATARrST

Plus the
COMPLETE RANGE OF

IL

PRINTERS

We also distribute a full range of paper,

ribbons, blank disks, joysticks, covers,

printer stands, disk boxes, cables and

air freighted copies of overseas magazines.

PH: 02-457-8118 FAX: 02-457-8739

US$25.00 for twelve issues. Post your

order to Twin Cities 128, P.O Box
4625, Saint Paul MN 55104.

News Maker 128
Free Spirit Software, Inc. has re-

leased News Maker 128, a desk top pub-

lishing program for the Commodore
128D computer and the Commodore 128

computer with 64K video RAM up-

grade. News Maker 128 supports the

Commodore 128D in its native 80 col-

umn mode.

News Maker 128 can be used to

create professional

looking newsletters,

reports, signs and

posters. News Maker
128 can be used as a

stand alone pro-

gram, in combina-

tion with a word

processor or in com-
bination with

graphics software

(such as Sketchpad

128).

News Maker 128

uses standard sequen-

tial files (CBM-
PETASCII) for

"pouring"' text into

user defined col-

umns. In addition to

using Sketchpad

128 graphics, graph-

ics may be drawn by
hand with the News
Maker graphics edi-

tor or imported from

Print Shop graphic

disks. Full page lay-

out, pop down me-
nus, smooth screen

scrolling, font selection, cut past, mir-

ror, flip are among the options available

with News Maker 128.

If a 1750 RAM Expansion Unit is

available, News Maker 128 will config-

ure the REU as a RAM disk. With an

REU, the user can have instantaneous

access to 45 different fonts, five full

newsletter pages and five full screen size

graphics screens.

News Maker 128 requires a Commo-
dore 128 computer or a Commodore 128

with the 64K Video RAM Chips in-

stalled, an 80 column RGB monitor, a

Commodore 1351 or M-3 Mouse and a

Commodore or compatible printer. Op-

tional equipment supported includes the

1750 RAM Expansion Unit and a second

disk drive. The second drive can be ei-

ther a 1571 or 1581 disk drive.

News Maker 128 is available from

Free Spirit Software, Inc. for $29.95

(U.S.)

For further information contact:

Joe Hubbard, Free Spirit Software,

Inc., PO Box 128/58 Noble Street, Kutz-

town, PA 19530.

Sketchpad 128
Free Spirit Software Inc., have re-

leased Sketchpad 128, a complete draw-

ing system for use with a 1351 Mouse.

The package takes advantage of the

128's 80 column graphics mode in 640

by 200 pixel resolution.

Features include full menu operation,

drawing tips, 3D solids, slide show op-

tions, shaded fills, fonts, clipart, 64K
video RAM support plus all the usual

drawing type functions. Sketchpad 128

could even be used to create artwork,

signs, posters and letterheads. Watch for

a review over the next couple of months.

Commodore andAmiga Review 6
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RAM
Rumbles
Start thinking and win a
BMX BIKE!

If you have a good imagination, and

enjoy bike riding or know someone else

who does, it's time to get your thinking

caps on.

Starting from our March issue,

Rainbird and Firebird in conjunction with

Questor will be offering a BMX Super X
Road Master bike, ideal for 7-15 year

olds, and ten runner-up prizes, for the

best game or program idea submitted by

June 1st this year. We'll be looking for

original, creative and well-presented

concepts for any
program for either the

Amiga or C64. Watch
for full details next

month,

Dataflow collects
Broderbund Distribution

Educational software specialists. Da-
taflow Computer Services, have managed
to secure national distribution rights of

Broderbund products. You may be famil-

iar with tides such as The Print Shop,
which pioneered home publishing, and
helped make Broderbund a leader in home
educational and productivity software.

In more recent times. Where in the

World is Carmen Dan Diegof, a geogra-

phy adventure game, made the charts in

big numbers. New entertainment pro-

grams, as well as upgrades to existing

titles are expected in coming months.

Sales tax scrapped!
As 1988 faded into oblivion and our

offices cranked up the answering ma-
chine, an important decision was an-

nounced by the Federal Government. We
almost missed it! Thanks to several alert

suppliers, new price lists - without sales

tax - were on my desk in time for the

Update

new year. Surprise, surprise! Some big

dollar items are now up to $100 cheaper.

The software industry has long com-

plained about sales tax, especially on

custom applications. Intensive lobbying

by several groups, and many long hours

of meetings with government officials,

led to the decision. This reverses the

original installation of sales tax on com-
puter software of 20% in 1986.

Lower prices on all programs can be

expected by now. Hardware, memory add
ons and peripherals remain the same.

Safe power
Take a look under most computer

desks and you'll find a wad of cables

leading to those handy four socket power

packs. HPM have produced an enhanced

version of this popular device, offering

protection from power spikes and surges.

Retail price is around

Multi-Coin Amusements
Aussie joystick

Please note that in the advertisement

on the inside front cover of our January

issue the telephone number for the above

company was incorrect. It should have
been shown as (075) 37-5711. See adver-

tisement on the inside front cover of this

issue for full details.

Cockroach
Software
PO Box 1154

Southport 4215
Phone: (075) 91 6188

Cockroach
Turbo Rom

Cockroach
Graphics Utility

$42.00

including

postage

$69.95
including

postage

It is rare that I have any good
words to say about politicians,
but even so early in 1989 I al-

ready find that I am agreeing
with the statements of two Fed-
eral Ministers.

1. Mr Keating. Thank you,
kind sir, for dropping sales tax
off all our software. This will
have a number of advantages:

a) It will mean for the same
$100 you will be able to buy
three or four programs instead
of two or three.

b) Parents buying educational
software will be more inclined
to buy more, and varied pro-
grams, for their children.

c) Very high priced software
will now become attainable for
those who really don't know any
better (they persist in paying
more just for a name) and good
Pactronics software will now be-
come excellent , great , superb
value for money products.

d) MOST IMPORTANT. Due
to your great support resulting
in much higher volume sales for
Pactronics, we have been able to
get better prices from our sup-
pliers on many products and you
will find that many of our pro-
grams are much cheaper now
than just the difference in the
sales tax would have made them.

e) In the past, many of you
have thought that Australian im-
porters were ripping you off be-
cause of the great difference in
price between local retail and
US retail, but as you will now
see, the greater part of the dif-
ference was because of sales tax.

2. The second politician to
whom I am grateful is the Mini-
ster for Trade, Mr Kerin, who
has suggested that we buy things
Australian, and although there is
not a lot of software available
which is written in Australia,
Pactronics do do a lot of the
production of programs here, ie

duplication, packaging, printing
of inserts etc, and of course
FLIPPIT, the best Australian
game written so far and certain-
ly far better than overseas games
of the same type.
Amiga lovers, see page 25,

and all of you watch this column
next month for news of our com-
petition.

Advertisement

Commodore and Amiga Review 7
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New 20 MB Hard
Drive for Amiga 500

Don't be surprised if Ami-
ga 500s soon start popping up

in more and more profession-

al environments. Commodore
has developed a hard disk plus

RAM expansion unit that

gives the popular home and

education computer more
computing power than some
fully configured PCs.

The new peripheral, the

A590, combines the most

popular Amiga 500 accesso-

ries (hard disk drive and RAM)
into one compact unit that at-

taches to the side of the com-
puter. Several new and ad-

vanced components combine

in the A590 to achieve a sig-

nificant breakthrough in the

ratio of price to performance.

The A590 unit contains a

20MB slimline 3.5" hard disk

drive, and a SCSI interface for

adding additional external hard

drives, CD ROMs or Optical

disks. Sockets for up to 2

megabytes of fast RAM ena-

ble you to expand the memo-
ry of your Amiga 500 by sim-

ply plugging in additional

DRAM chips.

A custom DMA controller

chip designed and fabricatedby

Commodore specifically for

the A590 maximizes the im-

plementation of multi-

tasking. This chip provides a

true DMA interface between

the Motorola 68000 CPU and

the hard drive.

Other hard disk interfaces

use programmed I/O to trans-

fer data, which slows down
the CPU. This custom DMA
controller has a maximum
transfer rate of 2.4 mb/sec

(depending on drive), which is

two to three times more effi-

cient than programmed I/O.

Another feature of the cus-

tom DMA controller is the

ability to perform memory to

memory DMA transfers any-

where within the 16 MB ad-

dress space of the 68000 mi-

croprocessor. Freeing the

CPU by means of custom co-

processors has been a key ele-

ment in the architecture of the

Amiga.

This level of performance

is made possible by a unique

self-adjusting, dual-ported

synchronous eight word (16

bit) FIFO with built in byte-

to- word funneling contained

within the custom chip (What

a mouth-full!). This chip,

containing in excess of

16,000 transistors, is fabricat-

ed in 2 micron double-level

metal CMOS by Commo-
dore's semiconductor manufac-

turing facility.

The A590 has its own ex-

ternal power supply with an

autosense switch that turns

on the A590 automatically

when the A500 is switched

on. This practical feature al-

lows for flawless autobooting

of the hard drive.

The hard drive and RAM
are completely autoconfigura-

ble - a concept which was pi-

oneered on the Amiga to al-

low the operating system to

recognize what resources are

available and to automatically

set I/O addresses.

The A590 is expected to

dramatically upgrade the use-

fulness of the Amiga 500 as

a professional computer. The
A500/A590 combination

could have 3 megabytes of

RAM and a 20MB hard disk

in addition to the standard 3.5

inch floppy drive and 68000
processor, supporting the oth-

er Amiga features. This is

more computing power than

many fully configured PCs.

With the Amiga's multi-

tasking operating system, the

A500/A590 will break yet

another price/performance bar-

rier.

Commodore's vertical inte-

gration from chip design and

manufacturing through the fi-

nal product enables Commo-
dore to offer significant per-

formance in remarkably

affordable computer systems.

Aegis Draw 2000
ships for the Amiga
Los Angeles, California - Ae-

gis Development, Inc., today

began shipping Aegis Draw
2000 at the Ami Expo show
here at the Westin Bonaven-

ture Hotel. Aegis Draw 2000

replaced Aegis Draw Plus, the

best selling Amiga CAD pro-

gram, as Aegis' high end de-

sign system for the Amiga
family of computers. Sug-

gested retail is $279.95

(U.S.), and the minimum
hardware configuration is 1

megabyte of RAM and two
disk drives.

The package includes two

version ofDraw 2000: one for

use with the standard Amiga
68000 processor, and another

supporting the 68020/68881

coprocessor board (making the

overall speed of the program

increase by 20 to 50%, or

more). It also includes the

ability to display drawing in

Workbench windows, thus in-

creasing the number of draw-

ings which can be displayed

at one lime, and the speed

with which they are drawn.

All reported bugs have also

been corrected.

"Aegis Draw 2000 is the

latest example of our commit-

ment to the Amiga market,"

said company president David

Barrett. "Draw 2000 is the re-

sult of our listening to our

Commodore andAmiga Review 8



News

users and giving them the best

possible product."

Aegis Draw andDraw Plus

product owners will be noti-

fied of the upgrade to Draw
2000 by mail, and all regis-

tered Aegis Draw Plus owners

will be given the opportunity

to receive a free Draw 2000

manual as a replacement for

their current two-manual set.

The upgrade fee is $20.00 in-

side the U.S. S30.00 for all

other countries. This cost in-

cludes the price of shipping

and handling. An upgrade from

Aegis Draw will cost $150.00

(U.S.). Upgrades only availa-

ble from Aegis Development,

Inc. For more information on

upgrades, contact Aegis' Cus-

tomer Support Department at

(213) 392-9972 (voice) or

(213) 392 6445 (fax).

Sex Vixens from
Space - banned in

Britain!

The latest shipment of Sex

Vixens from Space, Free Spir-

it's popular adult game for ihe

Amiga, has been impounded

by the British authorities.

While other packages in the

shipment have been released,

it appears that the porn squad
will destroy the Sex Vixen

packages.

Joe Hubbard, resident of

Free Spirit Software, Inc., is-

sued the following statement

with regard to the incident:

"While Sex Vixens from
Space may be a bit racy, it is

not pornographic. Apparently,

the British authorities are ei-

ther quite prudish or complete-

ly lacking a sense of humor.

Regardless, freedom of artistic

expression and the freedom to

disseminate such are corner-

stones of democracy. The act

of seizing these game is the

act of a fascist government."

Ultra DOS Utilities to

be Bundled with

Australian M.A.S.T.

Hard Drives Free Spirit

Software, Inc and Memory and

Storage Technology, Inc

(M.A.S.T.) have reached an

agreement whereby M.A.S.T.

will install Ultra DOS Utili-

ties - Module 1 on all hard

drives sold by M.A.S.T.

Ultra DOS Utilities -

Module 1 has earned the repu-

tation as the most versatile

hard drive backup and file

management utility available

for the Amiga. This award

winning utility performs vir-

tually all AmigaDOS func-

tions at the click of a mouse

button. Ultra DOS will give

owners of M.A.S.T. drives a

quick and easy way to install

or backup software on their

hard drives.

M.A.S.T. manufactures a

variety of peripherals for Ami-

ga computers. Among its

products are 20,40, 65 and

180 Meg hard drives.

M.A.S.T. has earned an ex-

cellent reputation for quality,

performance and value of its

hard drive systems. The in-

clusion of Ultra DOS Utilities

on M.A.S.T. hard drives fur-

ther enhances die value of

M.A.S.T. hard drive systems.

For further information

contact M.A.S.T. on (02) 436

2600.

Free Spirit Releases
1.3 Upgrade of Ultra

DOS Utilities

Free Spirit Software, Inc.

has released an upgraded ver-

sion of Ultra DOS Utilities

to provide compatibility and

support for Amiga DOS Ver-

sion 1.3. Ultra DOS Utilities

is the award winning file man-

agement and hard drive back-

up utility for the Amiga.

The upgraded version of

Ultra DOS is fully compati-

ble with both AmigaDOS
version 1.2 and 1.3. In addi-

tion to supporting the en-

hancement of Amiga DOS
1.3, the new version of Ultra

DOS contains many ne2 fea-

tures to make file manage-

ment and backup faster and

easier.

Registered owners of Ultra

DOS Utilities may obtain the

upgraded version by sending

their original program disk

and $10 (U.S.) to Free Spirit

Software, Inc., P.O. Box 128/

58 Noble St., Kutztown, PA
19530.

The upgraded version of

Ultra DOS Utilities will con-

tinue to be sold for

(US)S59.95 retail.

GPTerm 4.0

Greg Perry and Steve

McNamee have released the

fully functional version of

their telecommunications soft-

ware with both Videotex and

ANSI emulation. This latest

version is significantly more

bombproof and has an im-

proved range of protocols for

file transfer.

The range now includes

ZModem, Kermit, Sealink,

YModem-batch, Hunter,

YModem and of course the

original XModem. Most other

major improvements amount

to fine tuning and tweeking,

however, there are also several

additional pulldown menus.

Other improvements in-

clude new ANSI emulations,

extra ASCII send/capture op-

tions, new videotex autolog

and print functions, faster

text displays now up to 9600

baud, new hot keys, and dou-

ble click menu functions.

An upgrade path is availa-

AMIGA PRODUCTS
Hard disk drives available for all Amiga models.

External disk drives, cream front panel, switch, slimline,

quiet operation, with 15 months warranty

Star NX 1000 colour/mono printer, Star NX2410 printer.

All Pactronics products available. New Abacus
Amiga manuals in stock.

Quality Computer and printer accessories.

Latest Amiga Magazines, other publications and
software available.

Bi-monthly Amiga workshops.

Amiga tuition classes - bookings essential.

WHITES COMPUTERS
(02) 634 6636

37 Daphne Ave. Castle Hill 2154.
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News

ble to owners of older ver-

sions. Owners of version 3.??

purchased after 1st November,

1988 are entitled to a free up-

grade by simply returning

master disk along with proof

of date of purchase and cheque/

money order for $2.50 for

p&p. Owners of version 3.??

purchased prior to 1st Novem-
ber, 1988 must pay $25.00

and those who purchased ver-

sion 1.0, specifically the Net-

comm version, must pay

$35.00.

Send your details, disk and

money to GP Software, 21

Aloomba Road, Ashgrove

4060. Alternatively phone

(07) 366 1402 for information

or contact via modem on the

FIDOnet node 640/304,

CCUGQ BBS 07 344 1833.

Commodore USA
turn over new leaf

According to sources in the

U.SA, things are changing

for the better. We're not talk-

ing sweeping improvements,

but hopefully an underlying

sentiment that will be echoed

locally.

Speciality magazine have

been targeted with Amiga's
music and video capability.

Feedback from users and devel-

opers is being sought. New
dealers have been added. Soft-

ware lists have been compiled.

New staff are being hired. Spe-

cial attention to the education

market has increased.

If Commodore Australia

follow this lead, and even to a

lesser extent if they don't, we
can look forward to people

taking the Amiga more seri-

ously as a real alternative to

main stream computers - and

maybe one day it will be

viewed as a main stream com-

puter.

Applications
Commodore computers

have turned up in the strangest

of places. We know the ABC
has a few, many TV stations

have one in the back room,

especially regional operations.

In Canberra they pop up in

ads, and in movies they pop

up as props. We spotted one

in Flying High - a Vic 20 to

be exact. But, we would like

to hear from readers who
know of interesting applica-

tions (he Amiga is being put

to.

Xerox wins Design
Patents

Apple computers had bet-

ter watch their step. Xerox

have finally nailed down de-

sign patents on their Waste-

basket, File Folder and other

icons used in the Xerox work

station. The table has turned

on Apple, who may find Xe-

rox making legal moves
against them with a new
mightier clout. Will Commo-
dore be involved? We think

not - the Amiga is just that

much more different. Could it

affect Apple? Imagine if they

end up having to change the

whole look and feel of their

operating system.

DeluxePaint III

Electronic Arts have con-

firmed rumours of a DpIH in

the future. Dan Silva, author

of the famous Amiga pro-

gram, showed off his personal

copy at a user group meeting

in the USA. Easy to use ani-

mation features were just one

of the many additions. Think

long and hard, EA. I guess

they won't want to clobber

Deluxe Photolab - with HAM
and Extra Half Bright modes -

so we may never see the truly

ultimate paint package.

Commodore
Amiga outsells MAC!

Apple, eat your heart out,

the Amiga is finally getting a

neck in front. Sales figures

from just prior to Christmas

in the USA show the Mac
starting to fall into second

place. Of course both ma-
chines continue to sell well,

so it is not true that one is

grabbing the other's market.

But people are starting to real-

ise that the Amiga is better

value for money, and multi-

tasking is not just a gimmick.

Ashton-Tate may
move to Amiga

By this time there should

be over 1,000,000 Amiga's

world wide. What does that

mean? It's time for the big

boys to take a second look.

One company is already re-

ceiving pressure from within

to give the Amiga more atten-

tion. Following the dismal

failure of the presentation

graphics package for the IBM
by Ashton Tate, Amiga fans

inside A-T are according to

one source pushing for an

Amiga version. This year

could be the year the Amiga
gets some real professional

software.

Amiga-Live!
Issue two is finally out.

Just repeating, the magazine

on a disk we now sell is bi-

monthly, despite mistaken ad-

vertising saying otherwise.

It's also running behind sched-

ule. Nevertheless, issue two

looks to be better than issue

one. Why not check it out.

Call (02) 817-0011 for de-

tails.

Mr Ron Vogt of Kings Park is presented by the
editor with a California Access CA 880 external

Amiga disc drive. The competition was held at

the World of Commodore Show by Computer
Mart who kindly donated the prize. Computer

Mart importand distribute many popular
programs for the Amiga range including the
successful Kind Words word processor. For

imformation coll (09) 328 9799.
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TWO INTELLIGENT
WAYS TO MIND
YOUR OWN
BUSINESS

1. The Commodore Amiga 2000

• Low-cost entry to desk-top publishing.

Advanced graphics, type and photographic

reproduction.

• Multi-tasking of business packages.

Runs up to four programs

simultaneously.

• Optional XT or AT bridgeboard for

MS-DOS compatibility.

• Produces sophisticated presentation

graphics, reports, and overhead projection

slides.

2. The New Commodore
PC10 Version 111

• Just released! The newest version of

Commodore's proven PC10 with 640K
RAM.

• IBM PC compatibility. Runs MS-DOS
business software.

• Expandable with 3 full-length expansion

slots.

• Built in mouse port, serial and parallel

ports and colour/monochrome adaptor.

• Includes Able One integrated software

and GW Basic.

KEEP UP WITH
Cm.commodore



Letters

\umii\m&^
Praise & High Scores

First may I say how much I en-

joy your magazine. The articles are

helpful and well written, while your

reviews give a good guide (and un-

biased) to software purchase.

After reading the "high score"

chart in the November issue, my
wife and I decided to send in a few

of our own. Perhaps the high score

chart could become a regular feature

of your magazine.

Anthony Sharpe

Cessnock
Ed - Thanks for the scores -

we'll be sure to add them in next

time the list is published. Good
suggestion loo! All we need are

more up-to-date high scores to pub-

lish and away we go. So why not

send them in, readers?

GEOS - Printer & Mouse
I have recently purchased a copy

of GEOS for the C64 but as yet I

do not have a printer (as you can

see by this hand scrawled letter). I

am at present thinking of buying a

printer for use with GEOS. Which
printer would you recommend for

the purposes of both wordprocess-

ing and graphics? I am also looking

to buy a mouse for use with

GEOS. I would appreciate you ad-

vise on this as well.

S. Dodsworth
44 Cartwright St

Ingham, Qld 4850

Ed - Both the Star and Fujitsu

range are fine printers. Commodore

also has a number ofgood choices

which are rebadged Okidata printers.

In general terms you get what you

pay for. Although we always rec-

ommend a Centronics type interface,

TO THE EDITOR

in case you need to update down the

track.

Commodore has a mouse, as

does Pactronics. The choice is a

personal taste decision.

What did some people
think of our new format?

It looks like I have bought my
last Australian Commodore and
Amiga Review. The October issue

should be called The Amiga Re-

view. That's all I have to say, I will

just save my money, it's a pity be-

cause I have really enjoyed the past

issues.

You did mention in your editori-

al C64 owners might feel left out,

so obviously you felt a bit guilty

with your new format, and rightly

so.

Mrs. J. L. Gibson

West Beach

Ok! ! First things first! ! You've

changed the magazine so why not

change the name to suit? How
about Australian Amiga Review
with Space Filled in by C64?

Andrew Farrell's comment "C64

owners may feel like we're starting

to sweep them under the carpet"

doesn't tell the half of it. I have

been buying AC&AR primarily be-

cause unlike other magazines, the

majority of the magazine applied to

my machine; the C64. Now we get

the odd mention here and there.

Who decided that the Amiga was to

be force fed to us? If it's so popular

keep the separate mag for it and

leave our mag in peace.

While I'm still buying the mag
I think the changes are a sell out for

C64 owners and I reckon the maga-

zine must have a large shareholder

named CBM.
B. Spadaro

Casula
Ed - Our second reader has

stayed around long enough to see

that we saw the error of our ways,

and there is now still plenty of C64
material in each issue. We will con-

tinue to aim for a balance between

the two machines, but not every is-

sue will be perfect as new products

appear more for one or the other

computer. The idea is ofcourse that

many, especially entertainment

titles, appearfor both.

As for the Commodore share-

holder bit, no, we are totally inde-

pendent. Our thinking is shaped by

yqur feedback. Thanks for your

comments. The C64 will remain

well supported. Ifyou count up the

actual pages of editorial, I think

you will agree.

Working on an 8250
I wonder whether you could an-

swer a question for me. My setup is

a Commodore 128, a 1541 and an

8250LP dual disk drive, plus the

venerable 1526 printer. A Phillips

black and white monitor completes

the picture.

I use the system for my clean-

ing business, running Superhase

which works very well. What origi-

nally happened was that I bought

Superbase and loaded it from the

1541 - then an acquaintance in com-

puting got stuck into it and con-

verted Superhase so that it would

load and ran straight from the 8250

drive (drive 0).

My question is can this be done

for other programs? Is there a way
of getting programs which are de-

signed for the 1541 or the 1571 to
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run as my present Superbase pro-

grammed ones, on the 8250? The

guy who did the deed originally ac-

tually said that there wasn't much
work in it, so many commands etc

were identical to both drives.

Any ideas, or even clues as to

how I could track down the an-

swers?

S. Przybylski

35 Vincent Blvd,

Flagstaff Hill, SA 5159

Ed - Programs which are modi-

fiable such as a Superbase program

would only need minor changes to

operate on a different device. Just

change OPEN statementfrom 8 to

9, and likewise for LOAD and
SAVEs within the program. How-
ever, some software written in ma-
chine code will be difficult to modi-

fy without assembly language
experience.

Expert Cartridge V3.2!
I am writing to you to tell you

how pathetic your article on

"Cartridge Capers" was.

For a start, who cares if a car-

tridge has "...two high quality mo-
mentary switches?" Not one person

with half a brain would buy a car-

tridge just for the high quality

switches. Why don't you read the

British magazines and take a leaf

our of their book? None of the Brit-

ish mags mentioned anything about

the switches on the cartridges, be-

cause after all, WHO CARES?
Secondly, why didn't you actual-

ly spend some time reading the in-

structions for each cartridge? You
say the Expert's instructions are

"...poorly written..." If you read

them properly you would have
found out that they are very easy to

follow and understand.

On the feature list you listed a

whole lot of features unique to the

Final Cartridge 3 e.g. the extended

Basic commands. Why didn't you
list a few things unique to the Ex-

pert 3.2 such as the ability to

change sprites and enter them in dif-

ferent programs plus all of the other

functions unique to it? You didn't

even mention that it is cheap to up-

date (S10 compared to much more
for the other cartridges).

In the listing of the features,

you didn't say that the Expert has a

"Rocket" turbo loader, which is ac-

tually faster than the Action Replay

4 Warp 25 loader. Who needs a note

pad on FC3, let alone a calculator?

And lastly, why did you only

test TWO programs and say that the

results are very useful? Anyone
should know that freezing two pro-

grams will not tell you much about

the cartridge's capabilities. Because

AR4 froze them both, you said that

is has "...the most advanced snap-

shot facilities around." Also the Ex-

pert DOES have a display directory

option, use the Expert Express.

It is sad for me to regret that I

will not buy your magazine again,

you can't even get a simple car-

tridge review correct! I know you
won't print this letter because it

doesn't praise your magazine like

most other letters I have seen.

Australian Commodore and Amiga Review

AMIGA ANNUAL 1989
+ Word processing Graphics

+ Communications + Databases + Games
User Groups, how to beat the Virus, and lots more

Complete Software Guide
Full list ofpublic domain Fish Disks $5.95

Available from newsagents, or by mail order from us:
Post to Gareth Powell Publishing 21 Parley Road, Randwick, 2031 or telephone and give your Bankcard number

,
Name Signature
Address I

Postcode I

Exp Date -Cheque Bankcard No
Please Send me Copies of Amiga Annual 1988
Please Send me Copies of Commodore Annual 1988 at a cost of $5.95 each plus $1.00 P. & P. '

I
1
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Letters

I know I made the right choice.

I didn't take notice of your review

and I bought the Expert Cartridge

V3.2.

Simon Wallace

Illawong

Ed - After having used a number

of different cartridges, buttons did

matter. If the button stops work-

ing, the whole cartridge is useless!

Several cartridges that have been

through our offices died due to

cheap buttons. Secondly, the Ex-

pert Cartridge is really in a world of

its own.

It may have many different fea-

tures, but not all at the same time.

It is not a practical quick and clean

solution. It has power, I admit.

Once you've used others with simi-

lar features that don't require

"downloading" of files to obtain

basic functions, the Expert be-

comes less appealing. Our opinions

were compared with those of user

groups and other writers. All agreed

on our conclusions.

Impossible Mission
Have I got a trick for you. If

you enter and run this before load-

ing the game you will find that you

have disabled the sprite collision

detection. This means the robots

cannot kill you.

1 For X + 320 to

347:READY:C=C+Y:POKE
X,Y:NEXT
2IFC=2941THENPOKE
157,128:SYS320

3 PRINT'DATA ERROR"
4 DATA 32, 104, 225, 169, 83,

141, 243, 3, 169, 1

5 DATA 141, 244, 3, 76, 13, 8,

72, 77, 80, 169

6 DATA 96, 141, 16, 120, 32,

132, 255, 96

Now you can complete Impossi-

ble Mission on the C64.

Clayton Gardner

Oatley
Ed - Thanks! Keep them com-

ing.

Typing Practice
In your magazine dated Novem-

ber 1988, amongst other very

worthwhile articles were listings for

two programs - Memory and Typ-

ing Practice.

The second in particular ap-

pealed to me, and I decided to use it

to extend my typing capability,

away from the two finger job. Be-

ing a newcomer, I typed out this

program till coming to line 14,

where I came across a command
(SWUC) which I could not compre-

hend, so I left out this line. Further

on in line 70 (C+) then in line 86

(Co). So I decided to seek help be-

fore going any further.

When I spoke to the President of

the Commodore users group up here,

he pointed out to me that because this

program had been written by an out-

sider to the publication, he had been

using some personal command in-

structions which as in this case are

not widely used by the system. Sec-

ondly, that once upon a time such

commands that could cause concern

were listed and explained separately af-

ter the program.

Would it be possible for me to get

those above mentioned commands ex-

plained to me, and if there is any pub-

lication or book that could help me
unravel those mysterious commands.

Another question, if I may ask it:

has there been an article comparing

the Excelerator to the 1541-11, if so

where could I find it

Mike Ackerer

Casuarina

Ed - To put it briefly, all these ab-

breviations are based on the shifted

graphics symbols, colour controls and

cursor key functions. A listing ap-

pears below ofone standard we used -

any variations on this can usually be

understood by referring to this chart.

There is a review of Excelerator

Plus in our Commodore Annual
1989. We have not done a direct com-

parison with the 1541.

10 rem explanation of listing 44 print"{WHT) - commodore and white"

12 rem 46 print" {RED) - commodore and red"

14 print"{CLR) - shift and clr/home" 48 print"{CYAN) - commodore and cyan"

16 print"(HOME) - clr/home" 50 print"{PURP) - commodore and purple"

18 print"{C/DN} - cursor down" 52 print"{GRN) - commodore and green"

20 print" {C/UP} - cursor up" 54 print"{BLUE} - commodore and blue"

22 print" {C/RT} - cursor right" 56 print"{YELOJ - commodore and yellow"

24 print" (C/LF) - cursor left" 58 print" {RVOF) - Ctrl and rvs/off"

26 print"{BLKJ - Ctrl and black" 59 print"(RVON) - Ctrl and rvs/on"

28 print" {WHT) - Ctrl and white" 60 print" {Fl) - function one"

30 print" {RED) - Ctrl and red" 61 print" (F2) - function two"

32 print"(CYAN) - Ctrl and cyan" 62 print" {F3) - function three"

34 print'fPURP) - Ctrl and purple" 63 print" {F4) - function four"

36 print" (GRN) - Ctrl and green" 64 print" (F5) - function five"

38 print" (BLUE) - Ctrl and blue" 65 print" (F6) - function six"

40 print"{YELO) - Ctrl and yellow" 66 print" {F7} - function seven"

42 print"(ORNG) - commodore and black" 68 print" { F8 } - function eight"
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H ARDWARE
ERIPHERAL

ISTRIBUTORSPD
Trilogic

Amiga Mini Amp
Disk Doctor

Datasette Doctor

Amiga Digitiser

Expert Cartridge including utility disk

Expert V3.2 utility disk

Expert V3.2 system disk

Specialist Software
Disks 5 1/4 2S 2D 10

Disks 5 1/4 2S 2D colour 10

Disks high quality 3.5 MF-2DD10

Disk Storage Box 5.25

DD5
DD10
DD50L
DD100L
DD 120L

Disk Storage Box 3.5"

YUDD5
DD10A
DD40L
DD80L
Diskette Notcher

H.P.D.

Amiga Senator 3.5" disk drive

Amiga Master 5 1/4 disk drive

Amiga Midi Interface

Excelerator+ Plus disk drive

Economical fastload cartridge

4 Slot cartridge mother board

(save wear and tear on your cartridge port)

Parallel cable

Reset cartridge

Quickshot MK I Joystick

Quickshot MK II Joystick

Quickshot MK II Turbo Joystick

C64 Stereo sound synthesiser

Citizen 120D Printer

Price includes choice of interface either

1. Commodore 64 l/F 2. Parallel l/F Centronics

3. RS 232 l/F

$54.95

$39.95

$34.50

$99.00

$135.00

$24.95

$24.95

$7.50

$15.00

$27.00

$2.50

$3.95

$12.95

$13.95

$17.95

$2.50

$4.95

$11.95

$16.95

$10.95

$299.00

$439.00

$44.95

$299.00

$24.95

$54.95

$32.95

$12.95

$12.95

$24.95

$44.95

$44.95

$399.00

Also phone for quote on repairs on all computers - Authorised Commcare Centre.

Money Orders and Cheques welcome or use your Bankcard, Mastercard or Visa.

• HPD will make you the experts •
Mail your order to: 7/100 Hewittson Road

Elizabeth West SA 5113
or phone your order now on (08)252 3300 Faxed orders (08) 252 4755
Add $3 Postage and Packing to ail prices - For drives and printers add $10

WSA SEa



Entertainment

ames

Entertainment Roundup

It's catch up month. The last few

weeks have seen only a handful of

new titles, with many titles planned

for Christmas release still yet to appear.

However, of the barrage of programs we

did receive, this month our reviewers got

around to checking them out. New to the

team for '89 is Richard Silsby.

I should also mention that unsolicited

game reviews are rarely accepted - but

we are always on the watch for other

types of articles on games, especially

hints, tips, and how-to-beat type stories.

Eagle-eyed readers may have noticed

ads for Boomeraid in issues of Amiga

World. This downunder educational game

is one of the first real Australian theme

programs to hit the stales. More are on

the way, ready to ride what's left of the

wave of interest in our beautiful island.

Watch for a complete round up of new

titles next month.

Skate of the Art ^amjga

Yes, people, the skate or die era

comes to the Amiga. 1001 Line L Soft-

ware Developments, a group of people

who have been used to breaking protec-

tion on other games, have decided to do

something great for the software indus-

try.

This is a left-to-right go-all-out skate-

board game which offers plenty of chal-

lenge for the smarties and plenty of fun

for the not so orientated skate Or die

heads.

Thirteen levels of enjoyment plus the

odd bonus level make this game great

fun. The sound is great, and the drum

solo at the loading makes great listening

as well. Instructions are given in a menu

which is presented to you just after you

load up halfway. You get the option of

playing the game or joystick informa-

tion.

You would expect the joystick info to

be in writing, but not so. Presented to

you is a screen with a picture of a joy-

stick on the left and a picture of your

man inside a picture box standing on his

board.

Now as you move your joystick in a

direction, with or without the button de-

pressed, your man will show you the ma-

noeuvre you will be able to complete.

There are many moves in this game,

ranging from just a push to a jump, and

from a single jump to a double flip.

Movement is incredibly smooth with

a slow motion feature added in to give

you that animalistic view of a slow mo-

tion double flip.

Some of the challenges that await

your arrival are hills, gaps in the ground,

and round balls which cause you to

come a cropper if you happen to hit

them.

Once you get used to the moves and

joystick action, it is easy to grasp the

game. But just when you think you are

getting the hang of it you are blasted into

a challenge of cosmic proportions. You

must roll down a hell ramp about five

metres long at 45 degrees, which gives

you the incentive to power down it

right, but how wrong can you be.

At the bottom of the ramp lies a

plank seat (you know the ones about ten

metres long you used to sit on in the

playground at school), which you must

JUMP on and stay in balance, which

isn't that much of a problem.

Once you finally get off the seat you

must jump a swimming pool and land

on the other side of it, which I still can't

seem to do. Can anyone? Because I have

tried for hours but I still can jump that

stupid swimming pool. One funny thing

is, that if you don't complete the bonus

level that is the end of the game, (on my

disk anyway). Overall tiiis game is out-

standing. About the pool, my disk might

have an error on it or it,s got a virus, a

couple of days in the wash or a new one

might help a lot. Graphics in this game

are quite good and the scrolling is great,

you won,t notice any twitches in the

jumping, etc. Good work, guys at Lin-

eL, you have finally done something, and

you've done it well.

Published by 1001 LineL

Software Developments
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Entertainment

Robbeary
by John Hatchman

Once- again, another platform game

has found itself on the Amiga. Robbeary,

as it is known (quite an unusual name,

don't you think), is a standard platform

game like Frantic Freddie of 64 fame.

Basically you are dropped into one

screen at a time to eat all the fruit on that

level without the big bad nasties catching

up to you. You are represented by a

slick-moving, high-jumping bear, who
must run around the screen like a raving

scab eating all the fruit on each level.

Once you are teleported to the first

level, you must collect as much fruit as

possible before the nasties hatch, and

chase you. They are not your ordinary

nasties either, they just have enough

brains to know who to chase and kill.

Once you collect some of the goods

VAMIGA

from the frame the diamond will appear,

along with mushrooms, crosses and

keys. Mushies are a no-no, as they tend

to stun you for a second or so, thus let-

ting the bad guys catch up to you. Dia-

monds come in different colours, they are

red, green, and grey.

Green diamonds are like green lights,

they make you go, go, go. As for the

grey and red, they just give you bonus

points. If you manage to complete a

frame before either the bad guys get you

or you run out of time, you go to the

next frame. Mess around for too long and

you might just notice that the baddies go
into metamorphosis and re-emerge with

twice the amount ofpower and speed.

If you're a lover of platform games

then this is the game for you. Twenty-

five levels of sheer excitement. This

game is in the budget range which makes

it good value for money. The opening

track of the game leaves something to be

desired, but I suppose for the price this

minor glitch could be disregarded.

As for playability, it takes a little

time getting used to being sneaky and

what to watch out for. This is one of the

better platform games on the Amiga,

definitely worth the money if you are a

platform freak.

Published by Anco Software.

Coming soon.

Psycho Pigs UXB
by Richard Silsby

Finish your smoky bacon crisps and

get your teeth into this meaty pork pie

of a game from Jaleco.

In Psycho Pigs UXB you are a pig in

the intergalactic pigsty and when the ref-

eree's whistle blows to begin each round,

it's trotters to the ground as you take on

a group of pigs who are all wishing to

avoid this Sunday's dinner table. It's eve-

ry pig for himself so don't expect any

help from your fellow porkers.

On the field bombs are placed in stra-

tegic patterns. What you have to do is

pick up these bombs and hurl them at the

other pigs in the paddock to save your

own bacon. These bombs begin to count

down when you pick them up and when

they get to zero, you guessed it-thcy ex-

plode.

Put your back into it, no time for ir-

rashenal thinking, as you gammon to

the field to keep fit and lean. Streaky

movement will keep you off the scratch-

ing listings and save your bacon. After

certain levels you will be awarded a bo-

nus round. In this case you must attempt

to kiss the lady pigs (sows) as they pop

up and down. It's a hard life but some pig

has to do it

This game, when it came to the crux

of the matter, was a let-down to play. It

didn't have any variety or points of inter-

est so as to keep the attention focussed

on playing the game for a long time. The

music too was annoyingly monotonous

and did not seem to have any harmony.

Graphics were colourful but nothing out

of the ordinary, as they lacked detail and

interest

I found this game is tripe and not

brilliant, imaginative and addictive. For

the very young ones this may be a good

starter to get them to use the computer.

But for those more interested in travers-

ing the galaxy and putting an end to all

those creatures floating in space creating

havoc for the average humanoid space

traveller, to come down to this interga-

lactic pigsty will just bog down your en-

thusiasm. So stick to your bacon and

eggs and move onto greener fields.

m " ----
'

ft
-'

o

Published by Jaleco. distributed

byOzisoft,(02)211 1266RRPC64
cass $24.95 disk S29.95 (C 64 only).
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This is the ultimate saga of a fox

and the undying love that he has

for his vixen. It shows your en-

during breadwinner going out

time after time to bring home the food

for his ever hungrier, better half.

The plot is simple. A variety of food-

stuffs are scattered across the landscape.

•

You have to collect them and return them

to your ever hungry wife.

But it is not all smooth sailing for

this ambitious fox because there are a

few nasties lurking in the distance ready

to put an end to this mushy love story.

You encounter any amount of animals

trying to stop you getting a well earned

feed. They range from monkeys to bea-

gles and even the birds have something

against you. Dropping their bit in the

way of your adventure.

For your lady love you bring back an

array of foods such as sausages, apples,

pies and the like. For your own palate

you can choose from fluffy white bunny
rabbits along with some young chicks,

although I felt that die bunnies needed a

bit of salt as they were pretty bland.

Also if you arc trying to keep to a
diet, then this game is sure to provoke a

bout of eating.

The screen is well arranged, with the

greater part dedicated to the smooth hori-

zontal scrolling background and play

area Below the main part of the screen

you have your pantometer, shopping

bag and score.

Your pantometer represents the stami-

na of the fox, in vivid terms. As your

energy level drops, the fox's tongue grad-

ually falls further out of his mouth.

On your journey you carry your trus-

ty pistol which will be vital in getting

out of some of those sticky situations.

This transforms into bigger and meaner

by Richard Silsby

C64

weapons of protection as you travel

across the country side.

A lot of attention to detail has been

put into the graphics. It made me remi-

nisce about all those English fox hunting

scenes that I had seen. But now the shoe

is on the other foot.

A useful option enables the player to

select an accompaniment of either pure

sound effects or the tunes of a symphony
orchestra. Which was heartening for me
since I am such a culture buff. These

sorts of options should be, and are thank-

fully fast becoming, standard on all of the

better games.

A major point that annoyed me was

that when your fox dies the screen

scrolls back to a starting point. Depend-

ing on where you end up you may spend

up to 30 seconds waiting to resume play.

It doesn't sound like much of a quibble,

but it does get annoying after a while.

Overall, good play appeal, which I

found disappointingly short lived. Graph-

ics and music grab the attention to start,

but after a while chasing food I started to

feel that if this is the sort of situation

that marriage gets you into, I think I am
destined to the life of a bachelor. An ar-

duous love story nevertheless, worth try-

ing your hand at.

Review copy from Ozi Soft

(02) 21 1 1266. RRP cassette $24.95

disc $29.95 (C64 only)
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IF YOU'VE BEEN CLEVER ENOUGH
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ofthe average computer owner.
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compact disc system.
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Entertainment

by Richard Silsby

Yabba Dabba Doo. It's the Flint-

slones, your modem stone age

family. Return to the enjoyment

and fun that the famous Flintstones car-

toons brought into your lounge room.

With all the usual characters of Wilma,

Barney, Betty, Pebbles and of course ihe

bumbling star of the show, Fred Flint-

stones.

This game, which is distributed by

Ozisoft with the conversion by Grand-

slam, depicts the Flintstone and Rubble

family in Bedrock with the events that

occur over just one weekend.

You as Fred take on several different

roles, from a painter to a mechanic, then

to a bowling champion to a private in-

vestigator. All of the different scenarios

see Fred trying to help out, but whether

this clumsy fool can get something right

is up to you.

Start the weekend off with an old

promise you made coming back to haunt

you. Don't you remember promising to

paint the living room before you went

bowling, because you know that Wilma's

mother is coming to visit?

So you begin with the drudgery of

painting the living room. But it is not

as easy as just splashing a bit of paint on

the walls. You have to mind Pebbles,

your treacherous daughter, while Wilma

is out shopping. And you know what

Pebbles will do when she gets a paint

brush in her hand. So along with paint-

ing and keeping the animal you are us-

ing as a paint brush under control, you

have to keep Pebbles in her cage so that

she can't get out and express her artistic

talent all over the walls.

You finish painting the walls before

Wilma gets back, and haven't let Pebbles

help you too much, so now you arc free

to go to the Bedrock Super-Bowl contest.

Even on your journey to the bowling al-

ley you can't get there without some slip

up.

It happens this time that you lose a

wheel off the car on the way to the bowl-

ing final. So you have to replace the tyre

quickly so as to make it on time. But it

isn't as easy as just putting the spare on.

This is Bedrock, remember, so you have

to find a replacement.

If you do find the replacement in

time, then you come to the best part of

the game - the Bedrock bowling alley for

the Super-Bowl final. It is you, twinkle

toes Fred, against your buddy no-

nonsense, butterfingcrs Barney.

This is the best part of the game be-

cause along with bringing in the charac-

ters from the Flintstone cartoon (no

doubt at a very expensive price-we have

it on good faith that it cost a good year's

supply of brontosauros steaks!) the de-

signers have simulated the action of ten-

pin bowling fairly well.

After the final, and with the old

friendship patched up as one of you had

to lose, you return home to find Wilma
very depressed as Pebbles has escaped

from her pen and disappeared.

Fred eventually finds her perched high

up on a stone girder, above the new

building site, totally unaware of the dan-

gers around her. It is now a battle for

Fred to find his way through the bewil-

dering array of girders and ladders. Will

he be able to get to her in time and be-

come the hero of Bedrock? Or will Bar-

ney once again beat him and so he will

be called useless by the whole town?

Only you can decide.

I enjoyed reliving a part of my child-

hood that will always be waiting for op-

portunities like this to come out and re-

veal itself. I'm sure a lot of you have that

same part of you trapped inside waiting

to be let out.

If that doesn't sound like a good ex-

cuse to buy this game, you can always

buy it for your kids and when they are

asleep at night, you can pull it out and

experience again the fun that you got out

of watching the Flintstones cartoons.

It is a pleasing experience to the ears

and eyes. As you go through the adven-

tures that this game presents you have

the theme used in the cartoon playing in

the background. Graphics are interesting

and colourful, although lacking some de-

tail.

This is an interesting game to play

and even if the kids are the only ones to

enjoy it, enjoy it they will. It will get

your kids away from the mindless televi-

sion screen to less mindless computer

game. So when you do try this game I

can honestly say, as does the cartoon,

that "you'll have a yabba dabba doo

time."

Review copy from Ozi Soft

(02) 21 1 1266, RRP Amiga $39.95,

C64 cassette $24.95 disc $29.95
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Hotshot
lcked on Games
[ickea on Games
Li.CK.ea ob i_sani.es

by Richard Silsby

"A futuristic arcade game, mixing the

excitement of ihe arena where gladiators

fought for their lives with the electronic

wizardry of pinbal..." is what the back

of the Hotshot box said about the game.

It went on to say, "There is so much in

Hotshot you need to be a crack shot, a

pinball wizard and an ace controller." and

"Universally acclaimed as the greatest

game this century. Hotshot has exceeded

all expectations."

So if all the talk was true, the C64
version of the game Hotshot was going

to be the experience of a life time.

I hurriedly ripped it out of the box

and into my drive, slotted in my joystick

and took a seat preparing to be blown

into the next room by this game of the

century.

It clicked up and I was surprised at

what I found.I expected a game with un-

matched graphics accompanied by music

so good that my speakers would crack

under the pressure. But I got neither! It

wasn't a game that was particularly

amazing to the senses of sight and sound.

No bright flashing colourful graphics, or

loud raging music.

Hotshot, the game developed by Ad-
dictive Games, does have a very good

story line that is completely different and

new. It is a pity that the C64 version

could not have been spiced up with some

preservatives, colours and flavours to

help the medicine go down, artificial or

otherwise.

Hotshot shows a lot of flair when it

comes to play appeal through a new and

adventurous idea. It mixes very well the

aggression of fighting an opponent to the

death with the defence of trying to score

enough points just to save yourself. It is

a game where you must win just to stay

alive.

Tgg

At the begin-

ning of the game
you are picked a

body to go into

battle with (it is

picked at random by

the computer from

a selection of five

bodies!) and if you

are playing against

the computer, then

it too chooses a

form to go into

battle with.

You have as your only means of de-

fense and attack in this game a weapon

called a Graviton Gun. This is used to

attract a deadly plasma ball, which is

bouncing around the screen like the ball

in a pinball machine. Once you have the

ball you can either fire it at "your oppo-

nent or fire it towards pinball styled

bumpers and blocks so as to attain

points to progress to the next stage. But

don't hold the ball too long or you will

blow up.

There are five levels in Hotshot, with

a bonus round between each. You must

score the required amount of points to

progress to the next level both in a nor-

mal stage and in a bonus round. Each
level has a different looking arena which

may employ defensive or aggressive

moves. For this main reason it is an in-

teresting game to play as it will keep

your mind alert for the variety that is

shown.

As noted, the graphics are nothing

special. On the C64 version the screen

was too sparse of colour and other ef-

fects. They would only need to improve

the background to make this game much

more appealing.

Despite this, they have simulated the

effects and experience of playing a pin-

ball game on a television screen rather

well. Even the problem of getting the

ball stuck on a pinball in a place where

it cannot be pushed or pulled lose. I ex-

perienced this during a game, and you

can't just simply tilt the machine to let

the ball start running again, because you

are playing on a television screen re-

member.

Overall I would say that Hotshot is a

better than average game simply on the

knowledge of the new and different ideas

that have gone into making this a unique

game to play. It will also appeal to those

oldies among us who used to love to go

down to the corner store and play pin-

ball for many hours.

But if you're into having the screen

light up with amazing effects and co-

lours. Hotshot will be your dropshot. It's

a flop in the special effects department.

Distributed by YPA holdings (02) 899

2277. RRP C64 disc S32.95 C64
cassette $25.95 Amiga $43.95

Amstrad disk $32.75

Amstrad Cassette 25,95

Atari ST $43.95 IBM and
Compatibles $43,95
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by Richard Silsby

Return to the world of Cybernoid.

This time it is all out revenge on these

space pirates who have stolen cargo from

the Federation Storage Depot. As you
did such a good job last time, you've

been commissioned again to defend the

Federation and retrieve the stolen cargo.

In Cybernoid II you get an all new
ship, along with a bigger arsenal of wea-

ponry. The variety of weapons at your
disposal creates a feeling of expectation.

Instead of just being able to concentrate

on out manoeuvring the space pirates

solely, you have to keep an eye on the

weaponry that you are going to use to

shoot these space pirates down.
You have seven weaponry modes to

choose from. They are firstly plain

bombs, secondly time bombs, then de-

fence shields, bounce bombs, seeker

bombs, smart bombs followed by last

and by no means least tracer bombs.
All of these will come in handy at

some stage. To try to go into this chal-

lenge without bothering to use these

available weapons is like trying to cross

the universe in a Sydney taxi, or even

simply trying to get a Sydney taxi.

On your journey you travel through

various chambers with all sorts of traps

set by the pirates waiting for you to fall

into their hands. Many of the chambers
will hold you in their grasp because of

the difficulty involved in simply ma-
noeuvring yourself, let alone having to

worry about avoiding kamikaze space pi-

rates and stray bullets.

Along with your mission of revenge

against the space pirates, you must re-

turn to the Federation Storage Depot all

the cargo that they stole. After a pirate

ship has been shot down he will drop the

stolen cargo that he is carrying. This you
have to pick up. At various stages you
will come to the depot where you dock

and unload the retrieved payload.

To replenish your quill of armour-

ments be sure to collect weapons cargo

as this is vital to your safety.

An important part of the screen to

watch is a coloured graph in the top right

hand corner. It gives an indication of how
much time you have left to reach the end

of the level and unload your cargo.

I rate this game nine out of ten, it is

quite exceptional. Although it is not

made up of totally fresh ideas, those used
have been been pushed to their limit for

quality and play appeal. The senses are

well looked after, in that the music and

graphics are of an excellent standard.

With high resolution, bright coloured

graphics and music that is pleasing to

the ears.

Overall Cybernoid If The Revenge is

recommended especially for all those

who enjoy a good shoot 'em up adventure

game. To really enjoy this game, you

need to get into it and become actively

involved. With the responsibility of re-

trieving the stolen cargo from the Feder-

ation Storage Depot, how could you re-

fuse as a citizen of the Federation to take

your place in the game all about the Fed-

eration? So try it you will enjoy Cyber-

noid n The Revenge.

Published by Hewson.
Distributed by Ozi Soft (02)
211 1266. RRP C64 cassette

$29.95, disk $3995
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Daley Thompson's Olympic Chalenge
by Richard Silsby

Return to the hype and excitement

that the Seoul Olympics brought into

your lounge room. But with the Daley

Thompson Olympic Challenge you have

the ability, from the comfort of your

own lounge room chair, to create your

own world records. You become the lone

competitor in an arena filled with cheer-

ing fans. Cheering you on to break the

records setby the great Daley Thompson

and put your own name in the record

books.

Published by British game company.

Ocean, this Olympic potpourri will

prove itself as a true test of endurance for

all you sporting minded computer games"

wizards.

To begin your challenge, you have to

undergo a series of weight lifting warm
up exercises. This all takes place in the

comfort of the Daley Thompson gymna-

sium. The purpose of this section is to

gain bottles of Lucozade, which are

awarded to you after attaining a certain

power level. This represents extra energy

that is available for you to use before an

event to help your performance. This is a

prerequisite for the challenge that is to

come.

Now you are ready to test yourself

against the clock, but first a small deci-

sion regarding footware. You can choose

from everything from a shoe called the

Accelerator right down to a pair of scuffs.

Now to the challenge at hand, you
have to combat the ten events found in

the Olympic decathlon. You begin with

the 100 metre sprint and progress

through to the long jump, shot put, high

jump, 400 metres, 110 metre hurdles,

discus, pole vault, javelin and concluding

with ihe 1500 meter endurance run.

Each event will present a different

problem for you to overcome. As I

found, it will take a long time to master

all the events in this game. But for

some, it could be all too much, especial-

ly for those with a short attention span.

I was impressed with the graphics and

the realistic effort that has to be put into

the joystick to hurl you, the competitor,

down the track. The sound effects during

the events did add something to the

game. Although the music played be-

tween events was anything but music.

Presentation of the Daley Thompson
Olympic Challenge is

above average. There

is a major drawback,

which will send Daley

and his Olympic cir-

cus to the bottom of

the pile. The main

problem is that you

have to put an awful

amount of physical ef-

fort into getting any-

where in this game.

So if you are like me
and suffer from RSI or

a form of tennis el-

bow this is defi-

nitely not the

game for conva-

lescing by.

When you
have recovered

your composure,

though, and wiped

the beads of

sweat from your

eyes, you can

stand proudly atop

the dais with a

sparkling gold

medal around your

neck. Accompa- ^S

nied by the tunes of your national an-

them ringing throughout the stadium (if

you can get that far).

Daley Thompson's Olympic Chal-

lenge would be a reasonable choice for

the "silly season" and afterward, for the

price.

Distributed by Ozi Soft (02)

211 1 266 C64 cassette

$24.95 disk $33.95

Amiga $58.29
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Cosmic Relief
by Andrew Baines

A MIX between adventure and action

games. Cosmic Relief is very much in a

class of its own. Its style and presenta-

tion are both lighthearted and fun with-

out being cheap, and the high quality

graphics and sound add to the atmosphere

of enjoyment and pleasure.

The story goes as follows - Professor

Renegade predicted 40 years ago that an

asteroid would come and destroy the

Earth, but no one wanted to believe him.

Now that scientists have seen the light

(or the asteroid), the world needs the good

old Prof to make an asteroid deflector,

and guess who's been chosen to find the

old Renegade?

The Professor has hidden himself

away in the Tibetan ranges, which is

populated by stone snakes, reptilian

birds, acid storms, and various other haz-

ards. You may choose a famous explorer

from England, France, Germany, Japan

Tetra Quest
by Andrew Baines

HAVE YOU ever noticed that the sto-

ries behind the games we play on our

computers are becoming more and more
complex? And it is usually the most en-

joyable and simple games that score the

most points for complex marketing

ploys.

Tetra Quest is no exception. It is one

of the most enjoyable games I have seen

in a long time, and yet it employs a

background story that sends you to sleep

after the first two pages of the manual.

The blurb on the back of the box is just

as complex, and leaves you wondering

why you would ever buy the thing.

These days, what good game can go

without a few Greek gods, a phoenix, a

set of "Games", some mutations, some
oil and a few drops of acid, coupled with

a disk that simply cannot be backed-up?

Tetra Quest includes all of these (quite

unnecessarily), and if you weren't told

or the USA.
Cosmic Relief is, as the name im-

plies, entertaining. Even the manual is

full of puns, jokes and the like, and they

are not cliched. The game also comes
with a cheat map.

But, as the manual states, "If you

look at this [the map], it means you've

given up. You're a failure. You'll succeed

at nothing in life and will most likely

end up selling pencils, collecting alumin-

ium cans, or becoming a journalist."

Undeterred, I opened the map, to find

all the necessary hints to play the game.

How, for instance, could anyone learn by

chance that a scroll is a source of hot air?

The man is easily controlled, and

items picked up along the way are easily

passed on to native bearers. Using these

items, however, is something different

again, and this is where the hint sheet is

essential, especially since some items

have more than one function.

In the graphics department, Cosmic
Relief is a champion. Colour and detail

are built into every aspect of the game,

and the animation is excellent. Back-

grounds are alive with colour and pattern,

and music and sound are also high quali-

ty, with sound effects particularly appro-

priate in backing up the 'fun' aspect.

A good example is the result of los-

ing all your lives, the asteroid comes

down and makes a great mess of the plan-

el. It too is lighthearted and makes you

want to play again.

Overall, Cosmic Relief is a value for

money product that will provide many
hours of enjoyment. I suggest you don't

use the map, as this allows more mys-

tery and challenge, and will help the

game to last longer. You'll want to play

it more than once after completion.

Highly recommended as a cure for

boredom. A definite must for all semi-

adventurers, and should at least be consid-

ered by the hard-core types.

Published by Datasoft. Review
copy from OziSoft (02) 2 1 1 1 266.

RRP Amiga $49.95.
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about them, the payability of the game
would probably increase.

To be positive, Tetra Quest is a bril-

liantly fast loading program. Insert the

disk, wait not more than a few blinks of

an eye, and you're ready to go. Sound and

music are of a high standard, and graphics

are colourful and entertaining.

The manual is informative, but not

very entertaining. Apparently, the First

Galactic Games are about to begin. Then
the message arrives that the six Phoenix

Medallions are missing, and the Games
cannot go on without them.

Stolen by a nasty group of TetraDo-

minions who weren't invited to the

Games, they've been split into too many
pieces to calculate quickly and scattered

around the place.

Aliens, acid and oil slicks, mutating

deflectors and various other creatures are

trying desperately to stop you from col-

lecting the pieces of the medallions.

There are four screens to a level (spacily

named a 'quadrant'), and one piece of me-

dallion per quadrant The basic idea is to

read the manual to find out more.

Game play is very enjoyable. The
combined tasks of shooting, manoeuv-

ring around the screens, placing deflec-

tors and planning 3'our energy levels

make Tetra Quest a top game.

The manual is a little over the top

story-wise, but supplies all of the infor-

mation about the control of the game so

that you are left with no questions and

are ready to dive straight in. Graphics are

original and provide the necessary back-

drop of movement and colour.

The grids are very challenging and

careful planning is needed to make sure

each screen is successfully completed.

Sound and music are a little repetitive,

but at least they are original.

Tetra Quest is a game for the adven-

ture-shoot-'em-up freaks: people who en

joy a quality combination that will pro-

vide hours of game play without

becoming boring.

Published by Microdeal.
Distributed by OziSoft (02) 211

1266, RRP Amiga $59.95
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NOW NEW NOW NEW NOW NEW
for your AMIGA £§&

Books ^r
AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS
This is the complete beginners' introduction to the most popular programming
language on the Amiga. It covers the two most popular versions available.

AMIGA DOS QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Instant information at your fingertips. Clear, concise instructions for all CLI commands and ESCAPE codes.
It covers Workbench 1 .2 and 1 .3.

Disks
The following disks are now in stock, and are the perfect companion to the Abacus series of books:

AMIGA BASIC INSIDE & OUT
AMIGA DISK DRIVES INSIDE & OUT

AMIGA SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS GUIDE
AMIGA TRICKS & TIPS AMIGA DOS INSIDE & OUT

AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS
These disks contain most of ihe program listings found in the books, fully tested, saving you hours of typing.

PROTEXT AMIGA
is designed for those people who want a REAL word processor./ PROTEXT is FAST. Very, very fast. It has
all the commands and features that you would expect in an absolute top quality WP. It includes
sophisticated mail merging and an expandable spelling checker (ENGLISH!!).

PROFESSIONAL DATARETRIEVE
Finally, a fully programmable, relational Databasa Management System that is both programmable,
comprehensible and affordable. It retains all the features of DATARETRIEVE; print masks, list masks etc-
but its programming language, PROFIL, makes it extremely easy to link files and pass data to or from one or
many files. Exceptional program, exceptional price.

LOMBARD RALLY
Forget going for a Test Drive, hop into your 300 BHP Ford Sierra Cosworth and go for it. This is an accurate
reproduction of the world famous Lombard RAC Rally, complete in all details with repair facilities, TV
interviews, night driving, fog, it's got the lot.

HELTER SKELTER
This is pure, unabashed arcade fun. Multiple levels, brilliant sound effects, constant action. The authors of
IMPACT! have done it again.

NEWS FLASH!!!
TURBO CUP with a brilliant new model Porsche will soon be here.

Keep watching this space for other great Amiga products, or send your name & address on the back of an envelope to:

Amiga Up-Date, PO Box 187, Willoughby, NSW 2068

Available only from your Pactronics retailers including Grace Bros, Myer,
Maxwells Office Equipment, Microcomputer Spot, and Chandlers

FOR THE NEAREST RETAILER IN YOUR STATE CONTACT:^
N.S.W. : Pactronics Ply Ltd, 33-35 Alleyne Street, Chatswood. (02) 407 026

1

|^J VHBVICTORIA : Pactronics Pty Lid. 5
1 -55 Johnston Street, Fitzroy. (03) 417 1022 *^^^MQUEENSLAND : Pactronics Pty Lid. 12 Stratton Si, Newstead, 4006. (07) 854 1982 ViZ^R^rfmnif*

SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Baringa Pty Lid, (08) 271 1066 ext. 6132 W^
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Pactronics W.A. 1/757 Canning Highway, Ardross. (09) 364 8711
NEW ZEALAND: Micro Dealer, 60 Terakau Drive, Palupanga, Auckland. (09) 274 9300
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RED STORM RISING
A review by Eric Holroyd

Microprose, publishers of Gun
ship - Pirates - Airborne Ranger

- FJ9 Stealth Fighter etc, have

excelled themselves with this one. 1 be-

lieve that it's their best one to date, and

if you enjoyed the others you need read

no further, just dash out and get your

copy ofRed Storm Rising straightaway.

For newcomers to the genre I'll tell you

what it's about.

Firstly, the package is very well-

presented, with a 108-page manual, a

double-sided disk and a keyboard overlay.

The manual gives a rundown on subma-

rine warfare in general, as well as taking

you forward in time to 1996 (other time-

frames are available also) to see how the

world situation is developing.

All of this is (supposedly) fiction and

runs according to Tom Clancy, the au-

thor of the book on which this computer

simulation is based. He also wrote The

Hunt forRed October which came out as

a submarine computer simulation/game

too.

The manual has three main sections:

Part 1 contains instructions for all con-

trols and displays and is used in conjunc-

tion with the keyboard overlay, which

tells which of your 64's keys does what

in relation to controlling your vessel

and its weapons. So many of the com-

mands are keyboard controlled that I

found myself referring constandy to the

overlay which is an absolute necessity.

Part 2 covers submarine warfare

tricks and tactics and teaches you some

of the subde moves. Part 3 is really the

reference section and has much back-

ground data on the various vessels and

weapons you'll encounter.

There's a nice bit of atmosphere-

setting with the all-red title screen,

which has an enemy sub sailing around

whilst the letters of the tide are form-

ing. Some sinister background music is

playing whilst all this happens, and

then you get a screen of "commercials"

for the aforesaid four previous Micro-

prose simulations which is worthy of a

mention in itself.

It's a litde like some of those Com-
punet "demos" done by European hack-

ers, as it has a four-way split screen with

a bit of each game running in each sec-

tion. Now comes a menu choice to start

a new game, resume a saved game or

formal a disk for saving your game to.

Then there's a ship recognition test

where you have to identify a vessel from

a very nicely drawn graphic.

Match it against the pictures in Part

3 of the manual then enter your own

name and if you successfully identify it

you're off on your mission to save the

world from the Russian menace. (If you

don't identify it you'll go bxk for more

training so read the manual.)

Holy Loch Base
First stop in your battle is your base

in Scotland, the Holy Loch, where

you'll choose your actual vessel from an-

other screen menu. All the various se-

lections are done very easily by moving

a highlighting bar with the cursor keys

and pressing <Return> so none of it's a

problem.

You have a good range of nuclear-

attack submarines to choose from, or

you may opt to have one allocated to

you by the US Navy Supreme Com-
mander by selecting the "?" icon. Attrib-

utes of the various vessels available are

shown and it's up to you to choose a

ship wisely after studying the manual.

Another menu-choice before you get

down to some serious game play is the

level at which you want to play. There's

"Introductory" which is obviously for

beginners (and you're encouraged to start

here if it's your first time), "Normal" for
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moderately-experienced submariners,

"Serious" if you really know what you're

about and "Ultimate" where you're really

in it up to your eyeballs.

This selection screen tells you that in

the Ultimate level "life can be brutal and

short". The Ultimate challenge is, of

course, to defeat the "Red Storm" of

Russian Military Forces which is rising

up to take over the West. There's a lot

of work to be done before you're ready to

tackle that, however.

To start the game play you also need

to define what type of action you'll be

fighting (Single enemy ship, Strike

Fleet, World War 3 in the Atlantic etc)

and in the case of a single enemy ship

you choose its type. The reason for that

last choice is that you know (from read-

ing the manual, of course!) the enemy
ship's attributes, ie what weapons it car-

ries, its speed etc and you can give your-

self a slight advantage by choosing an

enemy with lesser weapons than yours.

During a training session you're taken

into a full-on war situation and can blow
up the enemy without sustaining any
damage yourself, even when hit by ene-

my torpedoes. This beginner's scenario is

to let you get a little conversant with

your ship before being let loose for real.

It's a good idea to work through the

beginner's level as there is so much to

learn and become familiar with. The wea-

ponry is extremely sophisticated and
complex and to get the best from the

game you need to learn the ins and outs

of all the weapons.

Navigation is an art in itself (just ask

anyone who's visited Canberra!) and
you'll need to master this aspect too. Af-

ter all, you are the submarine command-
er and the buck stops with you! If you
put the sub in the wrong place at the

right time you and all your hundred or so

crew are gone, so make sure you're fully

conversant with navigation before going

to war.

Norwegian Sea
As most of the fighting takes place in

the cold waters of the Norwegian Sea

you'll also encounter icebergs and thick

pack ice. These obstacles add to your

problems as you need to get through, un-

der or around the ice to engage the ene-

my, which of course could be using the

ice as a radar screen and laying in wait-

ing for you. Be aware of all this and

don't join the Titanic by running into an

iceberg whilst concentrating on some-

thing else.

Screen displays of the action take the

form of a split screen with the top sec-

tion ofjust over half the screen showing

good graphics of the battie and other

events taking place. The bottom section

has text (in a nice character set) telling

what's happening etc. There are frequent

messages from your superiors, COMSU-
BLANT and COMEASLANT too, in the

form of very authentic-looking military

memos.

These are complete with proper head-

ings, Time/Date/Subject etc and are

marked TOP SECRET in red. These are

sometimes direct orders, somefimes ad-

vice, but you should interpret and act on
them quickly before disaster strikes.

The menu screen for the different

time-frames I mentioned earlier is quite

interesting in itself. There are four peri-

ods in which you may choose to fight a

battle: 1984, 1988, 1992 and 1996.

Against each date is some info about

"them & us"-ie in the first one the Rus-

sians are said to be "behind the West in

technology, but the West has only limit-

ed submarine weapons".

In the next period the Russian tech-

nology has improved but at the same
time the West has acquired the Toma-
hawk missile. By 1992 the Russians

have got their first nuclear aircraft carrier

whilst the West has equipped itself with

Sealance missiles and Stinger masts.

In the last period the Russian North-

em fleet has grown to enormous propor-

tions whilst the US Navy now has the

Seawolf submarine. Evaluating all of

this intelligence is very interesting and

you'll soon begin to think like a real

submarine commander as a result of stu-

dying it.

TASWORD
64

Tasword 64, the professional word
processor for the Commodore 64
computer. With 80 character per line

display, what you see on the screen is

what you get in your print out.

Other features Include onscreen
formatting, comprehensive help
commands, full cursor movement
control, delete, insert, tab. search and
replace. block commands,
sophisticated print options and program
customization to suit all dot matrix

printers.

Price Cassette $43.00

Disc $49.95

TAS-SIGW
64

Tas sign 64, the sign maker program for

Commodore 64 computers. Allows
production and printing of signs,

posters, banners and large notices. Print

across or along the printer paper in six

distinctive lettering styles with
characters at any height from less than
25mm to the full width of the paper. Other
features include itaiic printing,
underlining, constant or proportional
letter spacing, automatic kerning, line

centering. 8 shading patterns, borders,
and the ability to drive nearly all dot
matrix printers.

Price

Xdolr.

Disc $59.00

Australian Distributor

dolphin computers pty ltd

unit 2 7 waltham sweet
artarmon nsw 3364

telephone (02) 438 4933
telex 20669
facsimile (32) 436 1480

At discerning computer shops or mail order from Dol-

phin. Mail SI .50 o/night courier S7.00 Enclose checiu*/
money order/Bankccrd/Visacard/Mastercard de-
tails. Prices include sales tax and are recommended
reta*.

Dealer enquiries welcome
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This is much more than a game. It's a

very lifelike simulation of the life and

death affair of a fighting submarine de-

tecting an enemy ship, stalking it by

stealth and finally engaging it in battle,

hopefully to come out the winner.

It sounds pretty straightforward, but

it's far from that. The enemy has all

kinds of technology and weaponry too!

"Active" and "Passive" sonar, which is

much more powerful than World War 2
radar, robot torpedoes that think for

themselves and hunt down their prey, so-

nar-equipped helicopters which can

launch their own homing torpedoes and

plenty more death-dealing stuff.

Those are all "surface" or airborne en-

emy units and to counter those you have

your own surface-to-surface or surface-to-

air missiles so with cunning and stealth

you may be able to outwit and destroy

them. Watch out though if you meet the

ultimate enemy, another nuclear-attack

submarine! The commander of this ene-

my sub is in his element, yours, and he

has exactly the same mission as you do.

Sink the enemy.

This is truly a battle royal and you'll

need all your accumulated skills to come

out of it alive. As with all battles, even

when you've won you still have to make

it back to base without a torpedo up the

rear so you may have to fight all the

way home too.

As I said earlier, I feel that this is

Microprose's best simulation ever and

it's probably the most addictive of them

all, too. It has all the ingredients to keep

you on the edge of your seat and there's

enough action and strategy to satisfy the

most ardent gamer. I reckon a lot of

midnight oil will be burnt before the Red

Storm is conquered, and I liked it im-

mensely. I'd rate it as the best simulation

I've seen on any home computer to date.

Review copy by courtesy
of Questor. C64 RRP $49.95

(Cassette) $59.95 (Disk)

Ami-Expo.
A chance to learn

something while you look.

Unlike most computer
exhibitions, where you are
expected to speak
another language,
AMI-EXPO gives you the
chance to learn

something.

Apart from a multitude of

exhibitors displaying new
products, developers
showing off their latest

programming
masterpiece, and user

groups providing friendly

unbiased advice...

you'll also find seminars
and training sessions on
most aspects of using an
Amiga computer. And if

you happen to have a
C64 or CI 28- there's a
special section for you

too - and competitions for

game freaks.

AMI-EXPO is not just

another exhbition, it's the
exhibition. Tell your friends.

Invite your neighbours.
Space will be limited. To
ensure your position in the
course or seminar of your
choice, please
pre-register.

Coming soon to Australia
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Salamander
by Richard Silsby C64

Clicked on bames
Cii.clcea on Games
CucKea on Games

The council had been advertising for

workers who could work a maxi-

mum of five hours a day to clear

a way for the hyper galactic super planet

bypass. It just so happens that this plan-

et is dominated by the Salamander. But

the plans have been on display in the

bassement of the local universe council.

Who is this Salamander fellow to argue

with the council?

I thought looking at the packet of

Salamander that it would be fun to join

the council boys for a yarn over a few

coffee brands. So I signed up, unwrapped

the game and read over the hours that I

would have to work between breaks. The

union promises at least five demarkation

disputes in a week.

I was to be the driver for my crew, so

I strapped myself into the seat, put on

my helmet (as you can see I try to get

the true experience of playing these

games!) loaded up the game, and with an

uneasy tension raised the joystick from

the table and clasped it.

Then like a bolt of lightning from

my landlord's tongue, it appeared on my
screen. Like the arrow of Cupid, it was
love at first sight.

So I pressed the fire button that first

time and from then on it was too late to

return to the normal life I had once led.

I was frozen into the world dominated

by the Salamander, who seemed to hold

the key to the life after Salamander. The
Salamander was my opponent and to ob-

tain the key that I needed to return to thai

life of wordprocessing and RSI I had to

battle to the end, and finally defeat it.

But till this very day the Salamander

still holds the key to the door barring my
return to that life.

I must stop there for if I go on with

my personal experience of this game, I

am sure to transmit to you this disease

that I caught when this game crossed my
desk!

This is the Konami version of Sala-

mander taken from the arcade original.

In your quest to destroy the Sala-

mander and free the world of its in-

fluence, you have four stages to over-

come. You have three space ships that

possess limited weaponry but have the

capability to multiply their fire power

four times.

Each of the four levels is made up of

different types of terrain and opponents.

These range from flying through a cav-

ern with rock-lined walls, to shooting

your way out of a solid wall which has

the ability to rebuild itself-dcfinitely no

advantage to you. All hold their own
amount of danger and difficulty, so as to

make playing this game a real adventure.

After you have successfully complet-

ed a stage by manoeuvring and shooting

your way through the maze and barrage

of weaponry put up for the Salamander's

protection, you come up against a large

and very powerful enemy who must be

destroyed before you can continue your

quest. This is well designed to catch

many Salamander cadets out when they

put up their feet and relax at the end of a

stage and have to pay the consequences.

At the end of your four stage quest

you come up against your final adver-

sary, which is a huge brain which con-

trols the Salamander's domain. If you de-

feat this opponent you become freed

from the effects of the Salamander.

The instructions gave some timely

words of advice when they said, "To

beat the Salamander you will require

cunning, dexterity and maybe a little

luck - but always remember - who
knows what is around the corner." I

would add mat you also need patience so

as never to make a rash move of the joy-

stick which may be hard to recover from.

Salamander is an easy game to pick up

but a hard game to master.

The graphics are one of the things

that put Salamander up there with some

of the all time best games. Bob Steven-

son's work with the graphics has brought

the C64 version of the Salamander very

close to the arcade original. I was abso-

lutely blown away with the detail, clari-

ty and most of all the interesting effects,

which added so much eye appeal to this

game.

The ears are also well looked after in

Salamander. Powerful spot effects along

with adequate background sound make
this an excellent game for the enjoyment

and pleasure of the senses.

This game will live to be one of the

most fun and enjoyable family games

that will create healthy competition and

stay the centre of attention for many
months, even years. This is because

there is plenty ofvariety and enough dif-

ficulty to maintain a lasting interest.

Overall I believe this is a great game
which should be put at the top of the

shopping list. To sum it up, it is the

best shoot'em-up to date, with excellent

presentation and progressive weaponry

and sound along with graphics.

Published by Imagine,
distributed by Ozi Soft

(02)211 1266.RRPC64
cassette $24.95 disc $29.95
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uiickeq on uames
Oielcea on Games

Soccer Skills

by Andrew Baines

Many new games have been re-

leased recentlyfrom various pub-
lishers. We thought a comparison
between the different games that ail

follow a fairly constant theme
would help you pick the best.

All of the four soccer games reviewed

here have their own unique elements that

promise variation from one play to the

next, but do not necessarily guarantee

continued playability and interest over a

longer period of time. These reviews are

in order from best to worst.

Football Manager 2
The idea behind this sequel (if it can

be called a sequel) is the same as that of

the original. You are the manager of a

soccer team, organizing the finances of

the club you choose, including the buy-

ing and selling of players and the spon-

sorship deals.

Selection of the team is also your

job, and is actually fairly easy as the

skills and fitness of the players of both

teams (yours and the opposition) are dis-

played prominently.

Football Manager 2 is exactly what

the packaging says - a complete rewrite.

The whole user interface is different with

a joystick being the only contact needed

with the computer. Everything can be se-

lected through it, no exceptions.

The disk version is fairly heavily pro-

tected, but the load time is short. There

are other various improvements such as

training sessions, improved graphics

match, easier player transfer, and a large

number of new moves that the players

on the field can achieve. Each player on

the field is identified by the selection

process, and each performs to his statis-

tics, so you can sec each player's perfor-

mance individually.

Graphics in the team selection and

management sections are fair, but they're

good enough to give the game an atmos-

phere of extreme playability and attrac-

tion. Otherwise you wouldn't want to

play beyond the first round of matches.

The actual games come up well, with

graphics sometimes hard to define, but

as the player doesn't control the action,

this is less important than in other

games. Sound effects are a little electron-

ic, the crowd sound like static, the ball

being kicked is almost a little beep (the

ball, by the way, is square).

Picking the teams is very easy with

the new system of placing players into

their positions on the field. I do have one

complaint, however. Comparative as-

sessment between players is very difficult

as they are not listed in a nice table, as

they were in Football Manager. This is a

minor complaint when viewed next to

the overall quality and operation of the

game.

After playing for a while, you may
like to lake the opportunity to save your

game on a disk (or tape, if you have that

version). The inclusion of this feature is

a boon, as games can often go

on indefinitely, especially as

you get to know how to fully

control the game.

The whole new look and

feel of Football Manager 2

gives the impression of a true

winner, and definitely some-

thing you grow to enjoy more
and more. This one receives

the top spot out of all the oth-

ers as a game that is essential

for everyone, as it is a true

classic.

Published by Addictive

Software. Distributed by YPA
Holdings (02) 899 2277 RRP
Amiga $43.95 C64 cass

S25.95 disk S36.00
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Roy of the Rovers
lis difficult to place this game in a

class as it is a mixture of adventure and

sport.

The Melchester Rovers five-a-side

team's ground is about to be placed in

the hands of property developers. A fund

raising match to save their ground has

been organized by the team, but four of

the five-member team have been kid-

napped. Roy Race, the only player left,

has the job of finding his team members

before the game begins. No prizes as to

who the kidnappers are.

This game tries to appeal to a wider

audience than normal, and I must say

that I like it Game play is very challeng-

ing but a little slow due to the distances

Roy needs to cover to find clues.

Adventure is of the graphic variety,

and the quality is really very good, con-

sidering the whole lot loads in from tape

at once. The City of Melchester is quite

large, and Roy must cover most of it to

find the players.

This is an adventure to rival most ad-

ventures. Finding all the clues is very

difficult. Any adventurer worth their salt
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should love this one.

Graphics on start up are average be-

cause they use multicolour screens with-

out the colours. The adventure graphics

are fairly good, as are the game graphics.

Sides are easily identified, as the colours

chosen contrast sharply, unlike those of

International Football.

The music is very joyful, and does

keep the atmosphere going, but is very

repetitive and verges on annoying at

times. Keep the volume turned down,

and it's not so much of a problem.

Sound during the game is of the plastic

variety, but I suppose fitting everything

into 64k is a problem.

The tape version has an extremely

long load time, you could fall asleep!

Surely Gremlin have heard of Turbo
Tape and the many other programs that

speed up tape usage dramatically?

Soccer comes on

after the adventure

time has run out, or

you can choose it at

the beginning of the

game, and skip the

adventure all togeth-

er. The players are

well spread out, so

that you can see

what's going on, and

the teams are in easy

to define colours.

Inclusion of a

large advertising

board in place of the

crowd may be cheat-

ing a little, but it

does provide a good

backdrop of move-

ment and keeps the

atmosphere going.

Roy of the Ro-

vers is a good game,

targeting those who
like sport, and those

who like the graphic

adventure. It is well

presented, and apart

from the long load

i...j.icKea on u&zrtes

time from tape would have given Foot-

ball Manager 2 a run for its money.

Published by Gremlin. Review copy

from OziSoft (02) 211 1266. RRP C64
cass $29.95, disk $39.95. Amiga (com-

ing soon) $69.95.

Gary Lineker's Superskills
"Hot on the heels of the hugely suc-

cessful SUPERSTAR SOCCER comes

SUPERSKILLS, again endorsed by Eng-

land's star striker."

That's what the manual insists, but

somehow I think this one won't go too

far. The whole game is a training pro-

gram for the soccer enthusiast with no

actual game of soccer. It seems to be
modelled on the GAMES series, as you

move from one set of exercises to the

next, all within a set time period.

Commodore computer

PCB exchange service

$49

Same day certified mail despatch

Three months warranty cover

Re-assembly instructions included

Commodore Vic 20,

C16,P!us4

Commodore C64, 64C $ 8 9
Simply remove your faulty board from its casing

Your board must be complete and in serviceable condition.

Forward your securely packed board together with

your remittance to:

Whiles Hill Shopping Village

PTY. ltd. Samuel Street

QC/-\Am Camp Hill, QLD, 41 52
dl LfU.l M • Phone (07) 395 2211

BANKCARD/MASTERCARD/CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER

NAME

rorward yo

fan

ADDRESS

PHONE PC

PAY BY CHEQUE B/C M/C Postal Order..

CARD NO

EXPIRY DATE

SIGNATURE DATE
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Entertainment

Licked, on
Liclcea on

»ames
»ames

s_.BCi.ea on sanies

The exercises are - the Gym, which

includes push ups, squat thrusts, weight

training and monkey bars, and Field work

which entails the slalom (dribbling,

chipping, shooting), penalties, and ball

juggling.

My initial impressions of this game
went along the lines of this game is to-

tally pathetic, how can you ever get to

the next section? So, to be fair I dragged

everyone I know who's good at Winter

Games in and made them play it. No
one could get past the second level. I

suppose this provides plenty of chal-

lenge, but a little encouragement through

success wouldn't go astray!

The graphics are very good, mainly

because the sprites don't have to be scat-

tered everywhere, they can be concentrat-

ed on the one player, making him look

much more realistic. Sound is a little re-

petitive, but it does keep the atmosphere

of exercising going.

Superskills is one of the worst games

available if you have a delicate joystick.

Mine all but died after the pushups, and

it's a reasonably good one. If you have a

really tough one, there's no problem, but

if you don't, be prepared to buy a few

spares.

The instructions fail miserably. They

list the various exercises and their asso-

ciated actions on each different version,

but don't actually tell you what to do to

complete the sections. Make sure you

read them closely, as they also tend to

be obscure and misleading.

While you're exercising, you're ex-

pected to take rests and drinks. If you

don't, these will be forced upon you, and

your time will be depleted, making it

harder to complete the game.

Gary Lineker's Superskills is a good

game for Winter Games lovers. It goes

through many different and difficult exer-

cises, all with good graphics and suita-

ble atmosphere. If you expect to play

soccer, think again, as this one doesn't

mention anything other than training.

But Superskills docs provide a good

level of entertainment and a great deal of

satisfaction once a particular exercise is

completed. Once again, however, the

joystick killer aspect has to be stressed,

if you value your sticks, don't even con-

sider this one.

Published by Gremlin. Available

soon from OziSoft (02) 21 1 1266.

Peter Beardsley's
International Football

In the spirit of Commodore's own
soccer match (International Soccer?), Pe-

ter Beardsley's International Football is a

very average soccer simulation. This is

the least impressive of the four games I

have reviewed this month. The whole

atmosphere is shoddy, unexciting, and

very boring.

Deciding which team you are on is

the first obstacle to be overcome. The
teams' colours are almost the same, and

both blend well with the background co-

lour, making it very difficult to deter-

mine which team a certain player is on.

Next, the problem is deciding which

member of your team you are represent-

ing. This changes without notice, and

you are left to try and figure out which

set of sprites are responding to your joy-

stick.

The sound track is joyful and does add

to the atmosphere, but, once again, is

too repetitive and quickly becomes an-

noying. Sound effects are also a litde

draining - this detracts from the game.

The graphics are very average, and

definition is poor. To be honest, the

players look like they were generated by

a computer with only a few pixels to

the whole screen. They are very block-

like and unrealistic. The goalkeeper

looks like he forgot to change for the

game after going scuba-diving.

Not quite the article. This is, after

all, supposed to be a simulation. Back-

ground graphics do move quickly, how-

ever, though this tends to be very jumpy

when the screen is scrolling at a medium
speed. The crowd is obviously excited -

it doesn't change, and the same man
seems to be at several different spots

along the way.

The hype that surrounds this game (I

should call it effective marketing) ex-

tends from the advertising boards at the

edge of the ground to the "free" Peter

Beardsley badge and full-size poster, both

actually adding to the cost of the game
without providing a better game. I sup-

pose the poster could be hung over the

computer and the badge worn while play-

ing, but this hardly gives the game the

entertainment aspect that it surely lacks.

International Football is also a joy-

stick killer. This results from not know-

ing which player you represent, and also

the way the game forces you to control

your man, once found.

Peter Beardsley's International Foot-

ball is one to stay away from. It is

clumsy, boring and in today's market of

higher quality games, should not be of-

fered, but because it has been, deserves to

be left on the shelf.

Review copy from OziSoft (02) 211

1266. RRP Amiga $69.95, C64 disk

only S39.95.

The prize undoubtedly goes to Foot-

ball Manager 2, with Roy of the Rovers

coming a fair second, and the other two

not really of the high standard required of

today's games.

For an excellent game of soccer (or

football for the purists), the only one to

consider is Roy of the Rovers, and you

get some adventure thrown in as well.

From the point of view of the coach and

selection committee, Football Manager

2 is the article, and deserves to succeed

because it is simply good fun and pro-

vides top entertainment.
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Computer Discounts (Australia) pty Ltd

178 Pacific Highway, St Leonards 2065
P.O. Box 1437, Crows Nest 2065 Tel: (02) 436 2976 Fax: (02) 437 4919

Calling all Amiga® owners!

UNI DRIVE
3.5" External disk drive for your Amiga.

SPECIAL!! $199$239
LIlTllTeO. OTTer (Subject to change without notice)

And remember - not only is it Aussie made - it's exported to Europe and America.
©Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.
™ Trademarks of Memory And Storage Technology, Inc.

Ignite your Amiga! !

!

with another

"Matchbox Peripheral"

MINIMEGS ™
2 meg RAM for A500/A1000

Minimegs for the Amiga 500 represents a

new breakthrough in memory design. In a

tiny externa] case we fit a giant two meg-
abytes of RAM with full autoconfigure

architecture plus a host of other features.

O- fastRAM
-v- low power CMOS design
4- 0Mb to 2Mb (5 12K increments)

v- RAM tachometer

CONFIGURE indicator

external attachment

•v- small size

*v- autoconfigure

*v* affordable price

Uses high tech 1Mb DRAMS and
is so small it comes in an
oversized matchbox!

1/2 Meg
1 Meg
2 Megs

$531

$763

$1,227

Made in Australia!

TINY TIGER™
SCSI Drive System

for A500/A1000/A2000
The Tiny Tiger is a very cost effective

SCSI interface and drive for the Amiga
range of computers.

<5* interface and drive unit in a single

case

plugs into the Parallel Port and
incorporates

TRANSPARENT-TRANSFER
circuits to pass through the printer

port

attached to the computer by a cable -

docs not obstruct use of the keyboard

half height, high performance, low

power SCSI drive

powered by external power-pack

standard 25 pin connector on the rear

of the case for additional SCSI
devices

>$*

3.5"

Diskettes
$23 pack of 10

Jump
Disk

The original Amiga
disk magazine

$19.50

30 Megabyte $1,095

40 Megabyte $1,398

50 Megabyte $1,239
80 Megabyte $1 ,999 (Save SS)

User group discounts available

Made in Australia!

TOP QUALITY
Unbeatable Price!

2400 Baud Modem
Only $325

Fully Hayes Compatible/CCITT/BELL

Auto Answer/Auto Dial/Tone, Pulse

12 Month Warranty

No* Telecom Approval



Workbench 1.3

Using the new 1 .3 CLI Shell and Newcon:
by Tim Strachan

A big improvement in 1.3 is the ex-

istence of the SHELL, a term that

describes software that wraps itself

around the CLI to give more features, as

described below. Note that you start up a

new SHELL by either double-clicking on

the SHELL icon, or by entering NEWS-
HELL in the CLI (See NEW COM-
MANDS).

In order to take advantage of the fea-

tures of the SHELL, you must MOUNT
NEWCON: (the new CONSOLE HAN-
DLER) and make SHELL-SEG in the L
directory RESIDENT (as happens in

1.3's default startup-sequence). If you

don't make SHELL-SEG resident, you'll

get a new CLI window rather than a new
SHELL, and if NEWCON: has not been

MOUNTed then NEWSHELL will use

the old CON: window.

Features of the new
shell

• COMMAND LINE EDIT-
ING - if you make a typing mistake or

change your mind while typing, rather

than deleting all you've typed, you can

use the ARROW keys to move back over

the line, make your correction and hit

RETURN. SHIFT-LEFT ARROW (or

CTRL-A) and SHTFT-RIGHT ARROW
(or CTRL-Z) will take you to the begin-

ning or end of the line in one jump. Oth-

er editing commands are:

- The DEL key: deletes the character

to the right of cursor

- The BACKSPACE key: delete the

character to the left of cursor

- CTRL-K : delete from the cursor to

the end of the line

- CTRL-U : delete from the cursor to

the start of the line

- CTRL-X : delete the entire line -

CTRL-W : move cursor to the next tab

stop

• HISTORY - Another very useful

feature, which allows you to recall previ-

ous commands used. Just use the UP ar-

row to recall previous commands one at

a time, which can then be re-used or edit-

ed then used. To find a specific com-

mand, type the first part of the line and

then press SHIFT and the UP arrow (or

CTRL-R). Having moved up with the

UP arrow key, you can then move back

down with the DOWN arrow key. Or

you can move straight to the bottom of

the history of commands by pressing

both SHIFT and DOWN arrow (or

CTRL-B) - you'll then have a blank line

ready for a command.

• ALIAS - Another useful feature

which lets you make shortcuts for your-

self with commonly used CLI com-

mands. The format is:

ALIAS <alias name> <string> where

<alias name> is the short form you give

and which you'll use in future; <string>

is the full text of the command.
For example ALIAS LI "list dfl:"

will let you simply type LI whenever

you want to get a listing of dfl:. You
can use an ALIAS as part of your com-

mand line - if you entered ALIAS dl "dir

dfl:" and then entered dl opt a the sys-

tem would understand dir dfl: opt a

To be able to substitute filenames in

an alias, include Square Brackets ([]) in

the alias. E.g. ALIAS DA "dir I] opt a"

will allow you to substitute any drive

name or directory, as follows: DA dfl:

will be read by the system as DIR DF1

:

OPT A
Other features:

- Typing ALIAS by itself lists all the

current aliases

- Remove an ALIAS by typing ALI-

AS <alias narno only

- Note that aliases are linked specifi-

cally to particular SHELLs, so if you

create a new SHELL, your previous ALI-

ASES won't operate. But since the Batch

File s:Shell-Startup is automatically exe-

cuted each time you open a new SHELL
with the NEWSHELL command, you

can edit that Batch File to add your fre-

quently used ALIASES.
- If you create a Batch File which

docs some frequently used function you

can use the PROTECT command to set

the SCRIPT BIT on that file (see the de-

scription of the PROTECT command).

Then the SHELL will execute that file as

an EXECUTE batch file instead of as a

command, and if you make the EXE-
CUTE command RESIDENT (see de-

scription), and put the S directory where

you keep Batch Files in the COM-
MAND PATH with the PATH com-

mand, you can rapidly execute all kinds

of Batch Files. You can also use the AL-

IAS feature to give a short alias to the

entire "EXECUTE MYBatchFile" com-

mand.

• REDIRECTION - Apart from

the usual redirection capabilities, using

the symbols "<" and ">" (without

quotes, e.g. dir > prt: opt a), there is a

further form using "»", which AP-

PENDS further information to an exist-

ing file. So entering dir > ram:DirTest

dir» ram:DirTest c: will first create a

directory listing of the current directory

under the name DIRTEST in RAM, and

the next line will add the full listing of

the C directory of the system disk to the

bottom of that file.
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Workbench 1.3

• WSHELL
Written by Bill Hawes, the man re-

sponsible for CONMAN (which is al-

most a shell in itself, and available as

shareware on the Fish disks) this shell

includes Conman 1.3, and provides the

features mentioned above along with:

Command aliases and abbreviations Ex-

tended Prompt string/window title op-

tions Concurrent Piping (ie the output of

one process automatically becomes the

input of the next, & so on)

Transparent support for REXX-
language Macros Fixes the AmigaDOS
ExecuteO function. It is designed to run

with Conman, TxED, REXX, and the

AmigaDOS Replacement Project com-
mands.

• TSHELL
More like a clone of the various

UNIX shells, it adapts that style to the

Amiga, and provides Unix-type file-

names, with a syntax similar to C and a

lot of powerful features useful for C pro-

grammers in particular.

Available for US$50 from: Metran

Technology, PO Box 890, West Oneon-
ta, NY 13861, USA.

Anyone who's using the CLI regular-

ly is wasting a lot of time and effort if

not using a shell such as those above, or

perhaps CONMAN or CSH, another

Public Domain shell by Matt Dillon

which quite a lot of people swear by.

You will find more details about 1.3

and AmigaDOS in general on MEGA-
DOS, the AmigaDos manual-on-disk
from MegaDisc.

MEGADISC
for the AMIGA

INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
LEARN HOW TO REALLY USE YOUR AMIGA

9 Disk-Magazine Issues available

ASK FOR THE FREE CATALOGUE - ON - DISK

ALL issues of MEGADISC contain the information you need to make the most of your Amiga.

Designed to be easy to use, all you have to know is how to click on the mouse buttons Every issue

is packed with original, not second-hand, information - articles, tutorials, reviews, free utilities,

illustrations, where and how :o get the hardware and software you need, along with the latest

updates locally and overseas. With MEGADISC, you learn as you use, and you'll like learning.

MEGADISC explains from the beginning, and entertains to the end!

Special offer!
Order MEGADISC 1 -9, Catalogue-on-disk

and

3 free Public Domain Disks for $1251

(You can order your 3 PD disks later.)

BEGINNER'S PACK - 3 DISK SET
containing:

Best of MEGADISC, Best of PD UtlKies,

Best of Graphics and Games,
in special disk box for $29

MEGADOS
AmigaDos Manual-on-disk,

with ail you need to know about

CLI, Workbench, 1.2, 1.3 and

ARP and much more
$19,95

Price for current subscribers

$13.95

500 PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS FOR $5.50 each
All these disks are fully described on the free Catalogue-on-Disk

ORDER 10 PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS AND GET ONE FREEI
GET OUR 'GAMES PACK' - 8 Disks full of Games - $40

3 Disk Animation Set $15 - Antivirus Disk $5.50

WE DO NOT CHARGE FOR POST AND PACKAGING
WE ALSO TAKE BANKCARD AND MASTERCARD ORDERS BYPHONE

PLEASE ENQUIREABOUT OUR DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICE

I enclose a Cheque/Money Order for or please charge my BankCard/MasterCard
No Exp:

Please send me: Catalogue-on-Disk AT NO COST:
ANY 6 issues of MEGADISC for $90 (please specify):

ANY 3 issues of MEGADISC for $50 (please specify):

ALL 9 issues of MEGADISC for $1 25:

The 4 free PD disks I want (2 in the case of a3-issuesub) are:

OR please send your Catalogue-on-Disk now and I will choose the remaining disks later

8-DISK GAMES PACK for $40:

BEGINNERS PACK (3 DISK SET for $29)

MEGADOS amiqa oos manual-on-disk FOR $19.95 fob currentsubscribers $13.95 .....

3 DISK ANIMATION SET tor $15 ANTIVIRUS DISK for $5.60

Signature:

Name:
Address:

Postcode: Telephone: Date

Send to: MEGADISC, P O BOX 759, Crows Nest 2065.

Telephone: (02) 959 3692 (all hours)
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AMIGA HARDWARE.

*/kMKA 500
$799°°

COLOUR MONITOR
559900

Aclionware lien: Phaser gun

Amiga 500 Pack, includes Amiga 500. Tcilcrall

•i- Woid Processor

Megapack. A500 1 meg ran textcaft

Megapack-t- stereo

Slereo. T/;able dual cass. tuner

Amiga 50C '/, megabyte RAM
1084S Monitor, ful colour, stereo sound
Philips Stereo Monitor (2 year wair.) .

Amiga Modulator, connect A800 to TV
Pocket Modem, connects ;o A80C lot 300. 1200/75
and 1200 communication
1010 Disk Drive, second dive tor A800 and A10C0 ...

.

California Access CA880 Disk Drive

XIQIOOiskDnve „

Perfect Sound II (or A500iA2000 sound dgmsing
Perfect Sound tor A1 000
Sidecar for A1OO0 IBM emulation .

.

Time Saw Keyboard Macros for A1000 _

S1199
S1399
$299

...S299

$596
..$599

S59 95

S349
S349
S279
S329

.$259 95

S199.95

S499

S149.95

v/AMIGA 2000
HARD DRIVES

2C meg -ConlrcJlerS1Ce9
A2 meg '•Contrc*ierSi399
8^ meg • Contraier$JS85

SCSI Interlace, included
OMA, voice coil

s3999°°
AccilBiatnr p-ocesscr. increusi Amiga 3) 16 MHi S399
Ami)* 2000 c>

Amga 2000 with 2nd 3'/,"and Textcrafl _ Can
Amiga 2000 with colour monitor Call

A2000 pc-xt Emulation (tjingeocaro) with 512K RAM.

5K" Drive <MSD0S _ $999
A20OO Hart Drive Controller .5399
A2000 8 Meg Boarf with 2 Meg installed $1299
A2C00 Internal 3.5' Drive $299
PC Hard Card 21 Hug H/D-i- Controller $799
PC Hard Card 33 Meg H/D + Controller .._ $999
Flicker Fix Card Flicker Fres Hi Res Card S995
Genock. A8802frcm Rendale.. S999
Mid Interfax A2O0O/A5O0 ...S149.95

Digiview Software + Rlter $399.00
Digiview II version 2 ot software S69.95

Digiview with AWA Camera + lens S1275
Trinp raid SCSI H.'D confute $399
Hard drive 40 meg rtc. coniroller S1399

ATARI ST.

Advantage Pack. 1st word w/T Neo-chrome + 5 games S99

520ST FM Computet with 512K S699
1040ST FW Computer with 1 Meg RAM S999
Mega ST2 Computer with 2 Meg RAM S2495
Mega ST4 Computer with 4 Meg RAM S3495
Meta File 20 Hard Orive S1295
Mono Moniior SM124 S399
Colour Monitor SC1224 $649
SF Disk Drive

AATARI
520 ST

(Monitor e*lra)

COMMODORE 64/128

puter

MAILORDER
Front 13 Gibbes Street,

East Chatswood, NSW 2067

Phone: 417 7395
TOLL FREE (008) 25 2130

Call to check latest prices

C54Datasettc $59 56

1302 Monitor $399
Family Pack (C64. 5 programs. 1 joystick) $299
PropakCS4« 1641. Gere i Gones

. S599

128D. with built in disk dive S593
1351 Mouse for 64/128 $89.95

MagicMouse $59 95

Viatel Modem lor 64/128 $39.95
Nice Mooem. 1200/75 + 300 Baud S249 00
Netcomm 64/128 Modem 1200/75 and 300 baud

communications S229
Xetec InterfacesCBM serial to Centronics: Junior S1 29

Senior, with 8K butter SI99

Gold, with 32K buffer ... $279
64 Power Supply $49.95

Freeze Machine back up cartridge $14995
Fnal Cartridge III $13995

COMMODORE PC's

00

PC 10 SERIES III

with 33 Meg
HARD DRIVE

Monitor
Able 1 software

*1995
PC 10 Series III. smglerJive $1399

PC 10 Series III" 33 MH/D S1995
PC Coll. Cualdiire. 640KRAM jugs
TTL green hi-res Monitor $299
t084SColourMonitor.. $599
TtiomsonAutoscanhi-resrolour _ S1199
Thomson EGA hi-res card .$399

Joystick cards lor PC S44.95
Joystick for PC front $49.95
Witty Mouse $89.95
DMS Mouse Kit. wilh mat + software S149.95
JTFax. tuns your PC into send and receive fax nachine ...S899

Handi Scanner, copies pictures onoyout PC screen $499

PRINTERS

CE commodore
MPS 1250

CBM serial for 64/128

AND
Centronics for Amiga. S4AAOO

PC's etc. *05J5f
Commodore

VPS1280for64/128acdcentronics S399
MCS810oolourior64/128 S449
MCS 820 colour lor Amipj $449
MPS 1283. 15" width. Spin $749
MPS 2020 last 10" width- colour $999
LP806Laser S3699

EPSON LX800 $47900

Centronics 9 pin NLQ
Tractor included.

Commodore C64C
1541C Disk Drive

Compatible Drive

$229
$349

S?99

Epson

LX800 - isxt and graphics $479

L0500 budget 24 pin quality $749
EX800superfast9pii. coburopron $999

LC.850 last 24 pin $1199

FX100015"9pin $899
FXt050fast15"9pin $1199

EX1000 super fas: 15", colour option S1299
L01050fasl 15" 24 pin $1499
LC2500 lop of Hie line 24 pin, 1

5' with coloui oplion $ 1 99S
G03500laser $3195
Colour options for EX800/1 000 or LO25O0 5139.95

Epson serial port cards from $79.95

Star

NJ10009pin- Multiple Fonts 5499.00

NX10O0CL 9 pin colour S599.O0

NXZ4-1 24 pin Cfiallly 5749.00

Ribbons

Epson GX. LX80. LX86
f X9O0. FX800 FXS50 RX800
LQ500. L0.800 10850
LQIOOO. L01050
EXBOO/1 000 black

EX800/1000

Commodore 801.602. 803. 1101. 120D. 1250
Star etc.. NXiroobiac*

NXIOOOcolour

NX24
Citizen 120D
OlympiaNP30

S1395
S1795
$1995
$2995

. $24 95

S34 95
$14 95
$14 95

. $2995

. $19 95
S14 95
$14 95

PERIPHERALS

Bi IFJIter modem. 1 200. 300. RS232C Auto .

Citizen l20Dpr,nterfor64/t2fJ

OlympiaNP30annter tor 64/128

Citizen t20D Centronics or 64/128 interface

Ci 6/ptis A joystick

Wico 3 way joystick

Wico Bat Handle joystick

Wico Reduali joystick

Wico Trackball

Tac 2 joystick

Quicksroi II joystick...

Quicksrot II Turbo joystick

Cruiser joystick

Quicksf-ot 1 13 IPC) joystick

Netcomm Pocket Modem A500
Avtek Special Modem 300. 12W. 1200/75

Avtek Mega Modem 123E 300. 1200, 1200/75..

Viatel Modem for 64/128
RS232C cables IBM and Amiga

Centronics cables. IBM and Amiga

CBM serial cables 64/128

C64/128 TV cable

.... 5399

$399
....$399

.$8995

.$1995
$74 95
.$4995
.$49 95
$3995

.54995

..$24 95

.54995
$4995
$4995
$349

$299

... $499

$3995
$3995
.539.95

.$1995
$1495

ACTIONWARE
GUN!

*69-95
For Amiga Capone,
POW, Creature

DOUBLES THE ACTION!

Seagate 33 MH/D and Contrails

MGHart!card21MforlBM

MG Hardcard 33M tor IBM
Monitor Stand, tilt and swivel

Printer Stand with paper tamer

Computer Desk 1200. black, grey, beige ....

Computer Oesk 1300. black, grey, beige

Computer Desk 795. black, o/ey. beige

Mouse Mats (big)

S599
$799

$999
$39.95

$39.95
...$199.00

$279 00
$149.00

....$19.95

BOOKS.

Amiga Intuition Ret Manual S49 95
Amiga ROM Kemal Rel Manual S8995
Amiga ROM Kernal Exec Rel Manual S49 95
Amiga Hardware Rel Manual S4995
Con^jutor Animation S49 95
Mastering Amiga Cos. .. S39 95
Inside Amiga Graphics S3995
C64 Programmers Rcf Guide S4495
C128 Programmers Re! Guide 559 95
Jumpdisk- Magazine on Disk $1995
Megadisk - Marine in Disk S19 95
Kings Quest I. II. Ill Hint Books S1995ea
LcsurcSuit Larry Hint Book SI 9 95
Space Cuest Hint Book . 519 95
BardsTalel.il III Hint Books 52995ea

STATIONERY
5?."|1C>Ds;ksMemorei

5 1/," No Fnlls (101 ._.

.-UK (10J

NoMs 3V 1 10) ..

5X' Disk Storage Boi (100-

Staajje Dim i4i)i

iv' Disk Slotage Bun (80

1

- .."i :- A- -
:

.:-:'.': ',11-. -:.;-

Reclifom Quarto stfl) sheet canv pack

S1 I
05

. ...1995

-S20 95

$24 95

524 95
31995
$2495

. S3995
$4496
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"

microcomputer Spot
Pbone: 417 7395. Front 13 Gibbes Sttsat. East Chatswood, NSW 2067

TOLL FKEE (008) 25 2130

MAILORDER
AGC CREDIT LINE NOW AVAILABLE

AMIGA SOFTWARE
-tli 4 Incies

4th& Inetes Team "oroi

Action Sevice

Advanced Midi Sampler

Aegis Draw ?l)00

Amegas

imiga En'ancer Pack

Amiga Tak

Amiga Teim

Annate 3D

EE.5.T. Accounting

BEST Accounlrg Mini
Balance ol Power

Bares Tate
.

Bads Tale

Battle Chess

Gridiron atm

Make your own
Basic Compiler

S»)00t 'em ip

Latest nidi!

•i ii'

Another Aikano*d time

I 3 DOS
Viatel parkac* (fo/ modem;)

Cheap conns
Bay-traced ammaui

fitex* Programming language
ftxanoio 'he classic breakout game ,.

Assempro Ultimate prooramneis language
.

Aztec Marx C Protesstonal C conjjikr

AdW Souce Odriqge Ditni lor Ancc "C'

Full accounting

Cut dowitveisien

..Political world strategy

Animaiec adventure

Continued

ID antmaed chess

. Classic peg board came
Sophie wordprocessor

3D adveniure game
SfiosIsS Goblins

...Action!!!

Vail Disrey 30 adventure game .

.... protessfOftai card game

Arcade maw action

Classic tail (jawe

.. Arcade cltsaic??.

Wackkyarcade

. Create and print yon own'

&03t light o.un shoot Tn up
Animatedspate adventure

...The uliirrale 3D simutalion'

Adul! revealing fne?le game
Space action dodgem game

.. .Best quality 3D chess ever

Learn to read educaMnai .
.

flesh top publishing package

Disk and directory util ..

hewmagneKscroflsaoVenlure ...

Unique 30 aOVemure

...3D street racing fame, 4 car:

(•teal budjet graphc adventure

Kind words, mawplan, MF filer

13 sports games

Animated adveniure

I!y data base system

Becker Te?t

Bermuda froject

teyond let Palace

Sonic Commandos

Sack Cauldron

sack jack Acaoemy

Bone Cruncher

Budge
Bubble Bubble

Bubble Ghost

Bjsmess Card Maker

Capone

Captain Blood

CamerConmand
Centrefold Souares
Challenger

CSessmaster 2000
CMcken Little

City Desk

Cl-Maie

Ccrruption

Crash Ganii

Crazy Care

Cnmson Crown
CrhcsChoce

_. -, '---

Daft Castle.

Data Retrieve

Data Retrieve Prolessiona) .
.
flow programmable

Oecmal Dungeon Educational junior figh 5th

Defcon5 SDlsmuiator
Odender ol Crown Oasstc o!c England

Deluxe Muse Construe. Set Composite editor

Deluxe Paint 2 Top an package

Dduxe Pam Ac & utility Extra tor Pamt .

Dftiae Pairt Help &eai tutoring package
Deluxe Photo Lab
Oduxe Pa-ii 2

Deluxe Prtrt An Disk 2 .

Dduxe Productions

OsiuwViow ... ..

Demolition

Dioa'

Digi Paint

Digi View Update

Diyiview 3
Director

Discovery Mains

Discovery Spelling

Disk Mechanic _
Double Dragon

Or I Midi Recording

Electronic Casn Book

Empire

Empire Stnkes Bad
Excellence

Explore*

-
1 :

FAl 8 interceptor

FACC2
Faery Tale

Pantavisron

: . MusiOb
Feran Formula 1

Ham mage processng
PjMcis and tanner:

.

..More an pecesDPnrtt

Pofessioral video craprocs

Design and run vidoo productions

Great newarcade sfoot em up! .. .

Banleshipsimulaior

Txoeornmtpacfrag*

FVoiessional H.A.M paintbo)! .

Software upgrade only"

... Video dkjitoei

Ultimate stnpibased controllfr

Maths acton game
Spelling game arcane

Speed up you asks
The arcade Ivt

SBestmidi sequencer

DAD 'or Amiga

Accounts

Superb strategy

Follow up o Star Wirt

ScnCWe IIP Top word pro

Wartime code editormonitor

;'•
Aniga's Nc 1 program

Fbppy cache system .. ..

Animated tarnasy
Annate your art

I • warsPatecjV

Action action action
Final Mission AicaSe acton game
Fbb Print

Fire & Forget

F*« Power

Fast Shape*

ReetCheck
FliCDi Sarulator 2
Flmstones

Flirptt

FliCSHJe

Football Manager 2

Footman

HttfitZ

Fontan 77

Improve yojr printeroutput

Road blasters arcade game
Taik actio* i v 2 pbyerc

Best young cducalicn seen'

Real time spell checker

Chssic inslwnent flying

Great atcace fun

Rtbik's cube

Tun that screadsheet sidewavs

Soccer strategy

Fw the Pacman lovrs

3Cmode»ira
Piogrammiro. language

S54»
S3995

...S30000

-S5495
S24995
- ,.- .:

. .S74.95

S34J5
SI 09 95

. ..329.95

S284 95

SS'JU.S

$W»
S1B9.95

. S529.95
S163.93

S599.D0

S339 95

S?0 15

$54 95

. SS4.95

$74 95

. $29.95

$299 35

S74 95
$54.95

S74 95

S54 95

$49.85

874:95
...544.95

$74.95

Si 09 95

$49.95

$79 95

S74.95

S54 56

$2955
$54 55

...544.95

Si 74.95

$84 95

$69.95
574 95

S54 95

59.95
$399 CO

S74S5
.$64 95
$170.

«

$359 95

....SS4.SS

.$74.95

$79 95

$199 95

$249 95
$44 95

$69 95

$249 95

5189 95

$54 95

S244 95

S16995
$29.95

359 95

S99 95

$134 95

$49 95

S399 95
.
$129 95

$59 95

$59 95
.5169.95

:.' ;
,

$104 95

504*.
$209 9S

$54 95

554 95

$519 95

$149 95

S7B9 *J!

$49 95

$69 95

S69 95

S1 14 95

S7495
$54 95
564 9£

$74 95

$69 95
.449.95

$54 95

S59 95
$114 9'

$84 95

S39 95
$64 95

$49 9S

$59 95

S1999S
S2I4 95

Fraciion Action

Future Tank ...

Galileo

Gamson?
Global Commander ...

finnme Ranger

Gold Runner

GoldSpel

Roml?
GPTerni

Greai Giaia Setere

GndStan
Hardoail

Holtywooj Poker

HomebuUers CAD
Muni tar Red Ocieoer

HyOns

ikanWanot Combat..

ErJucalnmal 5ih gradea up ...

3D arcade tank action

Asiioiimtcol pltsetaiium

GauniJet slyle

Military simulator

Graphic adventure game
Fastest space/arcade ever seen .

60.000 word spelinrj Checker

GuubuslR
. Comm'swith ViaEl

High quality platform game
. Fantasti; formula 1 racing

Basebaiiarcace

..Stnp your computer....

....See title

Suomame strategic wadare

New shcot 'em up

impact

unpaci Game

mcossjbIeMissior.2
Indoor Spins
instani Mjsc

Most adAclive rxcakoul eser'

Breakout game

ClaKUC ffcitfrwm irime

Dane
Real tim? muse lammm"

htellitype Typing tutor...

nterchanae Share scjIdi 30.
nto Eagles Nest

ntroCAD

taw CAD pans
Jel

JumpM
Jumpotsk_ _

Kompfgruope

Karlmg Grand Prix

fodTalk _....

KiM Words
riinderanu

King ol Chcago
lings Quest 1

Kings Quel 2

Rings Ouest3 _
Kn»ghtOre

Laserscripi

Lattice CCompiler

Lattice C Oevdopmcn!
leattwmecK

leqendolSworfl

Leisure Su I Larry

lig'it.5 Camera Action

.

Lisp

Lombard Rally

LPO Wnte-
Macro Assembler

Marble Madness

Mastenyp*

Math Talk

Math Wizard

Arcade warfare

Super r»jh quality pnnioutsi .

CAD btu and pieces

Air combat .

Hamerjet simulator _
Magonadisk
Slialcgic lank wailare

Go-kanracing _

.
... Gualityedueatonal software

QuaMy worajxo/wppcwls twiC

EducaiKnal prescfool age
. Cinemawareclassc

ThesfanolaclaBJc

The cues: continues..-

Andsiifl-

A 3 oan 'antasy adventure

Laser driver for Pagesetier

ThenrCcomorler
Option lo* above

Commando tor Air#ja

SrapnicaJvcniiiie

Adults crty graphic adventure

Animation aid r>aptiics

Programning tanguage

Car rally rao nr;

Another wordcoctSEOf

Programmer's tool

Arcade quality game 111

"ypinp \itrt game
DualityecucaPona softwarf

Waihs to
Mavis Beacon Teacrics Typ <1 typing tuicr

rVaxipian 500

Waxiplan plus

Mean 1 fl

Nenace

Nercenary . ._ ...

Microfiche Filer

WiSSiOn Elevator

Uoflular2

Monvilie Manor
IA*0& on Atlantic

Mus«c Studio

rfeouius

N;therworlj

Nmbus.
Nnia Missen

C«l Shore Warrior.

Operation Clean Streei

GigaruK

POW .

Pacmana
PageSefta
PssjengersWind.

Periect Scire! A500
Piter Bearcsley Soccer

Piaianx

Phalanx 2

Phantasie

Pliantasie 3

priaser

Pioion Pa*t

Prwlfic Vide -

Pi* Panihei

PweerPiajue

Parnate

FlJtOOn

Pens of Cat

Power Styx

Prnmasier

Prnimasici 'onts

Pmimaster Plus

Pro Sound Designer

Pro Video

Pro Video Pt&
: - teaonalPaiK
Project D

Professto-ial

!

.
Top spreajsheet

Golf and constructOn

More latest snoot em ups
30aicac<

Quality dataoase/lFF compatible

Elevator eelion type arcade

The language

Bonng aCifentun?

Qfchum

. Music maker with nidi conirol

Fast action

Greai graphics

Small busness accounting pack

Kung fu a*cade acton

Boal biasing!!!

Action arcade

Filing system _

Caractionclassc

Cieai wiitiagun

Aot space invaders

Desk top publishing package
Moco bahtd bears

Audio rjgeiang _

3D arcadesoccer game .

. .Great newarcade shoot 'em a'
W« bang <oftow-on

....D & D role playing came
-. The wrath ol Nil^adtmus

Kiine accw/iis

Superb graphics editing pack

New animation too;

Attade game c' ine lamous ouy' .

4096 colour Wast..

Pfolesswnji graphic editor

... Army shoot 'em up

Supping merchani simulator

The arcade game Styx . . ...

Banners ardrxisters

borders Ail for Prinimaslei

Design and pnni signs, cards etc

Audtoeciitor

Video effetis

Tco video B*tor

Bes: Ce* top (lubli^trii

DA copierand utilities pack

$84 95

S3S.95
... 5124.95

$84 95

S74.95
S39.95

S6995

S5495
S7995
S9995
$6995
$3995
$6995
$2995
$34995
$5495

. ..$7495
35495
S36995

. ..S549S

85495
S84 95
$54 95

$54 95

...SI 04 95

$5995
S14495
$5495
87995

839 95

SI9.95
574 95

. $2995
854.95

.5169.95

....$84.35

$84 95
S54 95

$54 95

$54.95

. $69 35

S7995
..8374.35

$539 95

874.95

S5495
S64 95

SI 4435
S164 95

$69 95

$199 95

S2W95
$64.95

479«
S54 95

S84 95

S84 95

S279 95

$349 95

$54 95

$74.95

$7995
$17995
.574 95

. 8259 SS
559 95

S74 95

879.95

S54 S5

554 S5

$269 95

$29 95

S64.S5
..$64 95

S54 95

364 95
549 95

$5* S5

$169.95

S79.SS

$169 95

$74 S5

829 95

S29 95

S74 95

S54 95
$134 95

$134 95
'.,'. I.

. 559 95

$69 95

8129.95

S74 95

S84 95

$49 95

574 95

$59 95

$89 95

4274 95

$449.95

S599 95

S674 95
899.95

Prowrite _
PubPoa.

.

Puonsne Ptus

Quanertack

OusstrcHi?

ReMarrf Rhyme ..

ReadaFama.
Return dJedf . ..

Return to Atlantis

Rclum to Genesis

Road Ware

Roadwai2000
Roadwars

Rocket Fanper

RocWord
Roaing TMioer

Romantic Encounters

SDI

SoSbie -.—
Sculpt 3D
Sex Vixens Irom Space

Shakespeare . ...

StdewoioEi

Silent Service

Si. :c" C'e-"s.

Wordpro with colourand r/aphtcs

80aiipoi .*.

Desk top publisfUig package..

Hard drive back mp tool

rWe playing _

. EOucatonol 5io^0yr oldt

RertCono program

. More from Star Wars
UndeniBte' sfawoic gam?
High spsed shoot 'em up game .

.

Arcadeaction _

. . New srraiefjc oane Irom SSl

&eai 30 arcaderacing lun

Cremaware classic

The Boulderdashclassic game
Action platform game

x-ratedadventure -

Outer space animation .._

Con bee! Cticiirroster 7 uji d' 9
QualityWP

. . Professonal renoering pao<

A hot Utile numb*
Colour desk top publishing _
My lavcirne space snooi em up .

Famasiic 30 submarine s»n

3spaceadveniiuesinc praphics

SirOadSIhronetJ Falcon Action adventure .

S-.v Eiis-.e-

SkvChaw
SkyFlghsr

Skylox .

SKyiox?

Softwood File

Solitaire Royale

Soiwi

Space Battle

Space Qiest

Space Ranger.. ....

S^aceStation

Speedoal
SpeHerBM
Star Wars

Starglider

Starfllider2

Stargoose _
Street Fichier

Street Gaig
SirikeFoice Harriet ...

Slrip Poker 2

Sub BatlC Simulator

Summer OlympiitC

SoperG
Superbase Personal

Suwfcaw Personal 2

Supcrbase Professonal

Superpian

Swocoer
Swmd of Sedan

relegame _

rename*
rest Drive

"eira Quest

Tetris

Tcxlcrafl

Texipro

Theater

three Stongeo .

Thunder Bade
Thunder Boy
hire A Magic

Tme Bandits

Tracers

"rue Basic

TVShow
TV Ten

UCSD Pascal

Uliima 2

liitima 4

vader

Vampire's Efnpiic

VWean
\tdeo Scape 3D
Video Titlir

VIP Professional

Virus

Viawnte
Wieyball Simulate

War Zone

WayoHttteOraoon
WesiGrn tiimes

Vrhirhgii

.Lousy snooremut
Py paper planes

Shoot 'em up

Shoot em up _

snoot em oown again!

. Database system.

Cards fff Amiga
.... Music cdi toi

Great arcade snoji'cm up
1

30 arcafe styledadventure

Nico areado spacB gamBf

.Future adventure

. Xenon lookalike

Ouahty educaDGral soliware

... Arcade came ol trie movie

Space acade acson
Similar to Elite

..Greai scrolling

Anade thuggery

Street warfare

.JustaFiei. ...

Preiiier jitls

Submarine simulator

Bunch ol sports gamea
:'; ;.:, A. . :. i- ,.

Filmgsystem

. . Mew imtiovGd vetjion

Fully programmatle versior

Spreadsheet lor Superbase

Oualily arcade spsce game
.4 disks of pure viclence

Modem cames

Arcade adventure

Great new car driving game
Mindblowing stocl 'em up

... The first Soviet arcade

Budgei wp
AnotherWP

.. Sierras teiesl adventure

Another Cnemavore classic

Helicopter shoot 'em up .._ .

Off the arcade

3 level 9aaventur»games

Actionarcade

...L*e the Tfon gams
Programming langjaos .._

Video text display

Character generator software

Tlw industry stancanl

Bener thin 2

tvpri belRr than 3

... Pathetic arcade

Qtood-ihraiy oitade

II
.-.,'..

3D animation par*
Tiller tor videos'

Lotus 1-2-3 type f

/ector graphics

Deskiou wordpro' Mm lonts

Table lenms

Wore acton m space

Kuna fl action

Seat arcade lun ic* manyi

Space bkwng acton

A Fuuned ^oger Rabbil Arcade atlion froxr me move
Gaum

Wmia Olympiad 86
Word Warz
Word Master

Word Perfect

Works

VrortdClass Leader Br.

World Tour Golf

Xenon

XR35
Zoom
7rnaca

Wmier spons sirmtttlon
.

.

'ATintersfons.-

Arcade action

Spelling cure 'or l.i*

"he ultmate word orocessor

Scribble/anaiyse'crganise

•1 Golf Gjme
Equal #1 Boll Gams . . .

High qual'ty space shoot en* up
Fast hardshoot 'enup
Packman arcade

Space shcot 'em up

.8229 95
S29.95

51as 93
$129 95
854.95

SSI 95

S84 95
$54 95
S6J95

. $53 95

. $54 95

$74 95
$5*.95

$79.95

$29.95
$8*95
S3S95
$84.95

.5104.95

S9995
. .$209.95

. S6< 96

$389 95
834.95

$55 95

$5995
$79.95
$7i95

. .$59.95

S3S95
829.95
55495

$17995

S69.95
$10$ 95

$2995
$79.95

.42995

$2995
S7495
S54 95
S5495
86995
$74 95
$4995

. . .$74 95

$4995
$7495
$3995
$5995
S5995

35995
$13495
520995
$524 95

$20995
$3995
$7495

.... $74 95
$3995
35995

.87495
54995
59935
S11995
S5495
594 95
$69.96

$64 95
45995
$74 95

$59.95

S254.95
$194 95

5194 95

$19495
.Si 09 95

S59 95

S24 95
. ...574.95

544 95

$354 95

$35935
8324 95

$39 95

$21995
$54 95

.$29.95

$74 95
.$49.95

S44.95

$74 95
559 95

$74.95

$74.95
SB4Q5

$299 95

S379 95
$49 95

$54.95

$54 95

...S3995

$7495
374 95



microcomputer Spot
Phone: 417 7395. Front 13 Gibbos Street, East Cbatswood, NSW 2067

TOLL FREE (008) 25 2130

MAILORDER
AGC CREDIT LINE NOW AVAILABLE

C64/1Z8 SOFTWARE
Cass. Disk

10 Game Super Pac {AAl $19.95

10 Great Games 2 (AA) .... S19.95S19 9S
1" Great Games 3 (AA/ S30 05 S39 95

10th Frame (S) S14 95S14.95

» (SI) S29.95S39.95
720 Degrees (S| . S29.95S39.9b
Aerojet (SI) S39 95S39 95
Adult Poker (SI) ... S29 95

Advanced Music Sy (H) 5109.95

Aesops Fables (ED)
Atterbumer (AAl

. S4495
529 05 S39 95

Airborne Ranger (SI) . S49.95S59.95
All Star (AA) .'. S39.95
Americas Cup Cral. (U) S3 95 529 95
Annals ol Rome (SI) S39 95S39.95
A'cade Force Four (AA) S39 95S54 95
AKanoid(AA). ... S29 96S39 95
Amy Moves (Sh S29.95S34.95
Around World 800 (ED) S29 95S39 95
MicFox(U) $39 95
Artura(AD) ..

.

.$29 95539 95

Auloduel(SI) .

.

S24.95
Award Ware (BU) S39.95
B-2« Command (SI) S64 95
Barbanar (AA) S39 95
Bards Tale (AD) S29 95S39.95
Bards Tale 2 (A0I S39.95
BardsTafe3iAD) S39 95

Battle tor Norman (SI) S74 95
Battle Front (SI) .. S54 95
Battle ol Britain (SI) $2995
Beyond Ice Palace (AA|. ... $29 96 539 95
Bonic Commandos (AAl S29 95S39 95

Bsmaik (SI) $39.95
Bfilzkrieg (SI) S29.95S39.95
8MX Sirmlator (U) S9 95S14 95
Bombuzal(AA) S39 95
Boulder Dash cors (AA) S34 95S34 95
Breakthroigh (AA) S29.95S34 95
Bubble Ghost (AA) . $39 95
Bugblitz (AA) $29 95 $39 95
Build a Book (ED) S39 95
Calendars& Stan (BU). 524 95
California Games IS) S24 95S34 95
Captain Blood (AD) S39 95
cam yiaiKs (51) S29.95S39.93
Carriers at War (SI) ... . S54 95
Caveman (AA) S39 95
Certificate Maker (BU) S99 95
Charlie Browns A3 (ED).. .. $29.95
Check Book (BU) $29 95
Chessmasier2000(SI) $29 95 $39 95
Clnstmas Pack Co (AA) S74 95
Chubby Gristle (AA) S29.95539 9S
Chick Veagers Fli (U) S29.95S39.95
Clever S Smart (AA) S39 95
ClubCasiro (SI) 519 95
Club House Sports (S) S4S95
Cclourme (ED) . 549.95
Combat School (AA) S29 95S39 95
Ccmbat Zone (AA) 82995
Comics (AD) . 564 95
Concentration (Sh S29 95
Conllict in Vietnam (SI) S29.95S39.95
Create a Calendar(BU) S34 95
Crossword Magic (SI) $49.95

Cut & Paste (BU). $29 95
Cybentoid2(AA) 329 95530 95
DSley Thompsons (S) 529.95S3995
Dark Castle (AA) S3995
Dak Horn (AA) S39.95
Oealhlord(AD) $39 95
Decision in Deser (SI) 51995
Detender ol Crowt (SI) $19 95 $54.95

Delia Patrol (AA) $29 95 $29.95
Oesolator(AA) S29 95 539 95
Destroyer(U) 534 95
Disc Bisector (A) S29 95
Double Dragon (AAl 525 05 S-K 95
ucuoie image 2 (A| S54 95
Dragons Lair (AA) $29 95539 95
Dragons Lair 2 (AA) $29 95 S34 95
Dream Warrior (AA) $29 95 SI 9 95
Druid (AA) 529 95S49 95
Dungeon Master En. (SI) 554 95
Earth Orbn Slab (SI) .

. 539 95

Cass. Disk

EC? Budget Pack (AA). S9.95

ECP Sale IAA) $4.95 S4 96
ecp sale Olio i (AA) 54 95
EliS(SI) S49 95S49.95
Empire (SI)

trrpire Strikes Ba(AA)
S29.95 S54.95

. S29 95S39 95
Europe Ablaze (SI ..S54 95
Fye (AA) S29 95 S39 95
Fi5 Strike Eagle (11) S4995
F-18 Hornet (U) S3995
FaoryTala(AD)

. ... S69.95

Family Feud (SI) S2995
Fernanda- Mist D (AA) S29 95 S39 95
hirer (bU). $39 95
Final Assault (AAl . 534.95
Rial Cartrtge 3 (A) S144 96
Financial LookbooK (BU)

.

529 95
Fisi& Tirade (AA). S29 95S29 95
Flight Simulator (U) S-04 9S
Right Simulator (U) S54.95
Flippit (SI)

. . S2495
Foot 1 (BU) S74 95
Football Manager (SI) . S29 95S39 95
Forrestlanc (AD) S49 95
Fox. Fighls Back (AA) 529.95 539 95
Fuiv(AA) ... S29.95S39.95
Game Maker (A) S4995
Games Summit Edit (S) . 534 95
Games Winter Edit (S) S24 95S34.95
Garfield (EO) $69 95
Garteld Game (AA| S29 95 S39 95
Gato(U) . $39.95
Gauntlet (AA) S29.95 539.95

Gauntlet 2(AAI
Gee Bee Ai: Rally 'U)

S29 95S39 95
$29 95

Geccalc (BO)

.

.394 95
Gecprogrammer (A) S124.95
Gecpublish (BU) S94 95
GeeslBU) . . S104.95
Gees 2(61)1 $124.95

GeosOeskPack(BU) 559 95
Geos Wnler (BU) . S74.95
Geospell (BU) S59 95
Gcttysburg(SII ... S74 95
Ghost N Goblins IAA) . . S19.95
Grants (AAl SJ9 95S29 95
Urand hix Simula (U) . .59.95 $14.95

Greeting Cards (BU) $24 95
Gurfcnan(U) $39 95
Guerilla Wff (U) S3995
GuiBof Theves(AD).. S59.95
Gull Strike lAA) S39 95
Gunship (Ul S4995S5995
Heavy Metal (AA) $39 95
Hercules (AA) ..

.
. S?9 95 S39 95

History in Making it)) S54 95 S54.95
Hobbil (ADi ... S39.95 $39.95
Hopping Mad (AA) ... S24.95 $39.95

Hot Shot (AA). .. S29.95 S39 95
Hum lor Red Octo. (SI) ...... S39 95S74 95
Hystena(AD) S29 95S19 95
Ikan Warrior (AA) S29.95S39 95
Impossible Mission(AA) $24 95 534 95
Indiana Jones (AA) 529.95 S34 95
ln(rl!r3tor2(AA) S3995
Inside Outirg (AD) $59 95 $39 95
Into Eagles Nesi IAA) S19.95
to (AA) 529.95 S39.95
IwoJima(SI) S29 95 S34 95
Jail Break (AA) S29 95S44 95
Jeopardy (ED) $29.95
Jet |U) $94 95
Jewels ol Darkness (AD) $4995
Junor Pac Man (AA) S19.95
Kamplgruppe (SI) $74.95

Karate Ace (AA) 539 95 $54.95

Kamov (AA) S79 95 $39 95
-•'•" -,,-; 529 95 S39 95

Kennedy Approach. (SI) ,, S24 95
Keys lo Typng (ED1.... S39 95
Kniohtmare(AA) S39.95
Kwiii Calc (BU) ..S19 95
Kwik Check (BU) $!9 95
Kwrk File (BU) SI 9 95
KwikPad(BU) S'9 95
Kwik Wnte |BU) S44 95

LA Crack Down (AD) S34 95

Cjss Dsk

Lancelot (ADi SS9 95

Usi Ninia 2 (AA) S29.95 $39.95
Leacer Board 7np(S) ... So9 95
Learn to Add&Su. |ED).

.

554 95
Legacy ol Ancieni (AD) . ... S39.95
Lordot Rings (AD) 549.95 S49.95
Mage Maths (ED) ... $39 95
Magnetron (AA) $29 95 $39.95

Magnificent 7 (AA) ...S39.95S54.95
Mainframe (ADI .

.

S59 95
Martic Madness (AA) $39.95
Mars Saga (SI)... . S39.95
Maich Day 2 (S)

.

..S29.95S3a.95
Math Blaster (ED) .... SE895
Matterhom Scream IAA) S24 95
MigH 8 Magic (AD) S49.95
MinrOllice2(BU). $44.95 549.95
Mini Putt (Si

.

S29.95 S39 95
Modem Wars (AA) $39 95
Moetuus(Sl! S24.95
Monlezumas Revenge (AA) S34 95 $49.95
Movie Make (A). S29.95
Music Construction IH) S23 95
Music Studio (H).. . 543.95
Musician (Hi $24.95

Nam (SI) S74 95
NATO Commando (SI) S19 95
Newsroom (BU) S59.95
Ocean Ranger (AA) $39 95
Ogre (SI) $49 95
Omk (AA) S34 95

Operation Wolt (AA) S29.05 $39.95
Outrun (AA) S29.95 $39 95
Paclsnd(AA) ....S39.95S49.95
Pacrrama (AA) . $29.95 S39 95
Pactranic Budget (AA) .

.

- 59 95 S3 95
Paclronics Eoucat. (ED) .... S14 95S13 95
Pais Around town (AA) .. S29.95
Paper Boy (AA) . .„ S19 95S19.95
Paperclip (BU) $39.95
Patten V Rommel (S> .

.

$39 95
Pegasus (AAl $29.95 539 95
Pensi Challenge M <AAi S35 95
Peier Beardsiey S (S) $29 9b $39 95
Phanasie (SI) S74 95
Phanosie 2 (SI) . . S7195
Pirates (AA) $49 96
PnalesolBarbar(AA) .. 529 95
Plalu'ju (SI) $29 95 S39.96
Pocket Filer 2 (BU) S9195
Pocket Rawer 2 (BU) .. $94 95
Pockel Writer 2 (BU) S94.95
Pool ol Rada - S54 95
Prertalor (AA) S29 95 $34 95
President is Miss (AD) S39.95 $49.95

Print Kit (BU) S2Z95
PnnlShop(BU) S799S
Print Shop Compan. |BU) S69 95
Print Shop Graph' (BU) S49.95
Piimriaslei (BU| ... 57' 95
Psvcc Pigs UXB, AAi S29 95 S39 95

Questran 2 (SI) S44.95
Ra nil S3 95 SJ9 95

Rampage (AA) S29 95S34 95
Ramparts (AA) S2< 95 S29 95
Fed Storm Rising (SI) S55 95
Return ol Jed i AA) S29 95 $39 95

Cms. Diik

Road Blasters (AA) S29 95 539 95
Road Runner lAA) S29 95 534.95
Road io Moscow (SI) S9495
Road Warnor(AA) S29.95 53995
Roadwars (AA) S39.95
Rockei Ranger (SI) .. S54 95
Roy ot Rovers (AA) S35.95
Russia (SI) S54.95
Rygar(AA) 529.95 S34.95

SOI (SI) S3S.95
Salarrondcr (AA) S2S.95S39 95
Sale Software (AA) S14 95
Signs & Banners (BU) S24 95
Signs& Banners L IBU) ...519.96

Silent Service (SI) S39.95 $49.95

Sinbad & Throne 0. (SI) . . $54 95
Skale Crazy (S) S2S96S3995
SkaieorDie(S) S2995S3995
Skytoi(AA)

. 5259552995
Skytoi2(U) .. .53995
SLM Budget Disk (AA) ....... S995
Socce- Microprosc I S) S4& 95 S59 95

Soto Flight (U) S29.95S4995
Song Writer (H) S1995
Sorcerer or Claym (AD) S2995
SpaceAce(AA) $39.95$5495
Space Hamer(AA) S29 95S1995
Spell II (ED) S9995
Star Feet (Sl| S64 95
Slar Wars (AA) ..._.. $39.95 S44 95
Street Frghter(AA) S2995S3995
Streetsport Baske (S| 51995
Snip Poker (St) $995
Sub Battle Simula. (U) S3495
Summer Games 2 (S) $9 95 $995
Summer Olympiad (5) . $34 95 $49 95
Supertase (BU) $10495
Superscript (BU) 5104.95
Supersports (S) S3995
Superstar Ice Hoc. (S) $4995
Supremo Challenge (AA) $29 95 529 95
Swilt(AA) S54 95
Swiss Family Robi. (AD) S3995
Taito Coin Op Hit (AA) S3995S54 95
Task3(AA) S2995S3995
TaskF(AA) S1995
TempoFive(SI) 534.95

TeirisiSI) S3995
Thing II (AA) 52995 539.95
IbreoStoooesiAAl 554 95
Thunder Blade (AA) 529 95 539.96
Thunder Cars |AA) $29 95 55995
Thunder Chopper (AA) $29.95

Time S Magic (AD) .. 529 95 539.95
To Hell & Back (AA) $29 95 $39.95

Tom Sawyers Islan (AD) $24.95
Top Fuel Challeng. (AA) S2995S3995
lop Gun (AA) S2995S34.95
Treasure Island (AD) . . 539.95
TriPad<(AA) S84.95
Trivial PursuilN. (SI).. S4495S5495
Trivial Pursuit T. (SI

)

$44 95 $44 95
Typhoon (AA) $29.95 $39.95
Typhoon Ol Steel (AA) S54.95
Typing Tutor 4 (SI) S54.95
Ugly Duckling IAA) S44 95
Ultima4(AD) S59.95
UllimaS (AD) .

;.=.' c

Up Periscope (U) $29.95

Video Tide Shop (A) S3995
Video Tille Shop (A) ... $29.95
Vindicator (AA) $29.95 S39 95
Viien(AA) S2995S3995
War Games Pack (SI) S2995S2995
WarpSpeed(A) S59.95
Warnor(AA) . .... S39.95
War*i»(SI). 574.95
Wasteland (AO) S39.95

Win Lose or Draw (SI) S29.95
Wizard ol Or (AO) $39 95
Wolfman(AA) S39 95

Wonder Boy (AA) $29.95 $39 95

woroFuousner(BU) S84 95
Wordpro 128 (BU) S89.95

WorldClass Leader (Si S34.95S3995
Wodd Games (S) S24 95 59 95
Zak McKracke S39 95



IBM SOFTWARE
3D Helicoorer Sim (SI1S64 95

•ill! S Indies 1SI1 S5-: 95
Action SenntB (AA)$6495
Airborne Ranger (AA) 559.95

Ancient An ot War ... |SI) S9A95
Ancient Art oS WarATS |SI)S9<95
B24 (SI)S7<.9S

Balance of Power (SI) S7995
Bards Tale (AD) $64.95
Build a Book (EDIS39.95

Calendar Creator Plus (BUJS94 95
Calitnrnia Games (S)$4995
Chessmasler2000 (SI) $64.95

Chuck Yeagers Flights (SI) $64.95

Coloume (ED) $59.95

Corruption (AD) $6995
Defender ol Crown (SI) $59.95

Deluxe Paint 2 (A) $249.95
Destroyer. (SI) $49.95

Double Dragon . (AA) S74 95
Bite (AA)S69.95

Empire (SI) $54.95

F16 Falcon (SI) $74.95

FirePjwer (AA $4995

microcomputer Spot
Phone 417 7395. Front 13 Glbbos Sheet, East Chatswood. NSW 2067

TOLL FR2E (008) 25 2130

MAILORDER

Right Simulator 2 (IJ)S114 9S
Flippit (SI) $39 95

Galaxian (AA) $19.95
Grand Slam Bridge (SI) $84.55

Guild of Thieves (AD) $69.95

Gunship (SI) $79.95

Heroes Ql lance IAD) S54 95
Impossible Mission 2 (AA) $49.95

Inside Trader (AO) $59.95
Into Eagles Nest (AA)S79.95

Jack Nicklaus Golf (S) $64.95

Jet (SI) $109 65
Keyboard Cadei (ED) $19.95
Kings Quest 1 (AD) $54.95
Kings Quasi 2 (AD)S54.9S
Kings Quest 3 (AD) $54 65

Kings Quest 4 (AD) S94.95
LA Crack Down (AWS49.S5
Labels Unlimited (BU) $94.95
Leisure Suit Larry (AO) $64.95
Manhunter New York (AO) $74.95
Marble Madness (AA)$54.95
Maths Climbers . .. (ED)$1995
Mavis Beacon Teaches typing (ED) S94.95

Mean 18 (S) 74.95

Metropols (AD)SS4.95
WightSMagic (AD)S79.95
Mini Oflite Professional (BU)S144 95
Night Raider (SIJS74.95

NumbersUp (BU1S129.95
Olt Road Racing (AA)S49.95
PC Gold Hits (AA)$49 95
Pegasus (UIS64.95
Plantasie (Sl)$69.95

Ptiantasie3 (SI) $54 95
PStoon (AA)$74.95
PDle Positron... (AA)$19.95
Police Quest (AD)S64.95

Mite Oust 2 ;AD1S64 95
President is Missng (AD) $59.95
FVinl Power (U)$69 95
Pmusnop . .(11)5109.95

ftogram Director (U)S84.95
Questron2 (ADIS54 95
Rocket Ranger (SI)S79.95

Serves Volley (SJS64.95
Silent Service (SI) S59 95
SKateorDie (S) S54.95

Sk/lox? (AA) 564.95
Space Quest (AD) 554.95
SpaceQuesl2 (AD)564.95
Star Command ... (Sll 554.94

Starflight (ADJS74 95
Starfligbt 3.5 Disk (AD) 554.95
Stnke Force (SI) 524.95
Summer Games 2 . (SJS49.95
Supabase (RU) $259.95
Three Stooges (AD) $79.95
Tom Sawyers Island (AD) $29.95
TypngTutor4 (ED)S8495
Ultma4 (ADISS995
Ultima 5 . (AD) $59.95
UMS .(Si|S69 95
Visonsof Allermath (SI) S59 95
Where in World is Carmen (ED) $79 95
YVilbw (AD) S69 95
Win Lose or Draw (SI) $49 95
Winter Games (S) $54 95
World Class Leader Board (S) $49.95
World lour Goll .., (S)SS4.95
World Tour Golf 3 5 Disk (S1S54 95

7ac McKracken (AD) $74 95

AA AicdiJc Action on Business II Utility

s Sport ED Education A An & Graphics

AD Artventure 5T Strategy fit Music
ft Home SI Simulatn

mputcf
PARRAMATTA HORNSBY
Shop 21a. Greenway Arcade. 35F Hunter Street.

222 Church StreeL Westlield Shoppinctown.
Parramatta. NSW 2150 Hornsby. NSW 2077
Phone 891 1170 Phone477 6886

i£"
CITY
Shop 3. 99 Elizabeth Street,

Sydney. NSW 2000
Phone 221 1910

CHATSWOOD
Shop 39, Chatswouii PU
Endeavour Street.

Chatswood. NSW2067
Phone 419 2333

BURWOOD
160 Bijiwood Roiid.

Burwood. NSW 2134

Phone 744 8609

HURSTVILLE
185E Forest Roafl,
Hurstville, NSW 2220
Phone: 570 7333

PENRITH
Shop 1, Carvan Arcade.
389 High Street.

Penrith.NSW2750
Pnone (047) 323377

LIVERPOOL
Shop 4. West! eld
Snoppingt'n. Macquanc
St. Liverpool. NSW ?1 70
Pnone 601 7700

MAIL ORDER FORM PHONE FOR LATEST NEW RELEASES
PRODUCT/PROGRAM NAME COMPUTER CASSETTE/DISK QUANTITY PRICE

For Software only, add $3.00 for post or $10.00 for

courier. For hardware, call to arrange.

Send to: Microcomputer Spot
13 Gibbes Street, Chatswood, NSW 2067

We will exercise ah reasonable care in the processing of you-
orders but we accept no responsibility for orders, monies or

products lost ot delayed in transit Your order will normally be
processed within 48 hours, but oleose allow U working days for

the fulfilment of orders Telephone orders are. of course,
welcome, but unfortunately COD terms are hoi available
Wherever possible, please supply a phone number where
contact can be made within-normal working hours PPICES ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. DO NOT SEND CASH.

Method of payment, tick for ChequeUPostal OrderU
Tick for Bankcard O Mastercard [ I

Visa T_ ASC ._i

TOTAL $

POSTAL CHARGE $

GRAND TOTAL $

For delivery

Name

Address

Telephone ( )

Signature of cardholder

Postcode

Dote Sent

Credit Card No
|

Valid from

Name as pe' card

Until end



Word processing

Word processing concepts and
the Commodore 128

Frank Paterson, a regular con-

tributor to the Commodore Re-
view, is now the proud owner of
every C128 wordprocessor we
could lay hands on. Next month he
compares the lot of them, butfirst,

here's an introductory article for
all computer users. Frank will ex-

plain all those wordprocessor-
speak terms that serve only to baf-

fle new users. The article is espe-

cially slanted toward 8-Bit users,

however Amiga owners will also

find the material worth considera-

tion.

A computer by itself can't do much.

No doubt you had that figured out by

New Year. By then the family computer

that came out of the closet on Christmas

day, the one that "the kids can play a few

games on, and I can teach myself a bit

about computers" had been well and truly

thrashed with Karate Kid, Ace 2, Outrun

and what have you.

They'd had it for a week, it was your

turn. There you were with your New
Year's Day hangover. There it was, in all

its glory, sitting there blinking READY.
Ready for what? You typed your name,

maybe your address, hit RETURN and

got what? Syntax error!

!

So you stopped hitting RETURN and

just typed to fill the screen - maybe
found the cursor keys and scrolled all

your work off the screen to be lost for-

ever! You couldn't print what you had

typed - you couldn't even store it. Who
needs computers anyway? Maybe it's

just a games machine for the kids and

that's all!

Fear not, frustrated parent. Even the

simplest of computers can do more than

play games. Any computer can execute a

sequence of instructions, called a pro-

gram, very quickly.

That's what it's designed to do, and

what's more, if the instructions are re-

petitive, it doesn't get bored! It stays effi-

cient. Games are nothing more than spe-

cialized programs. So are the "useful"

programs, like word processors, databas-

es and spreadsheets.

What is a word
processor?

One of the first "useful" things peo-

ple like to do with a computer is write.

But as we saw in the scenario above,

there's more to it than switching the

machine on and typing. There has to be a

way to store the text in memory for im-

mediate use, and also to store it some-

where permanently for later use. And, of

course, there has to be a way to get it to

a printer.

A word processing program makes

the computer do all of those things and

more, as we shall see. Word processors

can be as simple or as complex as you

like, but they all allow text to be en-

tered, manipulated, "dressed up", stored

permanently and printed. However, don't

be put off by complexity,

A well-designed, full-featured pro-

gram will allow simple word processing

tasks to be undertaken with a minimum
of effort and learning, while retaining

the capacity to fill the advanced user's

needs. Don't assume that quality demands

exorbitant prices. It can, but it needn't.

Software publishers arc trying to

combat piracy. One of the best methods

is to offer real value for money, and that

they're doing.

Word processors can be catcgori/cd

into two main groups - WYSIWYG and

post-formatting.

WYSIWYG WYSIWYG, as has been

explained many times, means "What

You Sec Is What You Get". That is, text

is formatted as you type it in, so that the

appearance and layout of your text on

the screen is always a true copy of what

will appear on paper at print time.

With a graphics oriented computer,

the screen presentation can be particular-

ly pleasing, with italics, bold, underline,

super and subscripts, all appearing on

screen as they will on paper. Additional-

ly, on any computer whether graphics-

capable or not, margins, pagination, in-

dentation, text-centring - in fact, any fea-

ture not requiring the display of unusual

characters, will also be shown properly

on-screen as it will appear on paper.

WYSIWYG programs shape up really

well on Commodore systems, even on

those at the low end, because the com-

puters are all colour and graphics oriented

- from the humble 64 to the up-market

Amiga scries. I do a lot of word process-

ing on Commodore's low end machines,

in particular the 128. Combine a good

program with this computer's colour/

graphics capabilities and 80 column

screen and you have a word processing

system that owes no-one an apology.

The graphics capability of the 80-

column screen begs WYSIWYG display

of the various capabilities commonly
found in dot-matrix printers, while the

colour display can be used to set up the

working environment to suit the user's

monitor and personal preference.

Some programs do not utilise the full

capability of the 128's 80 column screen,

and will not fully display enhancements

such as underline , bold, or italics on the

screen. Instead, the enhanced text may be

highlighted in some fashion, say by re-

verse video, or by the display of the con-

trol codes used to generate the enhance-

ment.

These programs are not truly WYSI-
WYG but you still get the main benefit,

which is seeing your text being laid out

on the screen as you type it in. Great for

complex documents with lots of para-
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Word processing

graphing, indentation and paragraph num-
bering. GeoWrite is a good example of a

full WYSIWYG program, while Word-

Star, which runs under the CPM operat-

ing system, is an example of partial

WYSIWYG.
A full-featured WYSIWYG program

requires either heaps of memory or two
disk drives. Because these are often not

available to low-end users on a budget, a

different, more memory-efficient ap-

proach to the design of the program must

be taken ifa lot of features and power are

to be included. The first alternative is the

use of program overlays, in which only

part of the program (the "core") is loaded

into memory. The core calls the other

parts from the disk as they are needed.

Using this technique, a large and power-

ful program such as WordStar can be
implemented on a small computer such

as the 128. However, you get nothing in

this life for nothing, and computing is

no different.

The cost of the overlay approach is

loss of program speed as the computer

accesses the disk for the various program

segments. The greater the number of

overlays, the slower the program be-

comes, especially if you have a serial

disk system like Commodore's.

This is where POST FORMATTING
word processors play their part.

Post formatting
Post-formatting word processors, as

the name suggests, do not format text as

it is entered, but rather wait until after

text entry is finished or temporarily aban-

doned and an output command such as

PRINT or DISPLAY is issued. As a re-

sult they are simpler and don't need the

gross amounts of program code required

by the WYSIWYGs. Overlays are usual-

ly eliminated and the program speeds up
as a result.

Generally they employ two distinct

modes, EDIT and OUTPUT. The default

is invariably Edit mode which is used to

enter new text or to modify existing

files. In this mode, the full screen-width

is used and no attempt is made by the

program to show the effect of margins.

indentation or printer features such as

bold, underline, etc.

While entering text, you should not

try to make the document look right on

the screen - the program will do all that

when you issue an OUTPUT command
such as PRINT or DISPLAY. The OUT-
PUT mode is used to print the text either

on the screen, on disk or, most impor-

tantly, on paper. While in this mode
you cannot edit your work, but if you

print to the screen (DISPLAY), you can

check the layout, then return to EDIT
mode and revise any layout commands
which are not giving the desired results.

In Edit mode, formatting and printer

commands are entered as they are needed,

just as in a WYSIWYG program, but in-

stead of having an immediate on-screen

effect, they usually appear as some form

of symbol followed by some abbrevia-

tions and numbers. No action is yet tak-

en on them. At print

time, the program

examines the sym-

bols and following

code and translates

them into instruc-

tions which either

the program itself or

the printer can un-

derstand and respond

to.

For example,
let's say you set left

and right margins of

10 and 70 respec-

tively, and you're

working on an 80

column screen dis-

play. Usually, your

program will want

some kind of spe-

cial, non-printing

character to tell it

that the information

which follows is to

be acted upon, not

printed - for exam-

ple, a reversed aste-

risk. This would be

followed by abbre-

viations for the con-

trol instructions, rather like this:-

*lml0:rm70

The formatted text-width is 60 col-

umns, but in edit mode your on-screen

text will still be a full 80' columns wide.

The control code sequence "*lml0:rm70"

will be visible on screen and will not be

interpreted.

In an output mode, such as print-to-

screen (commonly called Display or Vid-

eo Preview), the control codes will be in-

tercepted by the program and the margin

information incorporated into the screen

display, so that now the text will be 60

columns wide and set 10 characters in

from the left.

Other formatting commands and

printer control codes will be treated in

much the same way.

Again, some programs do not utilise

the full capability of the 128's 80 col-

umn screen and will not fully display

Why not add a 5.25"

disc drive to your

Amiga?

Only $330.00
Send your Cheque, Bankcard, Mastercard or Visa order to;

SpellBound Computer Publications,

Suite 6, 245 Springvale Road
Glen Waverley, Victoria 3150
Phone: (02) 232 1232
Fax: (03) 233 9274

• Telephone orders may be placed on (03) 807 0710 •

• Dealer Enquiries are most welcome •
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printer enhancements such as underline,

bold, italics, etc. on the screen. As with

the limited WYSIWYG programs, the

enhanced text may be highlighted in

some fashion, say by reverse video, or

by the inclusion in the display of the

control codes used to generate the en-

hancement.

There aren't many programs, either

WYSIWYG or post-formatting, which

can display ALL text enhancements. Of
all the programs I looked at for this ser-

ies only Fonimaster can display wide and

condensed text. Some cannot display sup-

er and subscripts, and some cannot dis-

play any enhancements at all.

There is a further subdivision of pro-

gram types which may affect your per-

sonal preference, and that is whether a

program is menu-driven or command-
driven. In a menu-driven program, each

function of the program and printer is ac-

cessed via the choice of an item on a

menu. That choice may lead to another

menu, and that to another and so on, un-

til the required command is reached.

The big advantage here is that you

don't have to remember seemingly illog-

ical keystrokes to get your desired result -

hopefully the menu will have been care-

fully designed so that the choices you are

required to make are logical and lead you

intuitively to the command you want. A
disadvantage is speed, or rather, lack of it

- things can get pretty slow as you hunt

and peck your way through a complicated

menu system. Superscript from Preci-

sion Software is an example of a menu-

driven word processor.

In a command driven program, in-

structions are issued directly by certain

keystrokes in combination with a series

of master keys, such as Control, Escape,

Run/Stop, Commodore key, etc. The ad-

vantage is speed - the disadvantage is that

in a powerful program there are so many
features to be accessed that inevitably,

many keystroke combinations are illogi-

cal and easily forgotten.

Examples: SHIFT RUN/STOP for

"go to end of text", ESCAPE SHIFT <

for "Italics on". Paperclip III from Bat-

teries Included is command driven. It runs

out of logical commands for some of its

functions, but is otherwise so good and

powerful I am prepared to forgive it for

any little foibles it may contain! Like-

wise WordStar.

Probably the best system is a combi-

nation of commands and menus, and

here. Superscript shines. Under menu
control, to go to the end of your docu-

ment you would hit the Fl key to call

up the main menu, then cursor across

and highlight "Go". Another menu ap-

pears, listing choices of where in the

document you may go.

Cursor across and highlight "End"

and the program will respond and take

you to the end of the document. Under

command control, you would enter

F1GE and obtain instant response. (Fl

to call the main menu, G for Go, E for

End.) There are also commands based on

CONTROL plus one other key which

give rapid, two-keystroke access to the

most commonly used commands, rather

than the three or four keystrokes often re-

quired by the menu structure.

Help is important
Either system may be enhanced with

a well designed Help function. Suppose

you were stuck halfway through a com-
mand sequence or menu. Rather than

look up the book, hit the HELP key.

In a well-designed program, the help

function will know whereabouts in die

command system you are and offer

enough help on the command you're in

for you to be able to carry on to comple-

tion. It should also allow you to back-

track through a menu system and take a

different branch, or abort the attempted

command altogether.

WordStar sets the example here. If

you delay more than three seconds be-

tween keystrokes during entry of a com-

mand sequence, WordStar will automati-

cally display comprehensive help appro-

priate to the partially entered command.

Technical terms it helps
to know about

"Wordwrap" is a mysterious term

you'll often encounter when dealing with

word processing or with any program

which presents text on the screen, such

as a communications program. It is

merely the facility whereby a word won't

be broken at the end of a line on the

screen or page.

Instead the program works out if

there's room on the line to place the

word, and if there isn't it is "wrapped

around" to the next line. Virtually all

word processors use wordwrap and virtu-

ally all of them allow it to be turned on

and off.

"Defaults" is another computer buzz-

word. It simply means the setting or

series of settings the program will as-

sume unless told otherwise. For exam-

ple, many word processors default to a

left margin setting of 10 and a right mar-

gin of 70, though of course, you can set

them to anything you wish.

There are many other settings which

the program must know, and which will

contain default values so that the pro-

gram will work, even if you forget

about them.

In any dealings with text, communi-

cations and disk files, you will encoun-

ter the term ASCII, an acronym for

"American Standard Code for Informa-

tion Interchange". Pronounce it as "ass-

key". If we all do that, that will be about

the only thing standard about it!

Every computer manufacturer, includ-

ing Commodore, has its own version of

ASCII, and that has spawned an industry

which does nothing but supply transla-

tors, called interfaces, which allow Brand

X computer to talk to Brand Y printer

and have the Queen's English print out

on Brand 2 paper. If you haven't got a

printer yet and are intending to buy non-

Commodore, you will need an interface,

either as an accessory or built into the

printer.

Data formats
Different programs store their data on

disk in different ways, depending on their

need to store additional information such

as formatting and graphics. To ensure

transportability of the text in data files,

word processing programs for Commo-
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Word processing

dore computers should be able to read and

write sequential files in both Commodore
and true ASCII, in addition to whatever

method is used to store the graphics and
formatting information.

Most of those looked at offer options

to convert or translate their data into se-

quential files. I found a lot of variation in

those files - some were Commodore AS-
CII, some were true ASCII, some con-

tained line-feeds, some didn't I found that

while all programs would read SEQ files

generated by other programs, there was
usually a lot of editing needed to restore

basic paragraphing, which is really what

a sequential file should contain in the

first place.

A good word processor should also

have a print-to-disk option. When you
select this in the output mode, text is

formatted just as it would be if it were

going to the printer, but is sent to the

disk instead. The resultant file will be
ASCII sequential, and you should be able

to choose between Commodore ASCII
and true ASCII.

The difference between an ASCII file

that has been generated by print-to- disk

and one that has been generated by a nor-

mal "save" is that in the print-to-disk

file the text will be formatted. If, for ex-

ample, you had selected a left margin of
10 and a right margin of 70, the margin
control codes won't appear, but their ef-

fect will. Ten spaces will be written to

the disk at the beginning of each line,

and the line will be 60 characters long.

On the other hand, in a sequential

save operation the commands (in this

case the "*ImlO:rm70"), are written to

the disk along with your text, but they

are not acted upon. Because they contain

no formatting commands, just formatted

text, print-to-disk files are used to export

formatted text to other systems which
use different formatting commands. For
example, text formatted on Superscript

can be sent to another computer using

WordStar and the format will be retained

in WordStar.

Display
The 128 is a versatile computer and

can drive either a 40 or 80 column moni-

tor, plus a TV - all three together if

you're playing to an audience! If you're

limited to one or the other, then make
sure that the word processing software

you choose works in the number of col-

umns you're limited to. Most programs

allow a choice, but there are exceptions.

Summary
What should you look for in a word

processor? Well, like just about any oth-

er purchase you might want to make, it

depends on your needs. If your word pro-

cessing will be limited to the occasional

letter or straightforward use of your com-

puter as a substitute for a typewriter,

then a simple word processing program

is what you need. You may not even

have to pay for it. RUN and COM-
PUTE!, both Commodore magazines

from USA, have published type-in word

processors for both the 64 and the 128.

Having used both

{Runscript and
Speedscript, respec-

tively) in the 64 ver-

sions which are real-

ly very good, I can

see no reason why
the 128 versions

should not be just as

good or better. Other

magazines jumped
oh that bandwagon,

but these two were

the first.

I suggest they,

and similar programs

from other maga-
zines, represent the

best value for money
ofANY word proces-

sor because they are

yours for the cost of

a magazine plus

about six hours of

your time. If you

don't cost the time

you spend on your

hobby, that's about

six dollars all up! If

that's too much, try

a user group.

On the other hand, if you're a serious

or even intermediate writer you will, at

some time want some bells and whistles.

Things like ASCII translation, full con-

trol over the printer driver, comprehen-

sive range functions including column-

move and column-delete, automatic hori-

zontal and vertical addition in tables of

figures, inbuilt calculators, mailmerge,

integration with a database, fast cursor

movement, telecommunications, inbuilt

spell checker, automatic detection and

use of RAM expansion, flexible use of

disk drives.

The list is endless and limited only

by the programmer's imagination and the

price the market is prepared to pay.

Next month, we will look at ten

word processor programs for the 128. A
short description of the main features (or

otherwise) of each will be given and the

results summarized in a table.

HOTDISK
FOR THE /AMIGA

SUMMER EDITION NOW AVAILABLE
FEATURING

FIRST DATE
A great interactive graphic adventure, what can you do with a

bunch of flowers fifty bucks and a pair of X-ray specs.

HOT GIRL OF THE MONTH
HOT FICTION

HOT HOT HOT ICONS
AND MUCH MORE

HotDisk is $20.00 per issue but you can save money by
taking out one of our subscriptions. Sub rates are $100.00

for six issues payable by money order cheque or bankcard.

To take out a subscription to HctDisk fill in this form and
send it to: HOTDISK, P.O. BOX 751, Manly, 2095,

NSW, Phone (02)977 1829.

Name
Address

Postcode Start sub with issue No
I am 18 or over; Signature_

Bankcard No:

Expiry date
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Graphics
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Fine Pn
by Eric Holroyd

HERE'S A NICE utility that put

some of my favourite Amiga pic-

tures onto paper in a quality that

I'd never have thought possible. It was

very easy to work with and the two com-

parison printouts here were done on the

Star NX-1000. Figure 1 was done with

DeLuxe Paint, Figure 2 with Fine Print.

The program works with a large range

of dot matrix printers (set yours up by

running Fine Preferences first) and makes

printouts of almost any size. It adjusts

the colours in any IFF picture using up

to 32 colours into a range of "grey scale"

colours which are pretty accurate repre-

sentations of the original screen colours.

When printing the picture it "builds

up" layers of ink on the paper to make

the different grey shades, whereas other

printing programs that I've tried out used

several patterns of dots which were quite

discernible under scrutiny.

Fine Print is a very flexible program

which lets you set the degrees of Black/

White/Grey via a display of 32 "sliders"

at the top of the screen, pretty much like

those on a graphic equalizer. Each slider

represents one of the colour palettes of

the original image. Your picture is dis-

played underneath the sliders and you can

play around to your heart's content to

mnGA
Figure 2

change the colour representations

around.

The sliders actually control the

amount of ink deposited on the paper for

each colour and it's very interesting to

see the screen image lighten and darken

as you make your adjustments prior to

printing.

When you've got it the way you

want it, mouse up to the menu bar to

select print (or use Amiga/P). You'll get

a brief copy protection check at this

point where you have to enter a word

from the manual before the program pro-

ceeds. The printout naturally takes a

little longer than a straight out hardcopy

but the results are worth waiting for.

One of the nicest things about Fine

Print is its ability to produce gTeat re-

sults from a wom-out printer ribbon. Be-

*lt "builds up" layers of

ink on the paper to
make the different grey

shades. 9*

fore sending the image to the printer

make your Ribbon Selection from New/
Medium/Old on the menu and it auto-

matically adjusts itself to that. The

printouts here were done wiih quite

-.£ an old ribbon which was no longer

giving readable text printouts in

draft mode yet the results are quite

astonishing.

The DeLuxe Paint image used

has a printer resolution of 320 x

200 (that's height x width in pixels)

g^ and by changing the figures in the

appropriate boxes on the screen you

set the size of the printout. The ex-

cellent manual says that you can

Figure 1

print "an image a fraction of an inch

square or a hundred feet high'' depending

on what your requirements are. If you

settle on a printout bigger than your pa-

per then the program prints it in strips to

be stuck together afterwards.

For large prints there's an "averaging"

feature that improves the printouts even

more but at the expense of longer print-

ing time. The example of a ten foot

printout is given in the manual, saying

diat it would take a week to print and

would contain over 200,000,000 dots!

It's recommended therefore that you limit

your printouts to only (!) two feet high

because of the printing time involved and

the wear and tear on your printer when

it's running hard for extended periods.

Because of the type of copy protec-

tion used it's easy to make yourself a

backup copy of Fine Print and you're en-

couraged to do that, then put the original

away for safety. You're also requested to

please not give copies away to anybody

else. I suggest you give them a sample

printout done with Fine Print and let

them go and buy their own copy. It's cer-

tainly a utility well worth buying.

Fine Print, RRP S89. Review copy

supplied by Computcrmate (02) 457-

8118.
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From the country that invented

Rock 7? Roll, Corvettes, and Blue Jeans

Here "Up Over", we like lo give ourselves credit for coming

up with some pretty good ideas. Jukeboxes. Harleys. Neat
stuff like that. Well, we're proud to present another

American classic: Renegade. It is a system of archival

utilities of unparalleled power. Just take a look at some of

these dynamic features:

* 1541/1571/1581 Fast File Copier- Any direction
* Single or Dual drive state of the art Nibbler

* GCR Editor for the experienced Hacker
* 300+ Parameters included with Renegade
* GEOS ™ File Copier - works under desktop
* GEOS™ Module: Parameters & Tools
" Capable of archiving RapidLok™ protection

* Popular Subscriber Service available

* Single or Dual drive high speed data copier
* Directory Editor to organize your disks
* Works with C-64/C128 & 1541/1571 drives
* Dumps a Parameter Catalog to your printer

* Scrolling MIL Monitor with DriveMon

Renegade came about as the result of a project that took
the best concepts in disk backup technology and used
them as a platform to build on. By combining our state of

the art programming techniques with an understanding of

the future of Commodore computing, we created a modular
archival system so advanced, Renegade is now the ONLY
archival system we make. And since all of our R&D effort

goes into Renegade enhancements, you can be sure that it

will just keep on getting better and better.

Renegade Parameter Modules are available every other
month. Program updates are available lo registered owners
three times a year, and our renowned customer support is

legendary. Renegade. New Generation software -for the
next generation hacker!

Produced in the USAbyKEACKERJAX

Renegade is only $49

Distributed in

Australia by:

V/V.V V.V.V.'.V.'.V.V.V.'./.'.'.'.WiV.Wi 1.'.

(03) 350 5144
402 Bell St

Pascoe Vale Sth
Vic 3044

Westend
Computers Tty Lid

WOTMWWWJWWWWOWJ

Freight Specialists

"Surface/ $3
'Airmail/ $5

* Express / $7
'Overnight/ $9

Dealer enquiries are welcome

SUITS ALL COMPUTER GAMES
Your Starcursor can be adapted to suit any game with the simple

Change over switch situated on the bottom of the joystick. This gives

you the choice of a 4 and 8 way action for exact game control.

FIRE POWER - THE CHOICE IS YOURS
As well, the unique "common button switch" lets you use the Starcur-

sor's three firing buttons together, independently or two together de-
pending on the game you are playing.

GUARANTEED FOR THREE YEARS
by the manufacturers, Multicoin Amusements Pty Ltd.

AMIGA HARD DISK
• Complete with software

• Power supply
• Plug it in and away it goes
20MB $999.00

40MB $1299.00

3.5" EXT. AMIGA DISK
DRIVES

• On/Off Switch • Slimline Case

$289.00

WestencC CQfTIPUTERS
Shop 86

The Myer Centre,
Queen Street,

Brisbane, 4000
(07) 221 0055

402-404 Bell Street

Pascoe Vale,
Victoria, 3044
(03) 350 5144

S S Ma*t»fCard

Surface $3
Airmail $5

Express $7
Overnight $9 per item



Star NX24-10 MultiFont Printer
A review by Eric Holroyd

I've
been using Star printers for several

years now and have previously written

about the NX-10 (ACR April 87) and

NX- 1000 (ACR March 88), both of

which are excellent 9-pin dot-matrix

printers. I welcomed the chance to try out

the NX24-10, a 24-pin printer, as I'd al-

ready heard good reports from various

sources.

For those not familiar with the termi-

nology, a dot-matrix printer uses a print

head made up of pins or wires, the 9-pin

units having 3 rows of 3 pins whilst the

24-pin units have (I think) 4 rows of 6

pins.

Each pin is programmed to "fire"

through the printer ribbon to make its

mark on the paper and of course the pro-

gramming is such that different combina-

tions of code (taken care of automatically

by your software) produce different let-

ters. Use a magnifying glass to examine

a printout and you'll see how the charac-

ters are made up from dots.

Most printers are capable of upper and

lower case, boldface print, underlining

and italics, with the better printers offer-

ing features such as superscript and sub-

script (useful for properly expressing

chemical formulae etc), backspacing (to

overprint a letter already printed with an-

other).

In the case of the NX24-10 there's a

range of built-in "fonts" or typefaces too.

These are - Courier, Orator, Prestige and

Script, as well as the normal Draft quali-

ty-

Five "pitches" or type-sizes are select-

able from the front panel: 10, 12, 15, 17

& 20 and all fonts can be used in all

pitches as well as italicized.

I've talked in previous articles about

the value of proportional printing and

was pleased to see that it's available on

this printer simply by pressing a switch

on the front panel. This uses soft-touch

switches for a variety of functions which

are all explained fully in the spiral-bound

manual.

Paper parking is a feature of this

printer, as it is on the NX-1000 [ men-

tioned earlier. What this means is that if

you want to feed a single sheet of that

special paper you've been saving up for

job applications or love letters etc, then

you press a switch combination to feed

the tractor paper backwards and "park" it

at the entrance so to speak.

You can then feed in the single sheet

(s) for that special letter and switch back

to tractor feed again when you're

through. Much better than taking the pa-

per right out.

There's an optional automatic sheet-

feeder if you prefer to use cut, sheets and

although I didn't use one with the NX24-

10, 1 have done with other Star models

and liked the idea.

This printer prints at 170 cps (charac-

ters per second) in draft Elite mode and

57 cps in Letter Quality Elite. This

compares with 144 cps/36 cps on the

NX-1000, and 120 cps/30 cps on the

NX-10.

Down at the right front corner of the

unit is a slot to take a RAM card, and

here you may use an optional character

card with extra fonts or a battery backup

RAM card which can store several of

your documents in its memory. This

would be great for doing work at home

then taking it to the office, for example.

IDRAF 1, fOHATORl

ABCDEFabcdef012345 ABCDEFABCDEF012345
[COUIIIiW ABCDEFABCDEF012345
ABCDEFabcdef012345
ABCDEFabcdefOl 2345 ABCDEFabcde^.0 1 2345
[PRESTIGE) ABCDEFabcde^-012345
ABCDEFabcdef012345
ABCDEFabcdefOl 2345

Journalists could maybe use the idea

for filing their stories. Just unplug the

card, stick it in your shirt pocket (it's

only a little larger than one of those

business card calculators), then plug it

into another printer with similar facili-

ties to get a printout.

At the time of writing I'd been unable

to get full details to report on but I be-

lieve the RAM card can also be used for

storing downloaded fonts. This would

really add to the variety and versatility

and is worth finding out about.

There are many other features, includ-

ing the facility to print in double height

and even quadruple height characters. If

your wordprocessor allows the definition

of "special characters" by allocating a

string to a single character (Easy Script

and Fleet System 4 both do this for in-

stance) you can use Escape - 1 19 - 49,

that's ChrS(27) - Chr$(119) - ChrS(49),

to turn on double height printing and Es-

cape - 1 19 - 48 to return to normal print.

Quad height is done similarly and in

fact the manual has an appendix of these

and many other control codes. It's easy

enough to follow and all these com-

mands are simple enough to incorporate

into your own programs for eye-catching

printing effects.

The printer's capabilities include Out-

lined, Shadowed, and Outlined with Sha-

dowed printing. Unfortunately, the book

didn't say how this was done and I'm

now wondering if it's a feature of the op-

tional font card.

Another nice little feature that night

owls will like is the "Quiet Mode". This

cuts down on the noise made by the print

head simply by doing the printing in two

passes instead of one.

It really is much quieter and I recom-

mend this for those 2am printing jobs

which disturb the rest of the household.

It's done at the expense of speed, of
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course, but then there's always a tradeoff,

isn't there?

I'd used the NX-10 with the office C-

128 for general word-processing for quite

some time so the first part of my testing

was to hook up the NX24 to the 128 and

see how it fared there. I paired it with the

Xetec Super Graphics Senior interface to

make the test the same as previous ones.

I tried it with the NX- 10 driver and it

worked OK, then I tried it with the Ep-

son LQ-1500 driver (as recommended by

the Star technicians) and it was OK with

that one too. I was pleased with the way
it worked with Fleet System 4 (one of

my three all-time favourite word proces-

sors) and 1 had it printing out Fleet docu-

ments in all the font styles and pitches in

double quick time.

I'd previously said that FS4 could

benefit from having a proportional print

feature and I was able to give it just that

by switching in the feature from the

NX24-10's front panel. The results were

good, proportional NLQ and quite accept-

able for business and formal letters etc.

In 64 mode I loaded up good old Easy
Script and printed some stuff with that

and got equally good results.

My other favorite \VP is Fontmaster

128, which I consider to be probably the

best thing ever written for that machine,

and which I use whenever I want extra

good eye-catching letterheads or invita-

tions etc. This is because of the function

which allows inclusion of graphics in the

text and which makes the C-128 into

quite a good little Desk Top Publisher.

I was somewhat disappointed with the

results when using the NX24-10 with

Fontmaster and it was then that I realised

that without a proper printer driver to

make the NX24-10 print graphics from

commercial software it would revert to 9-

pin mode. As the pins are not in the

same configuration as a 9-pin printer the

results are not as

good when printing

graphics and graph-

ic fonts such as

those in Fontmas-

ter.

In 64 mode I

tried a Print Shop

printout with simi-

lar results, and I'd

have to say that for

printing graphics

on C-64 and C-128

the NX- 10 does a

little better job.

However, for print-

ing first-class for-

mal business letters

from other software

the NX24-10 is

hard to beat on

those two ma-

chines. Horses for

courses, you might

say.

With the NX24-
10 hooked up to the

Amiga via the

printer cable the

story was a little different. I found the

correct printer driver on Fine Print re-

viewed in this issue, and was able to get

it working properly with that utility.

The printer drivers on Fine Print are all

part of a single file and I'm not clever

enough to extract something from within

a file.

However, I printed out a sketch called

"Cartoon", which Fine Print uses as a

demo, with the Star NB24-10 driver

which was the closest one and it worked

fine. With the 24-pin driver graphics

print out very well (and very quickly

too!).

I suppose the bottom line is that it

really depends on what you require from

Black Eagle Software
Original Australian mail-order software

COO Notepad $5.00
A menu driven "demo" creator that allows the user to create full

length colour screens with a scrolling message (up to 22 pages) and
save them to disk. Send to friends! Many advanced features - colour

cycling, hardware scroll margins, support for music routines and

hacks, user-defined functions, customisation - write for details.

C01 Interceptor $5.00
A wild and wacky shoot-em-up in the phoenix/galaxians mould,

many features not found on othor comparable (and higher priced)

games, including a unique "relaxation" sub-game. 32 levels, brilliant

sprite graphics and mega fast machine code action. Fantastic value!

C02 Psycloid $5.00
Terrifically fantastic furious arcade strategy/puzzle game and is

unique in that you can start the game on any one of the 24 levels. Due

to its difficulty it's only recommended for expert games players.

C03 Rodney on the Run $5.00
This is a 100% machine code platform/exploration epic which

combines superb graphics, animation and gameplay with multiple hab-

itats. Scenario: Rodney the punk has fallen down a mine subsidence

hole into a complex cave network populated by monsters and traps.

Please write for our catalogue (include SAE)

To purchase any of the above games, please specify Title and format

(tape or disc) and send cheque or money order to:

Black Eagle Software

32 Renfrew Cres, Edgeworth. NSW 2285

Our software is also available from Streetgames (also for C64/1 28,

C16/+4, Vic 20 and IBM software)

Ph: (02) 534 4136 to order free brochures.

a printer. If you're strictly a business

user and use a non-graphics word proces-

sor you'll be thrilled with the way the

NX24-10 does its stuff.

If you want to print a lot of graphics,

be sure that the program you want to use

with the printer can provide the correct

driver. Come to think of it, there must

be some printer drivers for 24 pin print-

ers in the Public Domain and user

groups should have access to them too. I

believe there's a disk of Printer Drivers

in the MegaDisk catalog so maybe Tim
Strachan (02-959-3692) could help also.

Review unit furnished by Star Micro-

nics (02)736-1 144 RRP S890.00

DISKETTES (Pktio)
energy
CONTROL

i f 3 t i m e Guarantee
Phone

(07) 376-2955

26 Boron St Sumner Park

Brisbane OLD 4074
Fax (07) 376-3286

5
5
3
3

1/4 D.D
1/4 H.D
1/2 D.D
1/2 H.D

100%

360K $6.38
1.2MB $17.88
720 K $20.50
1.44MB $55.90
Error Free
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DeluxePrint II

by Damian Disney

n the fine tradition of quality graphics

I
programs from Electronic Arts

comes DeluxePrint II. In the style of

DPaintll and designed for use by Mr
Joe Average to enhance his business

and personal image, it enables you to

make your own signs, labels, banners,

letterheads, calendars, greeting cards or

4-tilc signs.

The material for this is supplied on

two disks, one the program material and

fonts director)', the other artwork. On the

art disk are contained the library of im-

ages, borders and background pictures

that you can use to style your own de-

signs. For added flexibility you can create

designs on DPaintll and transfer them to

the DPrintH library.

Although the format screens are ar-

ranged slightly differently, they all share

the same common elements. A Page Pal-

ette of colours for the design; a Corner

Sample to show the current icon, border,

or text font and style; the Print Area

[Page]; and buttons for selecting graphic

elements and options.

The Page Palette contains 32 colours

available for the current design. These

can be altered with a slider control sys-

^JAMfGA

tern, similar to Prefs, altering RGB and

HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value), making

it possible to fully utilise the Amiga's

4096 colours.

After selecting a format you can then

select a background colour, text style,

border design and icons. Text styles are

loaded from a font directory and contain

many of the usual styles as well as some

not so common. Alternatively, fonts

can be loaded from other programs.

Text is added lo the design one line at

a time from a cursor box at the bottom

of the page. After placing the text it can

be moved, enlarged, flipped, shadowed

etc. using the graphic options.

Icons are found under such headings

as Baby Things, Office, Party, Travel,

Religious and include up to nine appro-

priate designs. Over two dozen border de-

signs are also included.

This is all very well, you say, on the

screen, but how does it print?

When I ran it through my Epson

printer the results were quite impressive,

and would be even more so on a colour

printer. Only black prints as such, other

colours appear as shades of grey, so

choose black for your designs if you are

using a standard printer.

A concise, easy to understand manual

is provided that enables even beginners,

like myself, to be proficient printers in

just an hour or two. A few projects are

also outlined for those in need of imagin-

ation.

Although maybe a little limited for

those of us with a black and white print-

er, it could still be useful for adding a

letterhead to otherwise ordinary corre-

spondence. Useful too, for providing art-

work for a printer, saving on their some-

times exorbitant prices for fairly ordinary

artwork.

If you are the kind of person (extro-

vert) with an individual flair you could

well find yourself adding to your joys

bysending people whacky cards, loony

letters and crazy calendars - or just lo dec-

orate your inner sanctuary?

Distributed by ECP (075) 96 3488.

RRP $149.96.

Amiga Tricks & Tips - The Disk
By Andrew Baines

Basically, this disk contains all of

the programs from the book, in-

the same sort of style as our disk

magazines. There are few errors on the

disk, and these were only due to the fact

that I should have copied AmigaBASIC
and all of the .BMAP files to the root di-

rectory of the disk.

No instructions were with the disk,

not even a README file to explain that

this must be done if you wish to avoid

disk swapping. Some programs also had

errors because the directories' names had

been changed and they hadn't. This is

easily fixed, once AmigaBASIC comes

up showing the exact error.

Overall, the book shows AmigaBAS-
IC off well, with some of the most

amazingly complex programs running in

blindingly fast times - the graphics pro-

grams are a good example of this.

If you have bought the book, the disk

is essential, as typing is too boring, and

the book does have some typos. All of

the programs run after AmigaBASIC and

the .BMAP files are on the disk, and the

problems with the directory names are

sorted out.

Published by Abacus, distributed

by Pactronics (02) 407 0261

.
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Viatel adaptors for only $79.80,
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own a Commodore 64C, 128
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Computer Radio Part II

by Tony Smith

Following a good response from

readers regarding the article on

packet radio, our esteemed editor

has asked me to do an update. Perhaps we

should start with a back date and a quick

look at the history of telecommunica-

tions.

The first practical telegraph was de-

veloped by Charles Wheatstone in Eng-

land in me early 1800's. It was used for

several years but failed to excite the pub-

lic like the Morse Telegraph did.

In 1836, Morse had perfected a device

for sending and receiving information

over wires and on May 24, 1844 sent the

first message from Washington D.C. to

Alfred Vail in Baltimore Ohio over a tel-

egraph line which had been financed by

the government to a tune of S30.000.

The message was "What hath God

wrought" and Vail immediately returned

it.

Thomas Edison, a young telegraph

operator, made many improvements to

the Morse Telegraph including a system

which allowed the sending of four mes-

sages at a time. One wonders what would

have developed from fellows like Wheat-

stone, Morse and Edison had they been

round to see what we are doing now with

satellites, computers, colour fax, interac-

tive videotcxt, paging systems and pub-

lishing etc.

The printing telegraph
Henry Augustus Rowland invented

the printing telegraph which could send

eight messages at the same time, this

machine worked not on dots and dashes

but it reproduced the actual letter which

was sent. Rowland's machine was very

complicated but its fundamental princi-

ples were used as the basis for modern

telegraphy.

The next step in development was

the transmission of information without

wires. Firstly by Gugliclmo Marconi in

1890 with his patent on a wireless tele-

graph system in England.

His first transmission was between

two buildings a mere 100 metres apart,

by 1901 he managed to get a message

across the Atlantic Ocean from Cornwall

to Newfoundland and the future of wire-

less was assured. January 28, 1914 saw a

message transmitted from the German

emperor, William II in Hanover, Germa-

ny, to President Woodrow Wilson at

Tuckerton, New Jersey, a distance of

3,600 miles or 6000 kilometers.

Parallel to this technology, Alexan-

der Graham Bell was busy inventing the

telephone and on March 10, 1876 the

first intelligible words were spoken over

this device "Mr. Watson, come here, I

want you". By 1962 there were over 77

million phones in operation in the Unit-

ed Stales and that was twenty-seven

years ago.

A two-way high frequency transatlan-

tic radio telephone service was introduced

in 1929 and the first microwave trans-

mitter was opened between Cuba and the

U.S.A. in 1957.

Telecommunications took a great

leap into the future in 1960 with the

launch of Echo 1, the world's first com-

munications satellite. Telstar, the first

privately owned earth satellite, which

was launched in 1962 successfully re-

layed television, telephone messages,

telegraph, radio, data and facsimile across

the Atlantic ocean.

Radio teletype
RTTY or radio teletype has been

around for many years and uses a stan-

dard code called BAUDOT. Although the

speed may vary, many newspapers and

news services such as AAP Reuter, com-

mercial stations in developing countries

and radio amateurs or Hams still use it.

The code consists of five data bits, a stop

bit and a start bit, the various combina-

tions available with this configuration

allow the letters of the alphabet, a set of

single numbers and some punctuation.

Most of the transmissions occur at

45.45 Baud or about 60 words per min-

ute. This is pretty slow when you con-

sider that the slowest phone modem

speed is 300 Baud and you are flat out

trying to reliably read it off paper at that

speed! 9600 Baud is used a lot for radio

packet transmissions and sometimes

even higher speeds are used.

Nowadays, with the advent of com-

puters it didn't take the boffins long to

figure out that if you hooked a computer

up to a radio, then the translations could

be done for you a lot more quickly and a

lot more reliably.

With the great mathematical ability

provided by the mighty micro chip and

some cleverly written software, we have

the ability to send information huge dis-

tances, quickly and relatively cheaply and

free from errors, thanks to check sum

routines which only allow complete

packets of information to be accepted by

the listening computer.

In the next article I will look at a

simple modem kit and maybe a short

program which will illustrate just how

simple it is to sort ihe data into manage-

able chunks. •
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Rounding and Formatting the Maths way Part II

by Chris Searle

A BASIC rounding routine only

meets half of our programming

needs. It is all too easy when

writing a program to rely solely

on PRINT, TAB and SPACE to output

raw numerical data generated by the pro-

gram or entered by the operator.

As we have seen, this invariably re-

sults in a messy, inconsistent display

which can be very hard to read. What we
want is to output our data in a standard-

ized preset format with the decimal

points in line and all the numbers justi-

fied.

PROGRAM 1 attempts to do this by

the 'maths' approach and is based on the

INT technique discussed previously.

Lines 500 to 630 are the 'engine room' of

the program. These lines may be incor-

porated into your programs as a general

purpose rounding and formatting subrou-

tine called by a GOSUB from the main

program flow (as shown by line 150).

To function correctly, the subroutine

requires values to be passed to it in the

numerical variables N, DP and FL to-

gether with a string of spaces in the

string variable FLS, a string of T charac-

ters in the string variable FFS and a

string of 'r' characters in the string varia-

ble FRS. N holds the floating point con-

stant to be rounded; DP holds the number

of decimal places to which that value is

to be rounded; and FL is the length of the

formatted string to contain the rounded

value generated by the routine.

This value is returned to the main

program flow in the string variable NS.

If there is a format error or range error, a

string of 'f or r' characters is returned in

NS for display in lieu of a value (PRINT

USING displays a string of asterisk sym-

bols (*) in such cases - you can do like-

wise if you wish).

The values to be represented by the

variables DP and FL together with the

number of characters to be held in the

string variables FLS, FFS and FRS may

be assigned at initialization of the pro-

gram and remain constant whilst the pro-

gram is running (eg. where all values are

to be rounded to a set number of deci-

mals and padded with spaces to a set

string length).

Depending on your programming

needs, these values could be reset during

the program operation by the program it-

self or by input from the operator as re-

quired ( as shown by lines 100 to 140).

The beauty of writing subroutines

with this degree of inbuilt flexibility is

that they can be used in a range of pro-

gramming applications to generate data

in varying forms without having to re-

write or modify the subroutine each

time. They also enable the program user

to specify his or her requirements during

operation of the program.

For all those interested, a line by line

description of the subroutine follows.

Although experienced programmers

shouldn't have any trouble following the

logic and syntax of this subroutine, there

are a few tricky bits which might be

confusing to the novice programmer. A
full explanation of these bits is given

(I'm still not sure I fully comprehend

how it all hangs together and I wrote it!)

LINE 500 checks to see if the value

passed to the subroutine is within the

range -999999999 to 999999999 (you

will recall that values outside this range

cannot be displayed by CBM BASIC in

standard notation form).

If the number is outside this range a

string of V characters is assigned to the

variable NS. When displayed, this will

warn the operator that a number generat-

ed by the program or input by the opera-

tor is out of range for display in standard

notation.

LINE 510 (I like this line!)

When rounding numbers to whole

values with no decimal places displayed,

formatting problems can be caused by

small values less than 1 or -1 but greater

than or equal to .5 or -.5. Also, as we

have seen, CBM BASIC will convert

any value smaller than .01 or -.01 to

scientific notation (some dialects of

BASIC, such as MSBASIC version 5.28

mentioned previously, are even less flex-

ible in this respect).

This can severely restrict the utility

of a computational program which would

be expected to generate many small val-

ues (eg. surveying and engineering appli-

cations). If the cents are to count, finan-

cial applications would be similarly

restricted in rounding up to and display-

ing as a cent ($0.01) values less than .01

(or -.01 if a debit) but greater than or

equal to .005 (or -.005).

Line 510 overcomes these difficulties

by a sleight of hand trick to fool the

computer. The integer 1 is added to any

value smaller than 1 or -1 before the val-

ue is passed on to be rounded. After this

bogus value has been rounded and con-

verted to string form, Line 580 strips off

the 1 by string slicing. The modified

true string value is then formatted for re-

turn by the subroutine in N$.

To avoid having to use multiple IF-

THEN constructs, the coding of this line

relies on the fact that CBM BASIC eval-

uates a conditional statement to -1 if the

condition is true and if it is false (cod-

ing like this sometimes can be difficult

to read but it is surprisingly easy to

write once you get the knack).

The number to be rounded (N) is first

converted to its absolute (positive) form

by the ABS function to overcome prob-

lems with negative numbers. If the val-
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ue is less than 1, the conditional state-

ment (ABS(N)<1) will be evaluated to 1.

We then need to subtract (not add) the

-1 to the absolute value of N (ABS(N))

to increase that value by 1. In the event

that the absolute value ofN is equal to or

greater than 1 , then will be subtracted

from this value leaving it unchanged

(which is what we want).

To restore the value to its true sign it

is then multiplied by the statement SGN
(N) (which as we have seen returns 1 if

the sign is positive; -1 if negative and

if the number is 0). If the number passed

to the subroutine was in fact this

would cause our modified value to be

evaluated to 0, not 1 (which isn't what

we want).

The conditional statement (N=0)

checks for this and if true will return a

value of -1. Subtracting -1 from the

returned by SGN(N) gives us the 1 we
need.

LINE 520 determines the position of

the decimal point in the number to be

rounded and holds this information in the

variable IP (integer places).

The coding is a maths approach to

the problem and avoids having to read

the number with a FOR-NEXT loop.

This technique is based on the fact that

the integer of any logarithm with base

10 is one less than the number of digits

before the decimal point. Adding 3 to

the integer value produced by this tech-

nique will give us the total of the num-

ber of digits to the left of the decimal

point; a space for the sign and a space for

the decimal point.

An alternative approach would be to

use the following string handling tech-

nique to determine the place of the deci-

mal point -

IP=LEN(STRS(INT(ABS(NN))))+l*Inl

The maths approach arguably has

more style (an expression used by pro-

grammers to justify using an obscure and

often machine specific solution when a

straightforward BASIC approach would

suffice). If you care to run time tests on

the two techniques you will find that the

string technique executes nearly twice as

fast! (so much for style! !).

LINE 530 checks that the length of

the number after being rounded will not

exceed the number of assigned format

spaces. If so, a string of 'f characters is

returned by the subroutine in N$.

When setting the format length (FL)

a character space will be required for each

integer digit, plus a space for the sign of
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the number (+ or -). If the number is to

be rounded and displayed with decimal

places, then a space also will be needed

for the decimal point, together with spac-

es for the assigned number of decimal

places (DP).

For example, displaying numbers less

than 10000 rounded to two decimal plac-

es would need a minimum format length

of nine characters.

The conditional statement (DP=0)

will evaluate to -1 if the number is to be

rounded to a whole number (viz. when
DP has been set to 0). Subtracting 1

from the value held in IP will thus give

the number of integer digits plus a space

for the sign of the number but with no
additional space for the decimal point

Line 540 rounds up the number to the

Program 1

assigned decimal place or to a whole

number if no decimals are required.

The easiest way to explain how this

line works is to describe how it manipu-

lates a number passed from Line 530,

say NN= -123.4567, for rounding to two

decimals (viz. DP=2).

The statement 10ADP (ie. 10A2)

equates to 100 and .5 divided by 100

gives 0.005. ABS(NN) converts -

123.4567 to its positive form (ie.

123.4567) and adding 0.005 increases the

number to 123.4617. Multiplying this

value by 100 (10ADP) moves the decimal

point two places to the right (12346.17).

INT (Integer) strips off the decimals leav-

ing 12346.

Dividing this value by 100 (10ADP)
moves the decimal point back two places

;"J7L):FRS=LEFTS("RRRRRRRRRR"J:L)

1 REM ** EEROUNDING ROUTINE - MATHS APPROACHEF ** 10 PRINT CHRS
(147)

100 INPUT'NO. OF DECIMAL PLACES ";DP

110 INPUT'FORMATLENGTH (2-10) ";FL

120 INPUT'ENTER NUMBER" ;N

130 FLS=LEFTS(" "JL)
140 FFS=LEFTS("FT
150 GOSUB 500

199:

200 PRINT NS:PRINT
210 GET KES:IF KE$="" THEN 210
220 GOTO 100

499:

500 IF ABS(N)>999999999 THEN N$=FR$:RETURNEF:REM range errorEE

510M^=(ABS(N)-(ABS(N)<1))*(SGN(N)-(N=0))

520 IP=INT(LOG(ABS(NN))/LOG(10))+3

530 IF IP+(DP=0)+DP>FL THEN NS=FF$:RETURNEF:REM format errorEE

540 NN=(TNT((ABSCNN)+(0.5/10ADP))* 10ADP)/10ADP)*SGN(NN)
560 NN=NN+10A-(DP+1)*SGN(NN)
570NS=LEFT$(STR$(NN)LEN(STR$(NN))-1+(DP=0))

580 IF ABS(>0<lTHENN$=LEFT$(N$,l)+MIDS(STRS(VAL(MrDS(NS2,l))-l),2)+

(NS,3)

590 IF ABS(VAL(NS))<ABS(N)-.5 THEN N$=FRS:RETURNEF:REM range enorEE
600 IF LEN(NS)>FL THEN N$=FFS:RETURNEF:REM format errorEE

610 IF VAL(NS)=0 THEN N$="0"

620 NS=LEFT$(FL$,FL-LEN(N$))+N$

630 RETURN

to the left (123.46). When 123.46 is

multiplied by SGN(NN) the negative

sign removed by the ABS function is

then restored leaving the number -123.46

to be passed on in the variable NN.
LINE 560 adds any missing trailing

zeros (and if necessary the decimal point)

to the fractional part of the rounded value

passed by line 540 in the event that deci-

mal places are required, viz. DP>0. This

is necessary to achieve a consistent dis-

play and to ensure that the decimal

points will be aligned in any tabulation

of numbers generated from the program.

To avoid having to make tests of the

number of decimal digits in the value

passed by Line 540, the coding of this

line uses the simple expedient of adding

to that value a decimal fraction begin-

ning with as many zeros as the

number of decimal places re-

quired.

Take for example the num-
ber 123 passed to this Line in

NN. If two decimal places are

to be required (viz. DP=2), the

equation (10A-(DP+1) will eval-

uate to 10A-3, which is .001 in

standard notation. As NN is

positive in this case, the sign

of .001 remains unchanged after

being multiplied by SGN(NN).
Adding the decimal fraction

to 123 produces the number
123.001. Line 570 then strips

off the trailing decimal digit 1

leaving the number in the form

123.00 (pretty neat!).

If the number NN is nega-

tive, SGN(NN) will evaluate to

-1. This ensures that negative

numbers are increased, not de-

creased, by the fractional com-

ponent to be added by this Line

(eg. -123 + -.001 equals -

123.001).

LINE 570 slices off the

trailing decimal digit 1 added by

Line 560 by simple string ma-

nipulation. The modified (true)

value is then passed on in

MID$
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than .01 or -.01. It will happily display

the value as a string without first con-

verting to scientific notation.

LINE 590 checks for an error condi-

tion that may not occur very often.

In some cases, rounding of numbers
can cause the number of digits to exceed

nine. In that event, the truncation forced

by CBM BASIC may generate an error.

Line 590 tests for this by comparing the

original value of the number before

rounding (which is still stored in the var-

iable N) with the rounded value held in

N$.

LINE 600 (I nearly missed this one!)

Rounding sometimes may increase

string form in the string variable N$.

In the event that no decimals are re-

quired (ie. DP=0), any decimal point also

will be stripped off (we don't want whole

numbers displayed with a trailing decimal

point). This is achieved by the condi-

tional statement (DP=0) which, as we
have seen, will evaluate to -1 if the con-

dition is true.

LINE 580 strips off the integer digit

1 if added by line 510. It does this by re-

moving the second character space from

the string NS (which will be the digit 1).

As the modified number represented

by NS is now in string form, CBM
BASIC doesn't care if the value is less

Program 2

1 REM ** EEROUNDING ROUTINE - STRING APPROACHEF ** 10

PRINT CHR$(1 47)

100 INPUT'NO. OF DECIMAL PLACES";DP
1 10 INPUT'FORMAT LENGTH (2-10) ";F

L

120 INPUT'ENTER NUMBER";N
130 FL$=LEFTS(" ",FL)

140FPS=LEF^S(' ,

FFFFFFFFF^",FL):FRS=LEFT$("RRRRRRRRRR"JT,)
150GOSUB500
199:

200 PRINT NS:PRINT
210 GET KES:IF KES="" THEN 210
220 GOTO 100

499:

EE500 IF ABS(N)>999999999 THEN NS=FR$:RETURNEF:REM range errorEE
510 NN=(ABS(N>(ABS(N)<1))*(SGN(N)-(N=0))

520 IP=LEN(STRS(INT(ABS(NN))))+1

530 IF IP+(DP=0)+DP>FL THEN N$=FF$:RETURNEF:REM format errorEE
540 IF MTDS(STR$(NN),(IP+DP+1),1)=>"5" THEN NN=(ABS(NN)+10A-

DP)*SGN(NN)

550NN=VAL(LEFTS(STRS(NN1,LEN(STRS(INT(.ABS{NN))))+DP-'(DP>0)))
560 NN=NN+10A-(DP+1)*SGN(NN)
570 NS=LEFTS(STRS(NN),LEN(STRS(NN))- 1+-(DP=0))

580 IF ABS(N)<1THEN N$=LEFT$(NS,1)+MIDS(STRS(VAL(MIDS(NS,2,1))-

1),2)+ MID$(N$ ,3)

590 IF ABS(VAL(NS))<ABS(N)-.5 THEN NS=FR$:RETURNEF:REM range error-

EE
600 IF LEN(NS)>FL THEN N$=FF$:RETURNEF:REM format errorEE

610 IF VAL(N$)=0 THEN N$="0"
620 NS=I.EFTS(FLSJL-LEN(NS))+NS
630 RETURNEF

the number of integer digits and thereby

cause the nominated format length (FL)

to be exceeded. For example, 99.9

rounded to a whole number will be re-

turned as 100. This needs four character

spaces for display (allowing for the in-

visible + sign). If a format length of

only three had been selected, this error

would not have been detected by Line

530.

LINE 610 checks for a null value or a

number which has been rounded to a zero

value by the subroutine. If the condition

is true, a simple '0' is passed on to Line

620 for padding to the required string

length. Without this check, zero values

in such forms as 0.00 or -0.00 would be

returned by the subroutine (personally I

think zero values displayed in forms like

'0.00' are cumbersome and can easily be

misread).

LINE 620 adds any necessary spaces

to the front of the rounded number held

in NS in order to pad out the string

length to the assigned format length.

This will ensure that any tabulation of

numbers printed by the program will be

right justified.

So much for the 'maths' approach to

rounding and formatting numbers.

If you are not satisfied with a routine

that mostly works correctly (or if your

programming needs demand accuracy all

the time), an alternative approach is to

use a routine which relics solely on the

string handling functions of BASIC to

do the rounding and formatting.

Rounding and
formatting the string

way
It is possible to manipulate a number

in its string form with string functions

to produce a rounded result without using

the INT (or CINT or FIX) function at

all.

PROGRAM 2 demonstrates a solu-

tion to the problem of rounding and for-

matting numbers using string tech-
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niques. This approach essentially uses

the same method we humans use when

rounding numbers (and we know this

method always works correctly).

As with Program 1 , lines 500 to 630

are the 'guts' of this program and are de-

signed to be used as a subroutine in your

programs. Like Program 1, the subrou-

tine requires values to be passed from the

main program flow in the global varia-

bles N (number), DP (decimal point), FL
(format length), FLS (string of FL spac-

es), FFS (string of FL T characters) and

FR$ (string of FR 'r' characters).

The variables NN and IP are local var-

iables which are assigned values only

within the subroutine.

The line numbering and syntax of

Programs 1 and 2 have been kept as sim-

ilar as possible to make it easy to com-

pare the two approaches. In fact you will

see that the coding of the two programs

only differs in Lines 520 and 540. Pro-

gram 2 also includes a Line 550 which

did not occur in Program 1 (No! it wasn't

left out by mistake).

Line 520 should look familiar if you

haven't dosed off reading this article. It

is the alternative string method of deter-

mining the position of the decimal point

in the number to be rounded which was

explained when describing Line 520 of

Program 1.

In the event that you prefer the (slow-

er) LOG technique used in Program 1,

please feel free to substitute Line 520 of

that program - the choice is yours.

Lines 540 and 550 are where all the

action happens. As mentioned, these

lines mimic the human approach to

rounding. To round to the required num-

ber of decimal places we look at the deci-

mal digit to the right of the place to be

rounded (eg. to round to 2 decimals we
examine the 3rd. decimal to the right of

the decimal point).

If this digit is equal to or greater than

5 then we add 1 to the digit immediately

to the left Should that digit be increased

to 10, the next digit to the left is in-

creased by 1, and so on until rounding is

completed. Finally, the rounded number

is truncated to the required decimal place

by slicing off all digits to the right of

that place.

A step by step analysis of Lines 540

and 550 follows -

LINE 540 first converts the value to

be rounded (temporarily held in NN) to

its string form by the STR$ function.

The MIDS string function is then em-

ployed to examine the character to the

right of the place to be rounded.

If this character is a 5 or more, the

value in NN is rounded up, otherwise

control is passed to Line 550 without

changing the value of NN.

LINE 550 takes the value in NN
passed by Line 540 and again converts it

into siring form. It then determines the

number of string character spaces needed

to hold the rounded value.

This is done by totalling the number

of integer places [INT(ABS(NN)]; a

space for the sign of the number [includ-

ed when the previous value is converted

to its STR$ form]; the number of re-

quired decimal places [DP]; and a space

for the decimal point if rounding is to be

to a decimal place [-(DP>0)].

In the event that the number of char-

acters forming the string version of the

value in NN exceeds the number of

string spaces required, the extra digit

characters at the right end of the string

are sliced offby the LEFT$ function.

The modified (rounded) value is then

substituted for the old value in NN and

passed on to Line 560.

To show that there is more than one

way to skin a cat, the following condi-

tional statement could be added to Line

560 to carry out the same check made by

Line 610 (Line 610 would not then be

needed) -

: IF ABS(N)+.5/10ADP<10A-DP

THEN N$="0":GOTO 620*lml0:lnl

This statement looks to see if the ab-

solute value of N, after rounding to the

required decimal place, would be less

than the minimum permitted value for

the selected number of decimal places

(eg. .01 would be the minimum value

for 2 decimal places of accuracy). If so,

a simple '0'
is assigned to the variable

NS and control passed directly to Line

620.

Be cautious about using this condi-

tional check instead of Line 610. It

works OK in Program 2 but is not relia-

ble in Program 1. This is because of the

problem which the 'maths' solution has

in correctly rounding up on a '5' in all

cases.

Well that's all folks. Whichever pro-

gramming approach you use is up to

you!

Should you need a routine that is reli-

able 100% of the time, the 'string' ap-

proach (as demonstrated by Program 2) is

the only way to go. If a failure to some-

times correctly round up on 5 is not crit-

ical, the 'maths' approach used in Pro-

gram 1 will do the job.

To evaluate the relative speeds of the

two program routines, I carried out some

timing tests on rounding a series of

numbers to two decimal places. Guess

which was faster by a factor of about

1.4? The 'string' approach!!

Substituting Line 520 of Program 2

for that line in Program 1 will speed up

the 'maths' approach somewhat but it

still remains about 1.25 times slower

than the 'string' routine. It just goes to

show how powerful BASIC string han-

dling functions can be.

In the event that your programming

needs can be met by the PRINT USING
command and you are using a version of

BASIC which includes this command, do

make use of it. A subroutine is a poor

substitute for a BASIC statement or

command which will achieve die same

result

It also increases the memory require-

ments of a program! Just ask any Com-

modore BASIC programmer who has up-

graded from CBM BASIC Version 2.0

running on the VIC20 or C64 to Version

7.0 on the C128 Series!
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AMIGA

More about start-up seauences
by Tim Strachan

-

In the last issue, we had a look at a

standard vanilla SUS, such as appears

in a virgin Workbench disk in the S

directory (where all "scripts" or "batch

files" are kept for convenience, since the

EXECUTE command automatically

looks in the S directory when run).

If your Word Processor can save text

files as ASCII (ie, straight text without

hidden formatting commands - check

your manual), then it's best to use it to

edit batch files. Otherwise, use ED which

lives in your C directory.

A useful 1.3 SUS
This is the SUS I use on my A1000 -

we'll go through it below to see why
what is done when. Note that the num-

bers at the beginning of each line are

there only for reference in this article -

don't put numbers in your own SUS.
This particular SUS doesn't claim to

be the be-all of SUS, but it works fine to

set up a Recoverable Ram Disk using the

1.3 Operating System software, which
SHOULD be available by the time you

read this.

1 Addbuffers dfO: 20
2 addbuffers dfl: 20

3 c:SetPatch >NTL: ;patch system func-

tions

4cdc:

5 echo "Release 1.3 version 34.19*N"

6 addmem 400000 5fffff

7 Sys:System/FastMemFirst ; move
C00000 memory to last in list

8 failat 30

9 assign >nil: RAD: exists

10 if warn

11 echo "Mounting RAD:"
12 mount RAD:
13 endif

14 if not exists RAD:C
15 sys:system/diskcopy <nil: dfO: to

RAD: name "RAMWB"
16 endif

17 RAD:C/failat 10

18 RAD:C/cd RAD:C
19 assign c:RAD:C
20 assign s: RAD:S
21 assign L: RAD:L
22 assign devs: RAD:devs

23 assign fonts: RAD:fonts

24 assign sys: RAD:
25 BindDrivers

26 FF >NTL: -0

27 resident CLI L:Shcll-Scg SYSTEM
pure add

28 resident c:Exccute pure

29 mount newcon:
ofi

.

Z ',

31 failat 11

32 run newshell from s:StartupII

33 wait >NIL: 5 mins

34 path ram: c: sys:utilities sys:system

s:sys:prefsadd

35 LoadWB delay

36 :c:popcli >nil: 300 newshell

"NEWCON:0/1 0/640/200/ Megadisc

37 run wicon -w

38 endcli >NIL:

What the lines mean
Lines 1 & 2

Addbuffers dfO: 20
addbuffers dfl: 20

The ADDBUFFERS command lets

you add a number of "buffers" to the list

of "sector caches" for any particular

drive. In other words, your most recent

commands are kept in memory, so that if

you try a command again (such as > dir

dfl : opt a or whatever), it'll be faster be-

cause the machine has remembered it and

doesn't have to go to the disk to drag it

off again.

Note that each buffer takes 512 bytes,

and that unless you're running a hard disk

with the FastFileSystem, more than 20

or 25 is unnecessary. On Megadisc9

you'll find a longer treatment of other

ways to do this - check out "Hints &
Tips".

Line 3 c:SetPatch >NIL:

There are a few bugs in both 1 .2 and

1.3 Kickstart ROMs (Read Only Memo-
ry chips, such as the 1.3 Kickstart ROM
that A500/2000 owners can get changed),

and SETPATCH fixes these - make sure

it's about the first thing in the SUS.

. ;
Line 4 cd c:

This line simply changes directory to

the C: "logical device" - i.e., something

recognized by the system as a device, just

as a disk drive is a physical device (e.g.,

dfO:). The C: logical device is usually the

C directory of your system disk, but

could be ASSIGNed to practically any-

where (see later). This line could just as

well have read: cd sys:c

Line 5

echo "Release 1.3 version 34.19*N"

The ECHO command can be used to

display any message you like - you could

enter something like: echo "Good morn-

ing, sunshine!", and if you wanted to you

could enter a SAY statement so that the

machine speaks to you.

Generally, ECHO statements are a bit

of a waste of time in a SUS.

Line 6 addmem 400000 5fffff

Because I have a non-autoconfiguring

(ie, you need to tell the system explicitly

that it's there, unlike autoconfigure Ram,

such as the A501) 2-megabyte Proton
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Ram board on the system, this command
adds the extra Ram to a particular address

(described in hexadecimal format here) in

memory.

Line 7 2Sys:System/FastMemFirst

Normally the Amiga uses, in se-

quence, SC0OO00 Ram (such as the AS01
Ram); then Fast Ram (such as my 2-meg

board), then Chip Ram (the 512K that

comes with the machine and is accessible

by the custom chips for graphics, etc,

and therefore should be conserved when
possible).

FASTMEMFTRST rearranges this se-

quence of memory use to Fast Ram,
SC0OO0O Ram, then Chip Ram. This re-

sults in faster operation of the system.

Note well - A2000 users will find their

systems functioning much faster if they

put this command in at the top after

SETPATCH and before BINDDRIVERS.

Line 8 failat 30

FAILAT is a command which sets

the level at which a batch file fails to be

executed - some simple errors (which

aren't really errors) may cause the SUS to

stop. This command makes sure it con-

tinues.

Lines 9 - 13

assign >nil: RAD: exists

if warn

echo "Mounting RAD:"
mount RAD:
endif

Line 9 tests for the existence of the

logical device RAD: (ie, the Recoverable

Ram Disk). The 1.3 ASSIGN command
has the keyword EXISTS which does the

checking. If RAD: doesn't exist, which is

denoted by the next line, IF WARN, then

the system tells you on screen that it's

"mounting RAD:", and goes ahead and

does it.

Specifically, RAD: is like hard disks

in that it must be "mounted", meaning

that in the MOUNTLIST, a text file in

the DEVS directory, there must be an en-

try for RAD:, telling the system the

specifications for it.

On the 1.3 Workbench release disk

this entry will automatically be there -

however, you can change the size of the

RAD: to whatever you like, depending

on how you want to use it and how
much memory you've got to play with.

In the case of this particular SUS,

I've changed the HICYL Value to 79,

meaning that I've set RAD: up to be ex-

acdy the same size as a floppy disk (80

tracks, to 79), so that I can DISK-
COPY my entire Workbench disk to

RAD:, and then dispense with the disk

altogether, thus freeing up a disk drive

and giving me a lot more speed of sys-

tem operation.

But it is possible to set HICYL for

example to about 20 or so, and just copy

specific CLI commands into it and then

ASSIGN the logical device C: to RAD:.

Note that Lines 10-13 constitute an IF-

ENDIF loop - don't forget the Endif.

Lines 14 - 16

if not exists RAD:C
sys:system/diskcopy <nil: dfO: to RAD:
name "RAMWB"
endif

Another IF-ENDIF loop, with the

purpose of (a) seeing whether the C di-

rectory on the RAD: device already exists

- if it doesn't, which implies that you're

booting up for the first time, the next

line DISKCOPYs the entire boot disk to

RAD:. If RAD:C does exist, the system

will move to line 17 and carry on.

So this loop exists to see whether

you've just done a warm reboot (ie,

CTRL-A-A), in which case the Recover-

able Ram Disk should have recovered and

you don't have to set it up again.

Lines 17 - 18

RAD:C/failat 10

RAD:C/cd RAD:C

Another FAILAT command, as a

kind of a test that everything has gone

well so far, followed by changing direc-

tory to the C directory of RAD: which

now certainly exists, since RAD: has ei-

ther recovered, or if not, you've copied a

C directory from your boot disk to it,

amongst other things.

Lines 19 - 24

assign c: RAD:C
assign s: RAD:S
assign L: RAD:L
assign devs: RAD:devs

assign fonts: RAD:fonts

assign sys: RAD:

A series of ASSIGNS now follows,

meaning that all control of the system is

transferred to RAD: rather than the de-

fault dfO: (boot disk). The logical devices

s:, devs:, t:, etc. are now all searched for

in RAD:. Note that with ASSIGN you

can transfer control of any of these logi-

cal devices at any time to any other like-

ly device, floppy or hard disk.

So if you need some of the C com-

mands on the disk in dfl:, you could en-

ter in the CLI something like: > assign

C: dfl:c

Line 25 BindDrivers

BINDDRIVERS simply configures

automatically any expansion hardware

drivers that are found in the Expansion

directory of the System disk, usually as

icons set up by the makers of the device.

Now that I come to think of it, totally

unnecessary on this startup sequence

since I don't even have an expansion

drawer, much less anything in it! Out it

goes!

Line 26 FF >NIL: -0

FF is "FastFonts" by Charlie Heath,

a program which turns on Fast text dis-

play routines if used with the "argument"

-O as here; or to turn it off use -N; or

give a Font name for a 8X8 pixel font to

replace the system font if you wish, such

as Pearl Font on the public domain.

Line 27

resident CLI L:Shell-Seg SYSTEM pure

all
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This command activates the CLI
SHELL, by invoking SHELL-SEG in

the L directory - the RESIDENT com-
mand is used to invoke it under the name
CLI, and once started, each new SHELL
which is triggered from either the
NEWSHELL command or by clicking

the SHELL icon will be a SHELL CLI,
with all the added features - command
history, command editing, resident com-
mands, aliases, prompt features, and
script features. Requires a whole article

of its own ...

Line 28 resident c:Execute pure

Here the command EXECUTE is be-
ing made resident, meaning that the com-
mand can be executed without having to

be reloaded each time, giving faster func-

tioning and reduced memory usage when
multi-tasking. You can only do this with
the SHELL.

Note that only commands with cer-
tain properties can be made resident -

they have to be reentrant, meaning that

they can be used by 2 or more programs
at the same time; and re-executable,
meaning that they are able to be reused
without remembering anything from the
previous use.

Commands with these capabilities

will have the PURE bit set in the Protec-
tion Field - this gobbledygook means
that if you LIST the program, instead of
just the old RWED bits (readable, writa-

ble, executable, deletable), you'll also be
able to see P for PURE.

Most C commands in 1.3 can be
made resident, and it's probably worth do-
ing to the most common ones if you've
got a fair bit of memory, and do a lot of
CLI work.

Line 29 mount newcon:

Next NEWCON: is mounted (check
its MOUNTLIST entry in the DEVS: di-

rectory of your Workbench 1.3, by enter-

ing > type devs:mountlist ); NEWCON:
windows have more flexibility than the

old CON: windows that you may be used
to, and allow for the extra facilities of the

Amiga-Live!
There's some things that are better left unprinted, at
least, in a paper magazine. And there's some things
you just can't put in a paper magazine, like a working

program, or animated picture.

But, you will find all this and more on
Amiga-Live!

A bi-monthly magazine on a disk. Two disks are included. The first
contains editorial set out in screens to look like magazine pages. The
second disk is full of the BEST recent public domain programs - only
we've added better icons, and made sure that if it is runnable from the

WORKBENCH, you can do just that.

All the programs included
All the programs included come with printed documentation. There are
no READ.ME files to look for, just hard copy ready to file away, and

refer to when you need it. Amiga-Live!'s programs disk is a good way to
collect quality software quickly, and cheaply, ifyou prefer not to sift
through the many Pish Disks looking for those programs that interest

you- On our disk, we only put the cream of the rest.

Features of Issue Two - Summer Fun Edition
Amoeba - Classic arcade copy of Space Invaders
Backgammon - Strategy one player versus computer game.
Moose Mac owners eat your heart out! This comical little character is
now at home on the Amiga.

Amlbug - Watch him walk across the screen just when you least expect

Uedit - Word processing on the cheap! Lots of features - edit 100
documents at a time.

Browser - Looking around your disks is easy with this neat utility.
Dir Master - Keep track of what programs you have on which disk.
Undelete - Retrieve accidentally erased files.

Memo Pad - A reminder program to keep track of your appointments.
Editorial - Software piracy - what are the companies really doing about
it. Software support - is Australia getting a raw deal.

Amiga-Live! is produced by the editors and contributors to The
Australian Commodore and Amiga Review, so you can be
assured of the quality. (It's getting better every issue.)

You can order directly over the phone by VISA, Mastercard or
Bankcard or send a cheque or money order ... or we'll do a

COD ($3.60 extra!).

CALL (02) 817 0011 to place an order, or write to:

PRIME ARTIFAX, 23 Bonnefin Road, Hunters Hill 2110

Name
Address.

Postcode Day Ph
Bankcard Q Mastercard Cheque a Moneyorder Q Expiry date.

Card No

Signature

Issue #.... at $24.95 6 months subscription $119.00
3 months subscription $64.95
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NEWSHELL command.

Lines 30 & 31

failat 11

You can always leave a space in a

batch file, by putting in a semicolon,

followed by a comment of your own if

you like, to remind you of something.

And FAILAT pops up again just in case

there's a simple error.

Line 32

run newshcll from s:StartupII

This line executes a whole new batch

file called StartupII from the S directory

in a new SHELL (and you can use this

same technique of opening a New CLI

from a particular batch file elsewhere,

along the lines of •> ncwcli from sys:s/

myBatchFile), and it looks like this, as

cut straight in from WB 1.3:

resident c:Resident pure

resident c:List pure

resident c:CD pure

resident c:Mount pure

resident c:Assign pure resident c:Makedir

pure

makedirrarmt

assign T; ram:t ;set up T: directory for

scripts

makedir ramxlipboards ;set up CLIPS:

assign

assign CLIPS: ramxlipboards

mount speak:

mount aux:

mount pipe:

break 1 C ;signal to other process its ok

to finish

Here we make a few commands resi-

dent for speed of the system. Make and

assign the T and clipboards directories in

Ram (could be RAD:); mount the

SPEAK: (see Hints&Tips for how to use

it), AUX: (for adding a new keyboard for

input to your Amiga), and PIPE: devices;

and then tell the original Startup se-

quence process to continue. Line 33

WAITS until it's told to carry on by this

last command.

Line 34

path ram: c: sys:utilities sys:system s:

sys:prefs add

This line adds a number of directories

to the PATH that the system looks in

when you enter a command. So now you

can open NOTEPAD straight from the

CLI by entering its name, because we've

added the directory SYSUTILITIES,
where NotePad lives, to our search path.

A good technique using Path is to

copy a bunch of much used C commands

to RAM: and then enter > path RAM:
add. There are many variations on this

theme.

Line 35 LoadWB delay

This command loads Workbench and

with the DELAY option it waits 3 sec-

onds before exiting, to allow disk activi-

ty to stop before execution continues.

Line 36

;c:popcli >nil: 300 newshell

"NEWCON:0/1 0/640/200/ Megadisc
"

This line doesn't operate in this start-

up sequence simply because there is a

semicolon at the beginning of the line,

which effectively says "ignore this line".

I left it in to show you can do that to any

line, which you may want to do to test a

SUS which you're working on - it's bet-

ter to slip a semicolon in and out than re-

moving or retyping a line again.

Likewise, at the end of any command
in a batch file, you can whack in a semi-

colon followed by any text comments

you want to put in to, say, remind your-

self of why it's in or whatever. In this

particular case, it seemed that POPCLI
(which is a handy little program which

pops up a CLI whenever you press Left

Amiga & ESC, as well as having a

SCREEN-BLANKER) caused the 1.3

system to hang!?*.

Rather annoying, but I thought it

could be reinstituted when I found out

why I was wrong about it. If you're still

running 1.2 when you read this and want

to use POPCLI, use the following syn-

tax:

c:popcli >nil: 300 newcli "CON:0/10/

640/200/ Megadisc "

Of course, you can put any text in

there instead of "Megadisc" and you can

change the size of the window that pops

up by changing the numbers.

Line 37 run wicon -w

This simply runs the excellent pro-

gram by Sydney programmer Steve

Sweeting. It allows you to click on any

window and reduce it to a small icon

which can be reactivated at any time -

use it, you'll love it!

Line 38 endcli >NIL:

Finally, ENDCLI...Note that you

don't have to include this statement, if

you want the CLI window to hang

around for immediate use.

A few other notes
MULTIPLE COPY & PATH

COMMANDS - both COPY and

PATH can take multiple files or directo-

ries, which speeds up and shortens your

SUS. So if you're copying a few com-

mands to RAM: for example, you can do

them all at once, as follows:

copy (cdlcopylexecuteldirllist) ram:

Likewise, as noted above, you can

add several PATHs in one line.

DOSKWIK - although the new
RAD: lets you do a diskcopy to it,

which is pretty fast, you might just like

to load a limited number of things into

it. COPYing them individually is slow

and grinds the gears, so you can use the

public domain programs READKWIK
and RITEKWIK to prepare a bunch of

files for copying from say dfl:. Very

speedy - check our PD library.

If you found this article useful, you'll

find more of the same on the various

Megadiscs - check out the ad in this is-

sue.
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1 28 corner - GEOpublish Part 1

by Harry Waterworth

Have you ever felt frustrated that

you could never get that flyer for

your social club or newsletter for

your user group printed just the way you

wanted? The man at the print shop just

couldn't seem to get on paper what you

had in your mind. Well, feel frustrated no

more, for now, there are a number of ex-

cellent desktop publishing programs for

the 128 or 64 user that allow you to lay out

your own artistic creations so that you

can get exactly what you require.

So far, the pick of the crop seem to be

Paperclip Publisher from Electronic Arts;

Page Illustrator and Page Builder (you

combine these two stand-alone pro-

grams) from Patech Software; and geo-
Publish from Berkeley Softworks. Again,

with geoPublish, you require Geos (either

128 or 64) as the text and graphics to use

in the program are imported from either

geoWrite or geoPaint programs. This

month's column will feature geoPublish
and we will follow this up in the near future

with the Patech programmes (which un-

fortunately for 64 users are dedicated I28

programs) and Paperclip Publisher(bo\h

128 and 64).

A look at desktop publishing
Before we proceed any further, let's

take a look at just what desktop publish-

ing really means. There are many pro-

grams that allow you to mix text with

graphics, but that is a far cry from true

desktop publishing. In order to qualify as

a true desktop publisher, the program
should allow you to have the following

features at your disposal:

1. The ability to format columns
2. Capacity for text to flow' around

graphics

3. Be able to provide numerous fonts and
to change font sizes

4. Import graphics and re-scale them to

fit the required space

5. Vertical or horizontal printing

6. Being able to move objects in front or

behind each other

7. Justification of text within the columns
8. Ability to flow borders around text

columns or graphic areas

9. Saving of page layouts to disk for

future use
10. Use of a 'zoom' mode for editing the

final product

The above "top ten" points are by no

means meant to be exhaustive, but with-

out them, you really don't have a desktop
publisher in the true sense of the word.

GeoPublish uses all of these facilities,

plus many others which we will cover as

we go along. GeoPublish is by far Berke-

ley's most ambitious program to date,

and whilst there are a few minor critici-

sims, they definitely have a winner on

their hands. As I mentioned in one of my
earlier columns, it's a great pity that their

back-up service does not match the

quality of their programs.

Having covered desktop publishing in

general, let's have a look at geoPublish
in particular. As I said, it is one of the

better programs from Berkeleys, and to

give you an idea of its size, the geoPub-
lish program itself takes up 99K of your
disk space. Given that you can only

store 1 65K of data on one side of a disk,

there is not a lot of room left for other ap-

plications such as geoPaint, geoWrite,

different fonts etc, let alone the geoPub-
lish layouts you wish to create.

Getting organised
If you have the 1750 expander, you

can load your files into the Ramdisk at

the beginning of the session. Otherwise,

you are in for a lot of disk swapping plus

waiting time for the disk to access new
screens as you scroll around the pages
you're working on. To be quite honest, I

would not like to run this program without

the expander. My geoPublish workdisk is

made up as follows:

Side 1 . Geopaint File: 9 Font Files: Photo

Manager: Calculator: Clock: Master Page
file: Page Layout file. (Total of 148K)

Side 2. Geopublish file: 128 Desktop:

Geowrite 128 file: Preference Manager
file. (Total 162K)

I copy side one of the disk straight

into the expander, then I transfer the four

files on side two individually into the ex-

pander ( for newcomers to Geos and the

Ram, if you try to copy the second side

to Ram in one hit, all you do is wipe the

first side that you had previously cop-

ied). Having got all of your files organ-

ised, you are now ready to become the

next Kerry Packer on your neighbour-

hood block.

Let's get started: Master pages
Creating masterpieces with geoPub-

lish is divided into three separate stages.

Your first step is to lay out your Master

Page. What you design in this section v/ill

appear in every page of your document.
Your heading is created in master page
mode, along with the date, guidelines,

graphics and any other information that

you want to appear on every page of your

document.

To cater for those of you planning to

write the great Australian masterpiece,

Berkeleys have designed the master

page mode to give the user two distinct

layouts. This capability allows for differ-

ent layouts for left and right pages for

documents of two pages or more. In mas-

ter pages, the toolbox that appears pro-

vides a number of options to spice up the

document, some of which are as follows:-

Circles; lines; connected lines; poly-

gons; open and closed splines; rectan-

gles etc. Included in the toolbox is the at-

tributes facility, which lets you change
the thickness of the lines, fill the circles

and rectangles with patterns, change the

font and size of your text plus a number
of other features which we will cover as

we go along.

The other main function of master

pages is to set the guidelines to align

your columns for text, headlines, graph-

ics etc. Having done that, the next step

involved is:

Page layout

This mode is where you import text

from your geoWrite files or graphics from

geoPaint that you created earlier to use

in your document. In this mode, you use

a tool called "open region" to define an

area in which you wish to drop your text

or graphics. If you had defined an area in
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the centre of a two column page and

placed a picture in it, then your text would

flow around either side of the graphic. To

see the text on screen, it is necessary to

use zoom mode. In ordinary (or preview)

mode, your text regions simply show up

as diagonal lines within the columns.

Page layout mode is also where you

get to use "The editor". This function is

very similiar to geoWrite, and you can

change fonts, sizes etc to help you to get

the text to fit exactly into the columns.

You can also make alterations to your

text whilst in editor mode.

Page graphics

The third mode of geoPublish is page

graphics. In this mode, you are given the

same toolbox to use as in master page

mode. The difference here however is

that anything (either text or graphics)

created in page graphic mode will only ap-

pear on the page on which you are work-

ing and not on every page as is the case

in master pages.

As you may have gathered, geoPub-

lish is a fairly complicated program and it

takes a fair amount of time and practice

to get the hang of it. However, there's a

lot of fun to be had along the way and the

end result is well worth the effort. There

are a lot of new features in geoPublish

that are an absolute buzz to use. You
can drop graphics into your program,

then move them around; scale them to fit

different sized regions; make the picture

transparent if you want to superimpose it

onto another image, the possibilities are

endless.

Likewise with text, you can print any

size from 4 points to 192 points (that's

over two inches high); get your text to run

up or down the page; use any of the Geos
fonts for fancy work; have the text under-

lined or printed in italics or both. Trans-

parent mode can also be used with text

so there is virtually no end to what you

can do with this program.

Because of the size and nature of the

program, this month's article is just an in-

troduction to geoPublish. There are many
features not covered here, so next

month, we will go step-by-step and create

a newsletter using geoPublish. Hopefully,

space and the editor permitting, we will

print the end result to give you an idea of

just how good it is. Look forward to see-

ing you again next month.
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Basic BASIC, a tutorial for

Yet again I'll introduce this article

with my customary "Hello, to all in-

terested readers". I'm truly sorry

that last month's article was a month

late. This was due to circumstances be-

yond anyone's control. I'll try to make up

for the lost time by including a touch

more material in this month's issue.

As promised I'll go over the IF...THEN

conditional instruction, the GOSUB ...

RETURN subroutine structure, and the

vagaries of the FOR...NEXT bop. That in

itself is enough for one issue's worth but

I'll also include a couple of other things

like the READ and DATA commands. If

we're lucky (and we will be) I'll give you a

taste of the power of the POKE & PEEK
commands.

The IF & THEN commands
The IF THEN command syntax is one

of the most useful structures in the BAS-

IC language. Its purpose is to allow com-

parisons of data and to act according to

given conditions.

For example let's imagine that we
have come to a section in our program in

which a decision must be made. It can be

done in two ways. One is to halt the pro-

gram with an INPUT command like I

showed in the last issue and to ask the

user on the nature of the action to be tak-

en. Now this would be alright if the user

was a computer also and could keep de-

tailed archives of all possible conditions

in any single program.

Naturally this is absurd. For this rea-

son the IF command can be used to

monitor a condition in a program and act

accordingly. In this way all the house-

keeping is left to the computer. Before

anything is said about the THEN portion

of the command let's look at an example.

10 INPUT "ENTER TWO NUMBERS A&B ";A,B

20 PRINT "I'M GOING TO SEE WHICH OF A &

B IS LARGER."
30 IF A>B THEN PRINT "A IS GREATER THAN
B"

40 IF A<B THEN PRINT "A IS LESS THAN B"

50 END
Can you see a basic logic in the pro-

gram? What the program does is it (as

you should know) asks the user for two

numbers which it assigns to A & B re-

spectively. It then prints out a nice user-

friendly message. What it does now is

the new part.

. It goes literally, 'if A is larger than B
then do whatever comes after THEN'. If

what comes after the IF isn't true then

the computer simply proceeds in execut-

ing the next logical line. If it is true then it

does what comes after the THEN com-

mand.

In the previous two sentences I've

used if and then in a way which we would

in a thought process (a bit like playing

chess). And this is the way that IF THEN
should be implemented. Think to your-

self... What should happen if such and

such a statement is true? Then write it

out in BASIC I It's as easy as that.

Even though I didn't want to confuse

you in previous issues on things like

'command syntax templates' (try getting

your mouth around that one!) I think this

would be the best way to explain the IF

THEN statement completely. The tem-

plate is:

*IF [conditional-expression] THEN
[action] or [line no.]

Where [conditional-expression] is to

be evaluated and [action] is the action to

be taken if the [conditional-expression]

is true OR it is the line number to which

we want the program to go.

Up till now our program examples

have boon trivial, but we now have

enough of a grasp of BASIC as to be

able to write a small number-guessing

game. The listing is as follows. I'll leave ft

to you to work out how it works. Make
certain you can explain its workings.

5 REM***OCANDEMIR 20.11.88***

10 PRINT "NUMBER GUESSING GAME."
20 PRINT "I'LL THINK OFA NUMBER & YOU
HAVE TO TRY AND GUESS IT. O.K??";

30 INPUT RESPONSES
40 IF RESPONSE$="Y THEN 60

50 IF RESPONSE$="N" THEN END
60 A=45:COUNT=0

70 INPUT "ENTER YOU GUESS -

;B

80 COUNT=COUNT+1
90 IF B=A THEN PRINT "YOU GOT IT !":GOTO

120

100 IF B>A THEN PRINT TRY LOWER NUM-
BER":GOTO70
1 10 IF B<A THEN PRINT TRY HIGHER NUM-
BER--.GOTO70
120 END

Simple, isn't it? One thing to note is

that with the IF statement, if the condi-

tional-expression is true then everything

on the line subsequent to it will be exe-

cuted also. See the examples in lines
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90,100 and 110 with the GOTO state-

ments appearing in a multi-statement on

the same lines as the IF statements.

They are also executed because
they're on the same line as the IF state-

ment which was true. In the example the

IF THEN was used in two different ways.

One was to jump to another line ie. 40, &
the other way was with lines 90, etc. in

which the jumping was delayed and
PRINT was executed with a GOTO com-
ing later on in a multi-statement. It would
also have been valid on line 90 to write:

90 IF B=A THEN 120

and then on line 120 write:

120 PRINT "YOU GOT IT!!"

130 END
This eliminates a GOTO but has the

disadvantage of being long. Both are

equally valid though. See how it works

now?
Before continuing I'll list the compari-

sons you're able to make with the IF com-
mand. You may use these anytime in an
IF:

= equal

o not equal to

< is less than

> is greater than

<= is less than or equal to

>= is greater than or equal to

So a statement which went:

IF Ao5 THEN .... would read: 'If A is

not equal to 5 then ..."

This would be useful in a quiz or

something in which any answer apart

from 5 could be distinguished. For exam-
ple:

10 INPUT "WHAT IS 5+8 ";A

20IFAo13THEN50
30 PRINT "WELL DONE"
40 END
50 PRINT "YOU TWIT, DONTYOU KNOW
HOWTOADDr
60 PRINT "YOU'RE NOT GOING TILL YOU
GET IT RIGHT."

70 GOTO 10

The GOSUB & RETURN structure

Now let's investigate the GOSUB, RE-
TURN statements. There is in program-

ming what's known as subroutines. What
this means is that during the execution

of our main BASIC program routine we
can go to a sub (or branch out to a small-

er) routine.

A whole program may in actual fact be
composed of smaller subroutines which

are called by a mother routine. This I

might say is the style of programming I

encourage. Not only are such programs
easy to debug (which means getting rid

of problems or BUGS) but they are easily

readable. The command in BASIC which
allows us to 'call' subroutines is GOSUB
which is short for 'GO SUBroutine'.

The RETURN is used to literally return

to the line after the calling line once the

subroutine is done. For example:

10 REM —GOSUB EXAMPLE*"
20 GOSUB 100

30 GOSUB 120

40 GOSUB 140

50 END
100 PRINT "FIRSTSUBROUTINE !"

110 RETURN
120 PRINT "SECOND SUBROUTINE !!"

130 RETURN
140 PRINT THIRD SUBROUTINE !!"

150 RETURN

Do you get it? I hope you do because

that's all I'm saying about it. If you are

truly unsure ask someone more experi-

enced for help. I have space limitations.

The FOR NEXT loop
The next thing on the agenda is the

FOR NEXT loop. Once mastered this is

an invaluable tool. I'll show you some
uses in later issues.

Before I introduce the command how-
ever I'll give yqu examples of how the

FOR NEXT loop is the optimum way of ex-

pressing a loop in BASIC. For those who
don't know what a loop is, it is a part of a
program which is repeated many times

according to a given condition. Now this

may still sound double Dutch to you but

the examples following will hopefully

clear you up.

This program doesn't use any loop

structures.

10PRINT-1"
20 PRINT" 2

"

30 PRINT" 3
"

40 PRINT" 4"

Pretty clumsy eh? You've had to type

in PRINT four times. Can we do better?

Of course!

The program below uses a variable

and the GOTO statement to 'loop'.

10A=1

20 IF A>4 THEN END
25 PRINTA
30 A=A+1

40 GOTO 20

Can everyone see the logic? This pro-

gram is a little smarter than the last but

still isn't the best way. Note the dreaded

GOTO on the last line. Now here is the

best way.

10FORA=1TO4
20 PRINTA

30NEXTA

Notice how short and concise it is.

This is what we must always aim for as

programmers. Clear and concise work. I

bet you're dying to learn how it works

though.

The principle is simple, the structure

behaves exactly like the one above. With

the FOR command follows a definition of

how many loops the program will take. So
line 10 means "loop FOR however many
times it takes to get from 1 TO 4".

Note that a variable must also be

specified. On each pass of the loop this

value takes the value of the 'loop coun-

ter'. In our case the values 1 TO 4. The
NEXT statement marks the end of the

loop part of the program (literally it says

'NEXT loop' thankyou).

So the FOR NEXT loop only executes

whatever is in between them. Note that

the NEXT statement is followed by the

variable A. This means that this NEXT
command corresponds to the FOR com-
mand which defines A as the loop coun-

ter. In practice this isn't necessary as

the NEXT is always assigned to the clos-

est FOR command. Which brings us to

'nesting'.

FOR NEXT loops may be nested,

which is yet another new concept to be-

ginners. This simply means that you may
have FOR NEXT bops within FOR NEXT
loops. Dont overdo it though or the poor

machine will get bogged down keeping
up with us. (By the way the C-64 oper-

ates at about 2 MHz for those who didn't

know). Let's take a look at an example of

nesting FOR NEXT loops now.

10 REM "" NESTING EXAMPLE '"

20FORA=1TO16
30 POKE 53280A
40FORT=1TO100
50NEXTT
60NEXTA
70 END

What this program does is set up an

outer FOR NEXT loop with the variable A.
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This variable is used in line 30 for some-

thing you shouldn't concern yourselves

about for the moment.

Now we come across lines 40 and 50

which are within the outer loop. We
quickly notice that there is nothing in this

loop and it therefore does nothing but

burn a little CPU cycles I This is what's

known as a time- delay loop.

Did you enter the program? Did you

like what it did? This effect is the result

of the POKE command which I'll teach

you about right after the next section on

READ & DATA.

The READ, DATA statements

Sooner or later, (sooner I hope) you're

going to need to manipulate data in your

programs. Asking the user to type in

everything isn't exactly what program-

ming is about, neither is it about having to

type in hundreds of PRINT statements.

The READ & DATA statements give

us a welcome chance to ease the work of

us programmers. Let's start by looking at

an example.

10VAR$=~
20FORA=1TO4
30 READ VAR$
40 PRINT "DATA NUMBER ";A;" IS ";VAR$

50 NEXT
60 END
70 DATA
"HELLO","WHAT","HAVE"."YOUVLEARNT"

What it's all basically about is simple.

The DATA statements are followed by

string assignments which must be in in-

verted commas. These data are READ by

the statement by the same name sequen-

tially (which means one after the other).

The data could have been numerical

in which case you'd read into a variable

name and your data needn't have the in-

verted commas. One other thing is that

more than one piece of data can be read

in by the same READ command. Lastly

the data may be spread out over many

DATA statements. An example follows

which illustrates all of this.

10 A=0 : REM CLEARTHE VARIABLE

15 PRINT "NUMBER SQUARE CUBE"

20 FOR X=1 TO 5

30 READ A,B,C

40 PRINT" "A;"";B;"";C

50 NEXT

60 END
70 DATA 1,1,1

80 DATA 2,4,8

90 DATA 3,9,27
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100 DATA 4,16,64

110 DATA 5,25,125

Of course you'd be silly to write such

a program for real use though. All the cal-

culations could have been done by the

computer. The program is just meant to

be an example. Anyway I hope you've un-

derstood this point.

WARNING!: When using READ and

DATA make sure you have enough data

needed for the corresponding READ com-

mands or else you'll get a rude response

from the computer saying:

?OUT OF DATA ERROR

The mighty POKE & PEEK

When I was first learning BASIC one

of the most difficult concepts to cope

with was the POKE command. Before ex-

plaining how to use it I feel that a little

rundown on the C-64's memory structure

wouldn't go astray.

The C-64 was and still is a very versa-

tile computer. It has 64K of memory ar-

ranged into ROM and RAM. ROM memory

stands for Read-Only- Memory whereas

RAM for Random-Access-Memory.

ROM memory just as its name implies

is unchangeable and can only be read

from. This type of memory is used to hold

things like the BASIC interpreter which

must always stay in memory and not dis-

appear when the C-64 is switched off (for

obvious reasons!!). But the computer

must be able to be changed, in order to

hold programs and to be useful.

It so happens that the memory which

holds what colour the screen will be, etc.

is held in RAM memory. Therefore it may

be changed by the user. How does one

change it? Easy, just use POKE! What

POKE does is it 'pokes' a number into a

specified memory location. The use of

this is to be able to change the comput-

ers actual memory, for a purpose.

Earlier in this article I used the state-

ment POKE 53280.A where A contained a

number. The location 53280 on the 64

holds the information on what the back-

ground screen's colour will be. This can

be a number from 1 to 16 (it can be more

but these just repeat the values from 1 to

16). Try POKEing 53280 with the follow-

ing command in the immediate mode.

POKE 53280,0

The background goes black, right?

Try it also with 53281, the foreground

screen's colour location.

POKE 53281 ,0

The foreground screen is now black.

You can see how this can be useful in

programs. There are many such loca-

tions on the 64. However dont go poking

memory like crazy though. Some memory

locations contain important information

which if changed will crash the computer.

If you don't believe me type:

FOR X=1TO200:POKEX,0:NEXT <HIT

RETURN>

The computer has crashed! This may

be used in programs to deny access to

unauthorized users. Maybe an incorrect

password's result. Good stuff eh?

Anyway each month I hope to teach

you more of these POKE locations (any-

one who owns the REFERENCE GUIDE

may look at the memory map somewhere

in the middle of the book for such loca-

tions). Feel free to experiment!

By the way don't try poking values

larger than 255. This is because the C-

64 is an 8-bit computer and has locations

able to contain 2 to the power of 8 or 256

different numbers. That is from to 255

inclusive.

To see what a particular memory loca-

tion holds we use the PEEK command.

For example type in the immediate mode:

A=PEEK(53280) <HIT RETURN> PRINT A <HIT

RETURN>
or

PRINT PEEK(53280) <HIT RETURN>

This will show you the content of

memory location 53280. But now here's a

couple of locations which you might like

to poke.

Location Result

205 The cursor's blink delay.

646 Colour of cursor.

1024- Screen memory. Poke this like

2039 mad!! See what happens!

650 Key Autorepeat. 0=cursor con-

trols repeat. 128=AII keys.

651 Amount of wait before repeat.

652 Amount of wait between re-

peats.

Something else which might be of use

is SYS 64738 which resets the computer

without having to turn it off!

Next month we'll learn more BASIC

and string manipulation commands. Also

something on CHR$ & ASCII codes. Bye

till next month (hopefully !).



Bulletin Boards in Victoria
List published by the Australia PAMS Registry

System: ABE Opus
Sysop: Nick Mleozko

Phone: (03) 288-3599

Baud:V21 V22V23
Access: Public

System: ACES High

Sysop: Daryl Harvey

Phone: (03) 878-2918

Baud:V21 V22V23
Access: Public

DOS: PRODOS
BBSoftware: GBBSPro

System: AIM - A)ccess l)n

Melbourne

Sysop: David Hellwege

Phone: (03) 592-3338

FIDOnet: 634/380

Baud: V22 V22bis

Access: Reg VA
Computer: IBM Clone

BBSoftware: Opus

System status: Unknown
System: Alloy Opus BBS

System: AmigaLink

Sysop: Bohdan Ferens

Phone: (03) 792-3918

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

System: AmigaLink

Sysop: Gary Gajic

Phone: (03) 376-6385

Baud:V21 V22V23
Access: Mem LVA
Computer: IBM XT
DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: AMNET
Sysop: Peter Hallgarten

Phone: (03) 366-7055

FIDOnet: 634/382

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Mem Reg VA
Computer: Pulsar 80386

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus
Note: 10.14 Mhz VK3AVE (Radio)

: 147.6 MhzVK3RPA (Radio)

: 1200 bps Amateur Packet Radio

System: Antartic Crystal

Symphony
Sysop: Greg Jones

Phone: (03) 874-4176

Baud: V22 V22bis

Access: Mem VA
Hours: Nightly: 2200 - 0700

Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Anzugs CBCS
Sysop: Gordon Castle

Phone: (03) 563-2496

Baud: V22bis PEP
Access: Mem Public

Computer: IBM Model 80

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Arcadia Opus
Sysop: Andrew Newbury
Phone: (03) 267-8793

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Public

Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Offline

System: Atlantis RBBS-PC

System: AUSOM Apple ][ BBS
Sysop: Grahame Willis

Phone: (03) 877-1990

Baud: V21
Access: Public

System: AUSOM Macboard

Sysop: Gregory Ward
Phone: (03) 435-9152

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Computer: Macintosh

DOS: HFS
BBSoftware: Red Ryder Host

System: Ballarat C.A.E.

Sysop: Paul Kelly

Phone: (053) 339-285 Baud: V21

V22 V23
Access: Reg VA
Computer IBM XT
DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Bayside Opus
Sysop: Paddy Plebanowicz

Phone:(052)53-1110

FIDOnet: 632/313

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

Access: Reg Public

Computer: IBM Clone

BBSoftware: Opus

System: Big Tedd's Bulletin Board

Sysop: Rob Bates

Phone: (03) 509-6067

FIDOnet: 634/381

Baud: V21 V22V22bis
Computer: IBM XT Clone

BBSoftware: Opus

System: Brainstorm Oz!

Sysop: Rowan Stevens

Phone: (03) 758-7086

FIDOnet: 632/322

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103
B212

Computer: IBM XT
DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Offline

System: Bubble n' Squeak Opus

System Status: Offline

System: C-64 BBS

System: Cave 76

Sysop: Avatar

Phone: (03) 836-6976 Baud: V21
V22V22bisV23

Computer: IBM XT Clone

BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Offline

System: COM ONE
System: Comet BBS
Sysop: Caufield High School

Phone: (03) 21 1-0079 Baud: V21

V22

BBSoftware: lBBS

System: Compusoft BBS
Sysop: George Tsoukas
Phone: (03) 386-6019 Baud: V21

V22V22bisV23B103B212
Access: Reg VA
Computer: Mitac 386
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Crystal Palace

Note: Now Called: Further Regions

QuickBBS

System: Crystal Symphony Opus
Note: Now Called: Antartic Crystal

Symphony

System: Custom Programming

OPUS
Sysop: Allan Williamson

Phone: (03) 848-3331

Baud: V22 V22bis B103 B212

Access: Mem VA
Computer IBM PC Clone

DOS: PC Dos
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Darkside BBS
Sysop: Tal Silberman Phone: (03)

525-9015 Baud: V21V22
Access: Public

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: QuickBBS

System: DECUS
Sysop: Peter Hill

Phone: (03) 62-5806

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

Access: Mem VA
Note: Press SPACEBAR for

connection

System: Delta BBS
Sysop: Big Mother

Phone: (03) 793-4548 Baud: V21
V22 V22bis V23

Access: Reg

Computer: Apple HE
BBSoftware: TproBBS

System Status: Unknown
System: Devils Playground BBS

System: DiscoveryM.P.BB.

Sysop: David Bowman, Hal 9000 &
Marvin

Phone: (059) 75-9058

Baud: V21 V22 V23
Access: Reg VA
Hours: Weekdays: 2100 - 0700:

Weekends: 24 Hours

Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Doocz Domain
Sysop: Scott Rigby Phone:

(03) 646-5861 Baud: V21 V22
V22bis V23
Access: Public

BBSoftware: QuickBBS
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System: Down Under Amiga/IBM

Sysop: Greg Hudson

Phone: (03) 755-1584

FIDOnet: 532/306

Baud: V22 V22bis V23
Access: Public

Computer Compaq 386

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Dr Blaze

Sysop: Ron Lyth

Phone: (03) 890-9323

FIDOnet: S35/344

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

BBSoftware: Opus

System: Dragon City BBS
Sysop: Mai Fields

Phone: (054) 47-0398

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

Access: LVA
Computer: Amiga

DOS: AmigaDOS
BBSoftware: BBS-PC!

System: East Suburb Eighty User

Group

Sysop: Martin Axford

Phone: (03) 819-5179

FIDOnet: 632/347

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

BBSoftware: Opus

System: Eastcomm Opus BBS
Sysop: Keith Haslam

Phone: (03) 288-0775

Baud: V21 V22 V23 V230RG
Access: Publi

Computer Eastcomm PC/AT

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus
System: Eastwood Opus
Sysop: Mick Stock

Phone: (03) 870-4623

FIDOnet: 632/343

Baud:V22V22bisV23
Access: Reg VA
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Electric Dreams Opus

BBS
Note: Now Called: Truth BBS

System: Engbase CBCS
Sysop: Greg Furlong

Phcne: (03) 29-6336

Baud:V21 V22V22bis

BBSoftware: Opus

System: EXCALIBUR-64 RCP/M
Note: Now Called: The CP/M
Connection

System: Further Regions

QuickBBS

Note: Now Called: The Further

Regions QuickBBS

System: GRAAF Central Victoria

Sysop: Leo Julius

Phone: (054) 73-421 7 Baud: V21

V22 V22bis V23

Access: Mem Reg LVA
Computer: GRAAF 386

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Unknown

System: Island BBS

System: JIMCON BBS
Sysop: Jim Connelly Phone: (03)

762-9843 Baud: V21 V22 V22bis

Access: Reg

Hours: Daily: 1400 -0315

Computer: Commodore PC20

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: LSAOpus BBS
Sysop: Phillip Kelly

Phone: (03) 800-3215 Baud: V21

V22V22bisV23

Access: Reg LVA

Computer: IBM AT
DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: MACE-ATARI BBS Note:

Now Called : Melbourne Atari BBS

System Status: Unknown System:

MacLink BBS

System: MainframeZ BBS
Sysop: Andrew Whittle

Phone: (03) 466-2006

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis

Hours: Weekdays: 1800 - 0830:

Weekends: 24 Hours

BBSoftware: QuickBBS

System: Maxitel BBS
Sysop: Galvatron

Phone: (03) 560-9292

Baud: V21

Access: Public

Computer: C-64

BBSoftware: C-Net 64

System: MBUG Australia inc

Sysop: Mike Thompson

Phone: (03) 882-9421

FIDOnet: 633/362

Baud: V21 V23

Access: Mem

System: Melbourne Atari BBS

Sysop: Stuart Szabo & John

Burgess

Phone: (03) 899-6203

Baud:V21 V22V23
Access: Mem VA
BBSoftware: FoReM

System: Melbourne Data

Exchange

Sysop: Robert Broomhead

Phone: (03) 561-6556

Baud: V22 V22bis V23 Access:

RegVA
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Melbourne PC Users

Group BBS
Sysop: Charles Sandercock

Phone: (03) 819-5392

FIDOnet: 632/323

Access: Public

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Melbourne PIE

Sysop: Len Gould

Phone: (03) 878-5743

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

System: Mercury BBS
Sysop: John Fisher & John

Swanland

Phone: (03) 887-1485

Baud:V21

Computer: C-64

BBSoftware: C-Net

System: MESA RBBS
Sysop: David Woodberry

Phone: (03) 563-9102

FIDOnet: 632/349

Baud:V21 V22V23
Access: Mem Reg VA
Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Micom CBCS
Sysop: Peter Jetson

Phone: (03) 758-8642

FIDOnet: 633/371

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

Access: Mom Reg

Computer: IBM Clone

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Microscience Computers

BBS
Sysop: Stephen Riveneil

Phone: (03) 786-7187

FIDOnet: 635/361

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis

Access: Mem Reg
Computer: FireStar 286

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Midnight Frog BBS
Sysop: Scott Enwright

Phone: (03) 596-1589

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

Access: Public

BBSoftware: Opus

System: Miki's Opus CBCS Note:

Now Called: The Macro Shed

System: Motel International

Sysop: Kim Gration

Phone: (03) 509-9611

Baud:V21 V22V22bisV23

Access: Public

Computer: Apple 2GS
BBSoftware: TProBBS

System Status: Offline

System: MouseText

System Status: Offline

System: Nosiromo

System Status: Offline

System: Omegatex Videotex

Service

System: Osborne Australian BB
Sysop: Craig Orr

Phone: (03) 890-4096

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23

Access: Reg LVA
BBSoftware:Tcomm

System: Pacific Island

Sysop: Craig Bowen
Phone: (03) 890-21 74

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis

Computer Apple

BBSoftware: GBBS

System: PC Connection IBBS

Sysop: Uoyd Borrett

Phone: (03) 388-0909

Baud:V21 V22V22bisV23
Computer: IBM XT
DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: IBBS

System Status: Offline

System: Pegasus

System: Peninsula Colour

Computer Club BBS
Sysop: Stan Blazejewski

Phone: (03) 580-4605

Baud:V21
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Access: Reg LVA

Hours: Daily: 2130 -0700

Computer: Tandy CoCo 1

BBSoftware: Colorama

System Status: Offlino

System: PHYSI-CHALL

System: Premier Systems Note:

Now Called: USUFRUCT BBS

System: Sam's Opus BBS
Sysop:Alan Haslar

Phone: (03) 563-1117

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Public

BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Offline

System: Sendata

System Status: Offline

System: SMART BBS
Sysop: Richard Hoskin

Phone: (03) 502-1336

FIDOnet: 633/368

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis

Access: Mem VA
Computer: ALR 386

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: Software Mail Centre

Sysop: Maurie Halkier

Phone: (03) 725-1621

Baud: V22 V22bis

Access: Public

Computer: Eastcomm PC/XT

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Offline

System: Sotec BBS

System: Southern Mail

Note: Now Called:

Software Mail Centre

System Status: Offline

System: Super Dimensional BBS

System: Tardis II

Sysop: Malcolm Miles

Phone: (03) 859-3109

Baud:V21 V22V22bisV23
Access: Public

Computer: PC
DOS: ConcurrentDOS

BBSoftware: CALLME/GOUATH

System: Telegraph Road BBS
Sysop: Darren Moore

Phone: (03) 743-6173

FIDOnet: 633/361

Baud: V21 V22 V22biS V23

Access: Reg LVA
Computer: IBM XT
DOS: PC DOS

System: Teletex Connection

Sysop: Darren Sapwell

Phone: (03) 470-6827 Baud: V23

Hours: 0600 - 2200

BBSoftware: Videotext -Note:

Videotext Compatible ONLY

System: The Amiga Limits

Sysop: Captain Kirk

Phone: (03) 725-2895

Baud: V21 V22 V23

Access: Reg VA
Computer: IBM AT
DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: QuickBBS

System: The Bridge

Sysop: David Beckwith

Phone: (03) 563-8070

Baud: V22 V22bis

Access: Public

Computer: Sharp PC 7100

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The CadPhone

Sysop: Stuart Szabo

Australian Commodore Review SUITE 64

Disk Magazine No 13
* Charles - a huge graphics adventure with animation. You are

Charles and must locate the missing computer and return it. Joystick

control enables you to travel over 390 screens during five levels. It

maintains high scores.

* Stowaway - a text adventure by Base Seven Software. You are

a stowaway on a ship - can you escape?

* Blackjack - Play the computer at this favourite card game.
VCR Index - keep a file of all your favourite video cassette

recordings, tapes or records.

* Graphic Converter - An invaluable utility that enables you to

transfer clip art type graphics from Printshop, Printmaster, Stop

Press and even future programs to other formats. You can also

convert between various picture types such as Blazing Saddles,

Koala Painter, Art Studio, Image System, Artist 64 and others.

* Disk Diskassy - This would have to be the best disk utility ever

written for the C64. It's in full machine code and includes a BAM
editor, Directory Editor, Sector Editor. Index Maker and Menu
Creator. All are menu driven and very easy to use. Ideal for the

programmer, hacker and hobbyist.

* Disk Label Maker - tired of boring old disk labels? Now you can

print one or two sided labels complete with a directory of what's on
the disk or customise your own entires to either an Epson FX or

MPS801/803 printer.

k Icon Changer (GEOS )
- Ever wished you could change your

icon? This program will let you edit them to your own design.

* Easy DOS - A quick little program for obtaining a directory,

scratching or unscratching files, renaming programs or changing

your disk header.

* Cruncher BASIC - If your pushed for memory this program will in

seven parcels compact your program as much as possible by

compounding statements onto one line.

* Calc - A simplistic spreadsheet type program which is currently

tape based but may be modified to save data to your disk drive.

* Font Diskassy - A character editor that also lots you create

pictures by combining characters together.

* Graphic Demonstrations - A selection of pictures and music

from hackers and artists around the world.

PLUS various other short utilities and fun programs.

Please send me issue 13 of Suite 64 @ $12.95 Detach and send to Gareth Powe " Publishing

Please send me issue 12 of Suite 64 @ $12.95 Q 21 DarleV Road Randwick, 2031

Please send me issues 1 -6 @ special price of $49.95 0r phone
<
02

>
398 51 1

1

wrth Bankcard Order

(For more information on back issues see our advertisement in this issue.)

Name: Address:

Postcode:

Cheque Bankcard No.: Expiry Date:

Signature:

Please add $2 for postage and packaging and allow two weeks for delivery
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Phone: (03) 890-0091

FIDOnet: 633/367

Baud: V21 V22 V23

Access: LVA
Computer: HP Vectra 286

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The Clone Phone
Sysop: Greg Naylor

Phone: (03) 876-4118

FIDOnet: 635/800

Baud: V21 V22 V23

Hours: Weekdays: 0800 - 2300:

Weekends: 24 Hours

BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Unknown

System: The Comedy Company

System: The CP/M Connection

Sysop: Maurice Copeland Phone:

(057)83-1040

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Public

Hours: Weekdays: 1800 - 0800:

Weekends: 24 Hours

System: The Crossover

Sysop: Stephen Paddon Phone:

(03)367-5816

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Computer: IBM AT BBSoftware:

QuickBBS

System: The Domestic Engineer

Sysop: Rob Roder

Phone: (03) 720-6356

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Hours: Daily: 21 30-0800
BBSoffovare: QuickBBS

System Status: Offline

System: The Dreamscape BBS

System: The Fruit Shop
Sysop: Greg Broadley

Phone: (03) 859-1 246

Baud:V21 V22V22bisV23
Access: Reg VA
Hours: Weekdays: 1800 - 0900:

Weekends: 24 Hours

Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The Further Regions

QuickBBS
Sysop: Chris Brunton

Phone: (03) 725-1 923

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
B3Software: QuickBBS

System Status: Offline

System: The Graveyard BBS

System: The Hot-Line

Sysop: Mark Firus & Darren King

Phone: (03)547-5117

Baud: V22 V22bis B103 B212
Access: Reg LVA
Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System Status: Offline

System: The Info-Source BBS

System Status: Offline

System: The Krime Philes CBCS

System: The Labyrinth BBS
Sysop: Stephen Jones

Phone: (03)318-5562

Baud:V21 V22V22bisV23
Access: Reg VA
Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The Macro Shed
Sysop: Miklos Bolvary

Phone- (03) 887-1 756
FIDOnet: 633/374

Baud: V22 V22bis B103 B212

Access: Reg VA
Hours: Daily: 2100 -0900
Computer: ELT 286 Baby AT

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The NATIONAL CBCS
Sysop: John Blackett-Smith

Phone: (03) 25-6904

Baud: V22 V22bis PEP
Access: Public

Computer: IBM AT
DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The ODBS & Sensible

Solution BBS
Note: Now Called: The Hot-Line

System: The Outer Limits

Sysop: Captain Kirk

Phone: (03) 725-6650

Baud: V21 V22 V23

Access: Reg VA

Computer: IBMAT
DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The Real Connection

Sysop: The Real Article & Deep
Image

Phone: (03) 288-0810

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Public

Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: DoubleDOS

BBSoftware: Opus

System: The Software Bank

Sysop: Simon Walsh

Phone: (03) 820-1632

FIDOnet: 632/301

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103
B212

Access: Reg LVA
Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

ystem: The Twilrte Zone
Sysop: Fearless Fred

Phone: (03) 562-0686

Baud: V21 V22

Access: Reg

Computer: IBMXT
DOS: MS DOS
BBSoftware: Opus

System: The Ultimate 64
Sysop: fvtke Kobiolke

Phone: (03) 735-5551

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
BBSoftware: Punter

System : The Witche's Brew

Sysop: Erika Matlen

Phone: (03) 718-2198

FIDOnet: 533/370

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103
B212

Access: Public

Computer IBMXT
DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: QuickBBS

System Status: Unknown
System: Thongheads Welfare

BBS

System: Truth BBS
Sysop: Peter Studley

Phone: (03) 813-1663

Baud: V21 V22
BBSoftware: Opus

System: USUFRUCT BBS
Sysop: Jason Soberblom

Phone: (03) 743-7671

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Public

Computer: Vax 1 1/780

DOS: VMS
BBSoftware: Spitfire

System: Valicomm

Opus/QuickBBS

Sysop: Bill Walker

Phone:(051)27-2572

FIDOnet: 633/365

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103

B212

Access: Reg VA
Computer: IBM XT Clone

DOS: PC DOS
BBSoftware: Opus & QuickBBS

System: Wesley College/Starfleet

Command BBS
Sysop: Grand Admiral

Phone: (03) 522-7275

Baud:V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Public

Computer: IBM XT Clone

BBSoftware: QuickBBS

System: Yarra Valley BBS
Sysop: Frank Conner

Phone:(059)64-3126

Baud: V21 V22 V23 BI03 B212

Access: Mem VA
Computer. C-64

BBSoftware: Punter

System: Zen BBS
Sysop: Craig Bowen
Phone. (03) 899-6184

Baud:V21 V22V22bisV23
BBSoftware:TBBS
System: Zoist

Sysop: Bob Fletcher

Phone: (03) 467-7984

FIDOnet: 633/360

Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23
Access: Mem VA
BBSoftware: QuickBBS

Prophet Bulletin Board

PO Box E41. Emerton NSW 2770

Electronic: Prophet TBBS (02)

628 5222 V21.V22.V22bis.V23

FidoNet: 713730 ic.

Contact: Brainstorm OZ! (03)

758-7086

FidoNet: 632/322 zz33333.0
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Don't miss out on these great bargains!

[Australian Commodore Review Disk Mags Nos 1 to 12

Disk Magazine One $10
Forest Raiders - Full machine code shoot 'em up

Mschhe code paint, border, input and flash routines

Nice Lister - for readable listings on non-Commodore printers.

Recover II - for recovering deleted files,

and a catalog program - for getting a disk directory without

losing your program And More...

$10Disk Magazine Two
Programs demonstrating 3D graphic plots

A terminal program called Teleport

A tutorial on bils and bytes

Character editor - for designing your own custom alphabets

and graphics & A full demonstration of Electronic Card File

And More...

$10

Programs:
Hangman, Labyrinth, Calendar, Finance, Typing Practice.

Roadblock, Bird Invaders

Feature: Constructabrix - education and graphic construction

program for younger users And More...

$10Disk Magazine Four
Featuring:

Graphic Workshop _ a complete design system for sprites,

graphics, and character sets - with tutorials

Also: Typing Tutor - a complete typing program

Works on errors, counts your speed And More...

Disk Magazine Five $10

Utilities for using Newsroom on an MPS 802 plus printing disk

cover with directories, writing signs, printing Doodle and
Printshop pictures and more all on the MPS 802!

A demonstration of games in the future

And More...

Disk Magazine Six :

Games: Bert the Bug

Hangman

Demos: Amiga Pharoah
Space Harrier, Max Headroom
The Pacer, Sade

$12

Home Inventory

Graphics: Light Fantastic

Utilities:

1571 Utility DIR@828
Disk Filer And More...

DiskMagazine Seven $12
Utilities: Anti-lsepic, Sledgehammer, Fast Formal, Renum-
ber, PS/PM/NR, PS Printer, Graphics Editor.

Other: Joystick Tester, Irish Jokes, Converter, Ultimate

Writer, Home Finance, Oscilloscope. Dice Roller, Chord Maker,
Dark Forest, Don Martin, Funny, Music Classics.

Demos: Karate Kid II, Thrust Concert, 3D Demo, and more.
For 128: Bootmaker 128/64 Utility, Convert Basics utility.

Disk Magazine Eight $12

Utilities Track and Sector, Function Keys, Unscratched,
Relocatable directory, Tape Rename
Home/Business Calendars, Chequewriter, Screen clock
Graphics ESCOS version 2.99, Newsroom Camera, Clear

Screen, Future Writer , Demos, Enterprise II, Eddie Murphy
Games A super special for issue 8.

Disk Magazine Nine
C64 1 4 graphics and music de-

mos
Little Invoicer Sprite Clock

Sprites in the Border

$12
C128
128 Disk Filer

128 Block Reader
Three music programs

Disk Magazine Ten
Cup challenge - sailing simulation

Amiga memories

Define your function keys

Compiled Appointment Manager

$12.95

Escos with Music

Othello Look-alike

Demos and music

Disk Magazine Eleven $12.95
Education: Equation Manipulation, Linear Equations,
Probability. Utilities: 80 Characters, Graphic Converter, Batch
line number deleter, Function key definition, System call locator

Dos utilities: Fix directory, Text search, Disk tidy, Drive aligner,

Disk doctor. Hi-res jigsaw puzzle. Geos printer drivers. Demos.

Disk Magazine Twelve $12.95
Appointment Manager 2.1 - now with print and search facilities.

Third Term - comms program, dozens of features, menu driven.

Panes - windowing system. Time Crystal - Interactive graphic

demo. Atlantis - undersea fast action shoot-em-up.
Circle Navigation, Education Programs, Music, and lots mere

Order Form
Name

Address

Postcode

Q Cheque Bankcard Q MoneyOrder

No:

Expiry Date

Signature

Please allow two weeks for delivery

Please send me:

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

copies Disk

PLUS $2.00 P+P

Magazine No 1 @$10
Magazine No 2 @ $1 rj

Magazine No 3® $10

Magazine No 4 @ $1

Magazine No 5 @ $1

Magazine No 6 @ $12
Magazine No 7 @ $1

2

Magazine No 8 @ $1

2

Magazine No 9 @ $1

2

Magazine No 10 @ $12.95

Magazine No 1 1 @ $12.95

Magazine No 12@ $12.95

TOTAL

Post to:

Australian Commodore Review
21 Darley Road
Randwick, NSW 2031

OR
Use your Bankcard and
phone us to order on:

(02)398 5111

Postage & packing $2.00



Adventurer's Realm
by Michael Spiteri

Hello, everyone! Welcome once

again to the Realm, Australia's

only adventure column dedicated

to those who own Commodore comput-

ers.

If you are stuck in an adventure, role-

playing game or war game, there is

someone here to help you. In fact if you

have anything to say regarding strategy

games, this is the place to air out your

views.

Realm's Help Team:
Adventure games: Michael Spiteri

and Kcrric Brady

Role-playing games:
Kamikaze Andy
War games: Barry Boliiho

All-round assistant:

Garryck Osboumc

The addresses to write to arc:

For Adventures & Wargames
Adventurer's Realm.

1/10 Rhoden Court

North Dandenong

Victoria 3175

For Role playing games
Adventurers Realm: The Dungeon

44 Hawkesbury Drive

Willeton,WA6155

Realm's free hint sheets
The following hint sheets are availa-

ble free, just make sure you enclose a

stamped addressed envelope large enough

to hold the ones you want.

'Lzzzzzzzz, Adventureland, Pirate Ad-

venture, Bards Tale, Faery Tale, Bor-

rowed Time, Zork 1,2,3, Neverending

Story, Hitchhikers Guide, Hobbit, Lord

of the Rings, Dracula, Castle of Terror,

and The Pawn.

Realm via modem

There are two Bulletin Boards in

Australia that provide free assistance

plus other extra adventure goodies to all

adventurers with a modem. The numbers

to ring arc:

Down Under BBS
(02) 674 6647 (NSW)
Terminal BBS
(09) 389 8048 (WA)

We are still looking for Bulletin

Boards from other states to become part of

this adventure network.

Red Storm Rising
a thought-provoking review ofa thought-provoking game

by Barry Bolitho

Wargames have just taken a Quan-

tum Leap - what a dreadful expression.

However, the phrase is spot on when ap-

plied to Microprosc's new release, Red
Storm Rising. Closely following the

plot of Tom Clancy's best selling book
of the same name. Red Storm is a nucle-

ar submarine simulation set in today's

world. Perhaps this is what has disturbed

a few reviewers in some magazines I

have read recently. World War III is just

a bit loo close to home for some of us.

It's quite alright to zap aliens left, right

and centre, and should the Galactic Feder-

ation Representatives ever arrive on

Earth to sort out the alien-zappcrs - too

bad.

I can remember not long ago when
"G unship Roared In", to coin another

phrase. Gunship was also set in today's

world and was a simulation of one of to-

day's more efficient killing machines. By
contrast, Red Storm is tucked away on

Page Three like some poor relation. This

is a bit off, as Red Storm is just about

the best war game simulation that has

ever been seen on the 64.

The program is packed onto two

sides of disk and is accompanied by a

keyboard overlay. The 100 page manual

is the usual wealth of detail and informa-

tion that Microprose do so well. The
plot - well, to read the book is a good
way to get into what the simulation is

all about. It is also a great read - don't

miss it!

Each year, Nato and the Warsaw Pact

conduct separate military exercises- war

games! A hypothetical scenario is postu-

lated, forces allocated and battle com-

menced. Larry Bond, who is a wargame
designer and collaborated in the writing

of Red Storm, is also an umpire for Nato

during these exercises. The book and

game follow a plot by the Soviet Union

to seize the Middle East oil fields. Nato

must first be neutralised and war breaks

out in Europe. Nato is hard pressed - re-

supply and reinforcements are the key.

In World War II, the nearest wc came

to defeat was in the dark days of the

Battle of the Atlantic. Tom Clancy be-

lieves that history will repeat itself, as

history seems to keep doing. He who
does not heed history lessons is doomed

to repeat them? So the role player is in

command of a nuclear attack submarine

in the Norwegian Sea. His job is to neu-
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Lralise the Warsaw Pact Naval Forces so

that the resupply convoys can get

through to Europe. In this lies the nuts

and bolts of the game. The land and air

war in Europe is won or lost depending

on the success or failure of the naval

battles.

This is a truly interactive game in the

campaign mode. The sense of realism,

the feeling that this could be happening
right now is urgent and heart stopping. Is

this simulation in good taste? Should it

be on the market? Why not? A lot of

similar products arc. If this simulation is

disturbing to you, then don't buy it!

This reviewer feels that this particular

simulation is very relevant to today's

world and is a study of war that wc all

hope will never happen. It is a fact that

both Nato and Warsaw Pact bristle with

weapons and face each other across a
common border.

This wargame relates to a possible fu-

ture, unlike most wargames that recreate

historical wars and battles from out past.

We can learn a lot from both eras, and
perhaps we can learn enough so that Red
Slorm Rising remains what it is - an im-

aginative piece of fiction and possible the

best computer wargame simulation de-

signed so far.

Rating 10 out of 10.

Published by Microprose Software,

distributed by Questor, tape S49.95, disk

S59.95.

MS: What do other people
think about games that simulate

possible future wars appearing
on the computer software mar-
ket? All views published.

Realm's debate centre
The current debate concerning the ef-

fect of adult-only software on a non-

restricted software market has been stir-

ring up quite a few adventurers . .

.

Keith Ryan writes:

"I believe that magazines should not

review adult games, especially as many
underage readers will find it easy to pur-

chase these games. Anyway, the classic

adventure games are far more interesting

and varied."

Greg Munro of Bankstown
writes:

"It's good to see you raising ques-

tions about dubious software. Magazines

seem to be almost exclusively preoccu-

pied with finding out what we CAN do
with the technological marvel that is the

personal computer, and generally devote
very little lime to asking whether or not

wc SHOULD do it!"

MS: That may be so, however some
readers think this debate is giving adult

software some unnecessary free publici-

ty-

Ross Moore writes:

"I can't see anything wrong with

those games, as long as they keep to rea-

sonable limits, and if they go over those

limits then the age limit should be en-

forced. I have never played Leather God-
desses or Leisure Suit Larry, but I will

have to try them out now! As you see,

this debate is giving them a lot of pub-

licity! I think the Cinemaware games are

great. Flashing thighs and cleavages

won't sell a game if it's no good. Word
will soon get around. They have to have

gameplay."

MS: Then there are those who think

this debate is a waste of time and space.

Andrew Hansen writes:

"I have read letters about 14 year olds

playing (gasp!) Defender of the Crown. I

have been right through ihat game, and I

am 14, and if I was corrupted and horri-

fied by the scene in the bedroom before a

marriage, then I shall never go near a

computer again - and that is a very dan-

gerous promise. I have read someone's

letter who mentioned, in tones of awe,

that a friend of his has seen and played

Leisure Suit Larry. My 14 year old friend

has an Amstrad, and we played the game
a fair way in, and any parts that were

even remotely offensive (!) were just

laughable and a joke. If you really want

adults-only software, try looking at the

X-rated cartoons you can download from

BBS's everywhere . . . they are adults-

only, not Defender of the Crown; you are

making a huge fuss over nothing."

MS: I think it's not the present situ-

ation that is worrying people the most,

but more the direction software is taking.

If nothing is done about certain software

products, in a few years' time - who
knows what will appear on computer
screens if the market demand is strong. I

may be forced to review a very offensive

Leisure Suit Larry Part 5. Minors repre-

sent a strong percentage of the computer
population - so this subject shouldn't be

taken lightly. As you stated, Andrew,
just take a look at all the X-rated soft-

ware you can download from BBSs eve-

rywhere - just as offensive as those vide-

os the Federal Government recently

banned - so there most certainly is a

problem!
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Guide to contributors

EVERY MONTH WE receive doz-

ens of submissions from would

be writers. For these we are most

grateful. If you have considered writing

for the Australian Amiga and Commo-

dore Review, here's a few guidelines. The

majority of contributions are accepted,

however as we have a larger number to

choose from these days, a few more strin-

gent guidelines need to be met.

Style: Easy to read, entertaining and

informative. We aim to be an enjoyable

easy to read publication - with a smatter-

ing of technical articles for those so in-

clined. We are most interested in tutori-

als, "how to" type articles, and general

hints and tips. Programs are also sought

after for our disk magazines. Suite 64 and

Amiga Live!

Format: Don't include any format-

ting such as printer controls, centred

headings, print styles etc. Put a space af-

ter commas or full stops. Do not indent

paragraphs. Numbers under 10 should be

typed. We prefer contributions on disk -

Commodore 64/128, Amiga, MS-DOS
and even Macintosh. Don't double space.

Just a straight ASCII text file is all we
require. We also accept contributions via

modem once you become a regular con-

tributor. Baud rates or 300, 1200, 1200/

75 and 2400 are supported.

What to include: A brief letter, if

it's your first effort. Don't forget your

phone number - this is the most impor-

tant thing! And put your name at the top

of the actual article, not just on the let-

ter.

What you get: Fame and a little

fortune. Writing is a lot of fun. You'll

get payment of $50 per 1000 words -

paid about one or two months after pub-

lication and a free subscription to the

magazine after your third article. We take

receipt of the article as permission to

publish - you may not always be con-

tacted before we use your article.

Where to send contributions:

Post articles directly to The Australian

Commodore and Amiga Review, 23

Bonnefin Rd, Hunters Hill. Or call (02)

817-0011 to arrange modem transfers.

Don't send us your original - we cannot

guarantee return, and it may become

damaged in the post. Send 5 1/4 inch

disks in an Australia Post cardboard Post

Pak especially designed for carrying

disks. Do not use padded post bags -

these have a tendency to make the post-

man want to bend them in half. Amiga

disks can just be sent normal mail.

Thai's it! For a more detailed version

of the above, call our office and ask for

the complete writers guide.
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Commodore Printers
the logical solution

For every Commodore computer there is a Commodore printer that is

designed to cover your specific needs whether you are an owner or user of a
Commodore 64 or 128, an AMIGA 500, 1000 or 2000, our PC range including
the exciting new PC-COLT and PC-10 series m.

Commodore printers are designed to give you total compatibility with the rest
of your computer system with built-in high performance and at the same time
offering value for money.
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Commodore MPS 1250 Dot Matrix Printer
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I

Commodore MPS 1280 Dot Matrix Printer

Commodore MCS 8101820 Colour Series

i
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Commodore MPS 2020 Dot Matrix Printer Commodore LP 806 Laser Printer

Ctcommodorev
COMPUTER

Available at your local Commodore dealer.



Arcade Classics
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